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Chapter 1

Introduction

The human brain is the most complex organ and is responsible for the centralized control over
the organism. It processes both internal and external information about the organism and the
environment. To be able to do so, it receives, analyzes and sends a lot of information. To
gain more insight into brain activation patterns, in this thesis stochastic models and statistical
procedures are developed and their properties investigated. These models and methods can
be used to address biological questions that arise in studies of the human brain, which employ
electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG) or functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI). In this thesis mostly co-registered EEG-fMRI data are studied, and
MEG data appear due to their similarities to EEG data. Analysis of co-registered EEG-fMRI
data is difficult due to a variety of aspects. The two data modalities have incomparable tem-
poral and spatial resolutions and different physiological meanings. Both data modalities are
high-dimensional with respect to one of the two domains space and time. Another difficulty
is due to the fact that the underlying processes of the brain that generate the data are very
complex and to large extent unknown.

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the physiological mechanisms of the brain
that are most relevant in the context of the neuroimaging data that we model, and an overview
of the data acquisition and properties of the data. Moreover, the models that are considered
in the thesis are introduced. The chapter ends with an outline of the remaining chapters of
the thesis.

1.1 Human brain structure

The human brain is divided into three large structural units (hindbrain, midbrain, forebrain),
see Figure 1.1, which originate from structures that evolve independently during brain devel-
opment, [87].
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hindbrain

midbrain

forebrain

Figure 1.1: Division of the human brain into hindbrain, midbrain and forebrain indicated by
solid black curves, visualized on a mid sagittal cut (the slice between two hemispheres).

The hindbrain is localized between the spinal cord and the further parts of the brain,
hence it provides a link between the brain and the rest of the body (through the spinal cord).
Moreover, it plays a role that is crucial for the organism’s survival. It contains the medulla
oblongata, which is responsible for the control of autonomic functions of the organism like
respiration, heartbeat and digestion, and the reflexes such as coughing and sneezing.

The midbrain is located on top of hindbrain and close to the center of the brain. It regu-
lates the body temperature, and sleep cycles, and is responsible for the control of movements
through sending and processing sensory information between muscles and the brain.

The forebrain is the outermost part of the brain that surrounds the midbrain. This part of
the human brain is very complex and highly developed. It contains the cerebral cortex, which
is an outer layer of the brain that consists of gray matter. The cerebral cortex is involved in
high level processes such as abstract thinking, problem solving and decision making. Apart
from the cortex, an important structure of the forebrain is the thalamus, which plays a role in
transferring of sensory and motor information to the cortex and regulating sleep and wake-
fulness. Another structure, called the hypothalamus, synthesizes some neurohormones, and
regulates several metabolic processes, such as hunger, and thirst. The forebrain also contains
the limbic system, which consists of several brain structures, and plays a role in creation of
memories, motivation and emotions.

Each of the three brain units consists of several specialized regions that are involved in
different tasks. Interactions within and between these regions are crucial for proper function-
ing of the brain, because sending and processing information efficiently in the nervous system
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is extremely important. Therefore it is not surprising that scientists study connections in the
brain. Because the brain has a hierarchical structure, one can study connections on different
scales, from connections between neurons to connections between large brain regions.

1.2 Brain cells and mechanisms
In this section, we give a brief introduction to the cells and tissues that can be found in the
human brain and the mechanisms that are relevant for our data. We focus on the neurons
and how they pass information. Moreover, the relationship between neural activation and
subsequent changes in the vascular system is explained.

1.2.1 Microscopic view of the brain

The brain contains several types of cells. Most important are the neurons, which are cells
that process and send information through electrical and chemical mechanisms. Other cells,
which are called glia, are supportive cells for the neurons. Neurons and glia are the main
ingredients of the brain. Some other cell types that occur in the brain are cells of the brain’s
blood vessels and cells of the cerebrospinal fluid.

As visualized in Figure 1.2, a typical neuron consists of a cell body (soma) and two types
of extensions. The cell body contains the nucleus and other organelles, such as mitochondria.
One type of extensions corresponds to dendrites. The number of dendrites varies between
different types of neuron. These extensions can form branches that subdivide into smaller
ones. Dendrites receive information from other neurons. The other type of extensions is
called axon, of which there is only one per neuron, which is typically located on the other
side of the cell than the dendrites. An axon transmits information away from the neuron.
Because it may consist of several branches, it is possible that it passes the signal to multiple
neurons simultaneously. In principle an axon reaches farther away from the soma than any of
the dendrites. Axons of neurons that transmit signals between peripheral parts of the nervous
system are built into myelin sheaths, which consist of several segments. The impulse jumps
over these segments, which provides a faster transmission of the signal. Neurons involved in
local circuits typically have unmyelinated axons, hence they pass information more slowly.
An axon ends with an axon terminal, which is a structure that contains vesicles, which store
neurotransmitter particles that are needed for passing the information. The axon terminal
reaches a synapse, which is a place where information is passed from this axon to a dendrite
of another neuron. An extended introduction to anatomy and properties of neurons can be
found in [3, 87].

Neurons are not floating in the air. They are surrounded by a connective tissue, which
is built from neuroglia cells [87]. These cells provide a physical support to neurons, and
regulate early development of neurons. Moreover, they provide neurons with nutrients and
oxygen, synthetize myelin, get rid of dead neurons and neurotransmitters which are released
during neural activity, and take part in immune responses in nervous tissue.

As a highly active organ, the brain requires a continuous supply of glucose, oxygen and
other nutrients [87]. At the same time metabolic products, such as carbodioxide, must con-
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Figure 1.2: Left: scheme of a typical neuron. Right: a synapse during neurotransmission.

stantly be removed from it. The brain vascular system is involved in these two tasks. Oxy-
genated blood is transported to the brain through arteries and deoxygenated blood containing
metabolic products leaves it. An increased neural activity of a particular brain area is followed
by an increased flow of blood containing oxygen and nutrients towards this region. The walls
of capillaries of the brain contain cells that prevent diffusion of macromolecules from blood
to surrounding brain tissues. This is called the blood-brain barrier. It protects the brain from
particles that could either attack the brain or interfere with its synaptic communication.

Blood is not the only fluid that flows within the nervous system. The cerebrospinal fluid
is a transparent liquid that circulates in the spinal cord and the brain [87]. Its pressure pro-
vides a mechanical protection of the brain inside the skull and its ingredients are related to
the immunological response. Cerebrospinal fluid is continuously synthesized mostly in the
ventricles, which are hollow areas in the brain. It circulates in the ventricular system and is
transported to blood and removed from the nervous system. It carries metabolic and undesir-
able substances that are removed from the brain.

1.2.2 Action potential and neurotransmission

Important aspects of functioning of the brain are mechanisms that allow for passing the signal
between different areas of the brain. Cells that are actively involved in this process are neu-
rons. Transmitting the signal from a presynaptic neuron to a postsynaptic neuron consists of
two steps. The first step, called an action potential, corresponds to passing the signal within
the presynaptic neuron from its dendrite along the axon towards the axon terminal. The
consecutive step is called neurotransmission (or synaptic transmission) and it refers to the
mechanism in which the presynaptic neuron triggers an action potential in the postsynaptic
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neuron. We introduce these steps below.
Each neuron is separated from the surrounding environment by a membrane. On each side

of the membrane there are electrically charged particles, ions. When a neuron is not involved
in transmitting a signal, the potential of ions inside the neuron is more negative than the
potential outside. Active mechanisms, which involve ionic pumps, preserve concentrations
of ions inside neurons that are purposefully unequal to concentrations outside of neurons. In
such a state a membrane is polarized. The membrane contains voltage-gated ion channels,
that are closed if the membrane is polarized. However, these channels open if the membrane
potential increases and reaches a specific value called threshold potential. In such a case the
membrane is said to be depolarized, and particular positively charged ions can travel inside
the neuron through the ion channels. This further increases the membrane potential, which
triggers more ion channels to open. The process of opening channels and the movement of
ions across the membrane occurs in the axon in a sequence. It starts at locations that are close
to the cell body, then moves along the axon so that it finally reaches the axon terminal. The
process is called the action potential.

This electrical impulse causes the neurotransmitter particles, located in vesicles in the
terminal, to be released to the synapse. Because the membrane of the postsynaptic neuron
contains chemically-gated ion channels that are sensitive to the neurotransmitter, the neuro-
transmitter particles bind to the receptor of these ion channels. This causes the ion channels
to open, see Figure 1.2, which provides an opportunity for the ions to travel through the
membrane. Ion channels of a postsynaptic neuron can be activated by several neurons, and
the overall effect is a sum of effects of all these neurons. If sufficiently many ion channels are
opened such that the threshold potential of the membrane is reached, an action potential in
the postsynaptic neuron is initiated. For more detailed explanation of the mechanisms behind
action potential and neurotransmission, we refer to [4, 78, 87].

The flow of ions within a postsynaptic dendrite is called a primary current. Because
there are ions outside of the neurons, an additional current flow is induced, which is called
a secondary current. In this second current, ions flow on ellipsoid trajectories outside of
the neuron, through brain tissue such that they enclose the primary current. The secondary
currents reach areas that are located relatively far from the neuron in which the primary
current was created. This mechanism is measured by EEG, which is explained in Subsection
1.3.1.

1.2.3 Neurovascular coupling

Several aspects of neural activity are closely related to local energy consumption, because
processes in the brain such as action potentials, movement of neurotransmitter and postsy-
naptic potentials utilize energy and generate energy demands [87]. There is a relationship
between the local neural activation and following changes in the local cerebral blood flow,
which is called neurovascular coupling [59]. A key ingredient that is involved in energy
supply is oxygen, which binds with hemoglobin and is transferred through arteries. In the
case of an increased oxygen consumption in a certain brain region, the local amount of oxy-
hemoglobin decreases, while the amounts of deoxyhemoglobin, carbon dioxide and nitrogen
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Figure 1.3: Simultaneous collection of
EEG and fMRI data. Photo: courtesy of
Jan de Munck.

monoxide increase. Afterwards, arteries in this region increase their diameter, which provides
for an increased blood flow towards the brain region which overcompensates the demand of
oxygen. This increased blood flow is spread over several seconds, with a peak typically at 4-6
seconds after the neural activity. Neurovascular coupling is relevant in the context of fMRI,
because fMRI measures changes of oxygen level in the blood flow.

1.3 Experimental data

The data used in this thesis come from experiments in which EEG and fMRI are measured
simultaneously. A photo taken during the data acquisition is given in Figure 1.3. A subject
is required to wear a cap with EEG electrodes attached to it. These are the sensors that are
placed according to a certain head model. A subject with the EEG cap is requested to lie down
inside an fMRI scanner. During such an experiment both data modalities are collected. In
this thesis the so-called resting state data with eyes closed are studied. It means that a subject
is supposed to relax inside the scanner with his/her eyes closed and not think about anything
in particular, but also try not to fall asleep. In Chapter 4 a third type of brain data, called
MEG, appears. The reason is that the model developed in Chapter 4 is applicable not only
to EEG data, but also to MEG data. If any kind of modeling or data analysis is performed,
it is important to understand the processes and mechanisms according to which the data are
generated. Therefore we give some background information about EEG, fMRI and MEG
below.

1.3.1 EEG

EEG is a technique that measures voltage fluctuations in several locations of the scalp. These
fluctuations are mostly due to secondary currents, which are caused by neurotransmission,
because those are propagated over a certain distance. Nevertheless, currents resulting from
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Figure 1.4: Scaled EEG data recording of 5 seconds. Each row corresponds to one channel.
Signals of some channels are dominated by alpha waves. Solid vertical bars indicate heart
beats.

a single active neuron are way too weak to be detected. However, if many of them that
are parallel to each other get excited simultaneously, the overall effect can be measured by
EEG. Each EEG electrode collects a signal that is a superposition of the currents of the
groups of neurons from different areas. Neurons in the cortex are parallel to each other,
well synchronized and localized close to the electrodes, therefore the EEG signal mostly
reflects cortical activity. Neural activity of the sources located deep inside the brain does not
contribute much to the EEG recordings, because the sources are located far away from the
scalp and the voltage decreases with the distance from the source.

The number of EEG electrodes is typically several dozens. Therefore the spatial resolu-
tion of EEG is relatively low. On the other hand, each electrode collects as many as 1000
measurements per second, which means that the temporal resolution of EEG is high.

Under certain circumstances neurons send impulses in an oscillatory manner, which cre-
ates brain waves. Due to the high temporal resolution of EEG, several types of brain waves
can be recorded by this technique. For example, waves that have a frequency between 8 and
12 Hz are called alpha waves, see Figure 1.4. They are typically present in a recording of
an adult subject in a relaxed state with eyes closed. Another type of common brain waves
are beta waves, which are brain oscillations with a frequency between 13 and 30 Hz. They
typically occur during active thinking or anxiety.

The EEG technique has several advantages: it is non-invasive, relatively inexpensive,
and has high temporal resolution. The main disadvantages are its low spatial resolution and
substantial amount of noise. EEG is used in several clinical and non-clinical contexts. It can
be used as a diagnostic tool for epilepsy, because in this disorder characteristic abnormalities,
called spikes, appear in the EEG recording. Another diagnostic application for EEG concerns
patients with sleep disorders. EEG can also be used to detect coma or brain death. Apart from
the clinical purposes, EEG is widely used in research studies. A typical research problem is
the so-called inverse problem, in which the objective is to find the underlying neural sources
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Figure 1.5: The shape of the hemodynamic response function after instantaneous activity at
time 0.

of the observed EEG signal.

1.3.2 fMRI

FMRI with blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast is a technique that detects dif-
ferences in blood oxygenation in cerebral blood flow. This is possible due to differences in
magnetic properties between oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. It relies on neurovas-
cular coupling, and records the hemodynamic response, which is a fast flow of blood with
nutrients towards brain areas that were very active. Because the supply of the nutrients is
spread over time, it is believed that an increased neural activity in a certain region contributes
to the fMRI signal of that region according to the hemodynamic response function. This
function is visualized in Figure 1.5, and it shows the hypothetical fMRI signal of a given
region after an instantaneous activity, that happened at time 0 in that region.

During an fMRI experiment the brain is represented by a large collection of voxels, which
are small cubes of edge length≈3mm. Each cube provides 1 measurement per 3 seconds.
Therefore this type of brain data has a high spatial resolution, but a very low temporal reso-
lution.

Several challenges arise when analyzing fMRI data. First, there are multiple sources of
noise that contribute to the fMRI signal. Some of them are related to the data acquisition,
others to physiological aspects of the organism. The second problem is that the vascular
response is spread over time, which causes autocorrelations in the fMRI signal.

fMRI data are used in pre-surgical planning to localize functional brain regions and as-
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sess the risk of the surgery. Apart from that, this technique is widely used in research, for
instance, in the context of localizing physiological or psychological functions of brain re-
gions, or studying interactions between different brain regions.

1.3.3 Co-registered EEG-fMRI data

As we previously explained, EEG has a high temporal resolution, and can be used to de-
tect different brain states in time. However, it suffers from a low spatial resolution, which
causes difficulties in localizing the generators of the brain activities. From this perspective, it
would be beneficial to combine EEG with another imaging technique, in our case fMRI, that
has a high spatial resolution. This approach should also be beneficial for fMRI, because its
temporal analysis could be improved by the usage of EEG that has a high temporal resolution.

There are, however, some technical and methodological difficulties that arise when an-
alyzing co-registered EEG-fMRI data. The fact that EEG equipment is present in the MRI
scanner causes a decrease of quality of EEG and fMRI data. The EEG signal is strongly
affected by magnetic fields produced by the MRI scanner, which is clearly visible in the EEG
recording. Additionally, the EEG electrodes cause artifacts in fMRI data, which mostly affect
voxels that are located in the neighborhood of the EEG electrodes. On top of that, the signal-
to-noise ratio of fMRI is lowered due to the change of coil impedance that is caused by the
presence of EEG equipment inside the scanner [46]. To overcome these issues, one needs to
use good preprocessing techniques that detect and remove artifacts and limit the decrease of
the quality of EEG-fMRI data.

1.3.4 MEG

Electric currents generate magnetic fields orthogonal to the direction of the current. In the
context of neurotransmission, primary currents provoke magnetic fields that can reach the
scalp. MEG measures fluctuations of the magnetic field on the scalp that are mainly caused
by primary and secondary currents in active brain areas. The data are recorded by several
sensors at a high temporal resolution. The problem is that magnetic fields generated by
the brain are weak compared to the outside environment, which is full of electric currents
that generate magnetic fields, among others the Earth’s magnetic field. The effect of these
corrupting sources is limited by insulating the MEG machinery from the external magnetic
signals. MEG is often used to study epilepsy and brain behavior during cognitive tasks.

1.4 Models in the context of EEG-fMRI or MEG data

There are three main categories of the analyses of co-registered EEG-fMRI data [45]. The
first, the so-called EEG- informed fMRI analysis, extracts variables that correspond to some
aspects of interest from EEG and assumes that these variables are coupled with fMRI signals
from certain brain regions. The objective is to localize brain areas that are related to the EEG
variables. A model that is commonly used in this approach is a linear regression model, in
which fMRI of a given voxel is an explanatory variable, that is assumed to linearly depend
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on a number of regressors, some of which are obtained from EEG. This model is introduced
in Subsection 1.4.2 and used in Chapter 4. The second type of study uses fMRI data for
an improved analysis of EEG. This is done for example in localizing the sources of EEG
signal, in which the number of sources is inferred from the fMRI data. The third type of
analysis is more balanced, because it does not simply use one modality to explain the other.
Instead, several assumptions that describe the underlying process that generate both types of
data are made, and the focus is to reconstruct the state of the brain from the simultaneous
observations. Here the idea is to use the complementary information that is available in the
EEG-fMRI recording. This type of approach appears in Chapter 5.

Later in this section we give an overview of different models and methods that we use
to describe the brain data types that are considered in this thesis. Some of these models can
be applied to EEG/MEG data, and play a role in the integrated model for the EEG-fMRI
analysis. We focus on mathematical properties of these models.

1.4.1 Covariance models

It appears that EEG and MEG recordings are correlated in space and time. The underly-
ing cause for the spatial correlations is that different sensors pick up signals from the same
sources, and the temporal correlations reflect the fact that the current sources have an oscilla-
tory nature. It is therefore not surprising that many scientists study the covariance/correlation
structure of EEG and MEG data. Since estimating structured covariance matrices is an impor-
tant topic in this thesis, we give a background of different structured covariance models and
estimation techniques here. The focus is on models in which independent multivariate obser-
vations are assumed to be normally distributed, and maximum likelihood is used to estimate
the unknown mean vector and covariance matrix.

The most general model is the one in which no restrictions on the covariance matrix are
imposed. Such model assumes that independent p- variate observations X1, . . . , Xn have a
normal distribution with mean vector µ and positive definite covariance matrix Σ, notation
Xk ∼ N (µ,Σ), k = 1, . . . , n. If the mean vector is unknown, it is estimated by the sample
mean µ̂ = 1

n

∑n
k=1 Xk. If the sample size n is larger than the dimension p of the data (or at

least as large in the case of a known mean vector), the covariance matrix can be estimated by
maximum likelihood and the estimate is positive definite with probability 1. This estimator
is the sample covariance matrix

Σ̂ =
1

n

n∑
k=1

(Xk − µ̂) (Xk − µ̂)
T
.

One needs to replace µ̂ by µ when the mean vector is known.
For small sample sizes the sample covariance matrix is impractical, due to its rank defi-

ciency and low accuracy. This is the case for many types of data, such as EEG/MEG record-
ings. In this case if the analysis of these data is performed per subject, the sample size is
either 1 or equal to the number of times that the subject was exposed to the stimulus during
the whole recording.
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However, in case of high-dimensional data, plausible constraints, which originate from
the nature of the data generation mechanism, can often be imposed on the covariance matrix.
Maximum likelihood estimation under these constraints typically increases the accuracy of
the covariance estimator, and reduces the sample size required for positive definiteness. Nev-
ertheless, these improvements often come with a cost, because either complex computational
methods for obtaining an approximation of the estimate are required, or some of the theo-
retical properties of this estimator are undesirable. We introduce different commonly used
families of structured covariance matrices and discuss basic properties of their maximum
likelihood estimators.

We first consider a parametric family of structured covariance matrices involving a Kro-
necker product, which we define here. If A is a p × q matrix and B is an r × s matrix, the
Kronecker product of A and B is a pr × qs matrix defined by

A⊗B =



a11B . . . a1qB

...
. . .

...
ap1B . . . apqB


 .

Covariance matrices that are a Kronecker product of two (or more) positive definite matri-
ces are often used when the data are measured in multiple domains, which is, for example,
the case for multiple-input multiple-output communications data, or for EEG and MEG data,
[97]. More restricted families are also considered, because under certain experimental condi-
tions, the components of the Kronecker product are assumed to satisfy additional constraints.
In all these cases maximum likelihood estimation is more involved, due to the lack of analyt-
ical expressions for the solutions of the likelihood equations. Therefore iterative algorithms
are used to find approximations of the maximum likelihood estimates. Moreover, in some
cases the maximum likelihood estimator does not exist, because the likelihood function is not
bounded. Apart from that, as we show in Chapter 3, it can also happen that the estimator is
not unique, as the likelihood function can have multiple global maximizers.

Another family of structured covariance matrices is the family of persymmetric covari-
ance matrices. A q × q matrix P belongs to this family if it is positive definite and satisfies
the equation P = JPJ , where the q × q matrix J consists of zeros, except for the entries
that lie on its anti-diagonal. Persymmetric covariance matrices appear, for example, in the
context of array signal processes [48]. A persymmetric covariance matrix can be estimated
directly by maximum likelihood, because this estimator is given by an analytical expression.

A closely related family of covariance matrices is the Toeplitz family. A Toeplitz covari-
ance matrix is a special case of a persymmetric covariance matrix. A q× q covariance matrix
T is a Toeplitz matrix if it can be parameterized as

T =




t0 t1 . . . tq−2 tq−1

t1 t0 t1 tq−2

... t1 t0
. . .

...

tq−2
. . . . . . t1

tq−1 tq−2 . . . t1 t0



,
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which means that it is constant over sub-diagonals, and is fully determined by its first row.
Toeplitz covariance matrices appear in the context of stationary stochastic processes [99], be-
cause there the auto-covariance is a function of the time lag. Maximum likelihood estimation
for a Toeplitz covariance matrix is difficult due to the lack of a closed-form expression of
the estimator, hence numerical methods need to be used. Moreover, the likelihood function
may have multiple global maximizers [22], hence in these cases the maximum likelihood
estimator is not uniquely defined.

An even more restricted family is the family of circulant covariance matrices. A positive
definite q × q circulant matrix C is a special case of a Toeplitz matrix with its first row given
by c0, c1, . . . , cq−2, cq−1 which satisfy cm = cq−m, for m = 1, . . . , q − 1. Assuming a
circulant covariance matrix is useful, for instance, in case of discrete-time processes [17].
The maximum likelihood estimator of a circulant covariance matrix is given by an analytical
expression.

1.4.2 Regression models in fMRI studies

A commonly used approach for the analysis of fMRI is to assume a multiple linear regression
model for each fMRI voxel separately. In this model the fMRI signal of a given voxel is
linearly related to several explanatory variables, some of which are of interest, and others are
confounders that are related to physiological and external sources that disturb the signal. A
good example is a block design experiment, where the subject alternates between the presence
and absence of a certain stimulus. During the experiment, these two states are coded by the
so-called block function, which marks scans during which the stimulus was present. One
can use this block function to create a regressor/regressors of interest in the regression model
for fMRI. By testing significance of these regressors by the partial F-test, one can find brain
areas that activate in response to the stimulus. A similar approach can be used in the study
of spontaneous brain activity, for which EEG-fMRI data are simultaneously collected. In
such a case different aspects of the brain activity can be extracted from EEG data and used as
regressors of interest. The goal of such an analysis is to localize the generators of different
components of the EEG signal.

When a partial F-test is performed for every voxel, one needs to account for multiple
testing, which can, for instance, be done by the multiple testing correction of Benjamini and
Hochberg [7]. Another issue arises from the fact that the hemodynamic response is delayed
and spread over several consecutive scans. To correct for that, the regressor of interest is built
by convolving the original explanatory variable, e.g. the block function, with a predefined
hemodynamic response function, like the one given in Figure 1.5. Another way to account
for this is to estimate the hemodynamic response function, which is suggested in [19].

1.4.3 Graphical models

A group of models of which the use is increasing in neuroscience in the context of connec-
tivity analysis is the field of graphical models. The reason is that conditional dependencies
between variables that are described by graphical models have turned out to adequately de-
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scribe the so-called effective connectivity. By definition, two brain regions are effectively
connected if one of them influences the other [32].

The field of graphical models is an area where graph theory and probability theory in-
tersect, through the relationship between the distribution of a random vector and a graph
associated with it. More precisely, in a graphical model a random vector X = (X1, . . . , Xp)

is associated with a graph G = (V,E) where V = {1, . . . , p} is a set of nodes and E a set of
edges. The nodes of the graph correspond to the components of the random vector X and its
edges are related to conditional dependencies between the components of X [53, 56].

Because graphical models can accurately describe a lot of phenomena present in different
experimental fields, like biology or social science, this framework is widely used for statisti-
cal analysis of data arising from such phenomena [49]. This has motivated many statisticians,
computer scientists and machine learning specialists to develop procedures and algorithms for
learning the structure of a given class of graphical models and its parameters from observa-
tions. Moreover, modern statistics deals with very complex and high dimensional data [14].
Because graphical models are a useful tool for modeling such data, it is not surprising that
recently a number of new estimators, and computational methods for evaluating them, were
developed in the context of graphical models.

There are two important classes of graphical models, Bayesian networks and Markov
random fields. The immediate difference between them is that the former assumes a di-
rected graph, and the latter an undirected one. Moreover, there are particular conditional
(in)dependencies that can be represented by one type and not by the other. Therefore differ-
ent challenges arise in the context of statistical methods within these two classes of graphical
models. In this thesis we will only consider Markov random fields.

A Markov random field assumes that a random vector X is associated with an undirected
graph G and conditional independencies between the components of X are equivalent to the
properties of graph G via the so-called global Markov condition [74]. This condition is that
for any A,B,C sets of nodes, we have that XA ⊥⊥ XB |XC (XA and XB are conditionally
independent given XC) if and only if C separates A and B in the graph G. In this context
separation of A and B by C means that after removing nodes from C and all the edges that
were connected to these nodes, we obtain a graph in which there is no path that connects
any element from A with an element from B. An important fact related to Markov random
fields is the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem [8, 37], which states that under the assumption of
a strictly positive distribution, the random vector is a Markov random field associated with
graph G if and only if its distribution factorizes over the (maximal) cliques of G. Moreover,
in such a case the global Markov condition is equivalent to the pairwise Markov condition,
which states that for any pair of nodes v, u ∈ V Xv ⊥⊥ Xu|XV \{u,v} if and only if nodes
u, v are not adjacent in graph G. In Chapter 5 we use the Gaussian graphical model, which is
a special case of the Markov random field. Because there a multivariate Gaussian distribution
with an invertible covariance matrix is assumed, the Hammersly-Clifford theorem implies
that one only needs to study pairwise conditional (in)dependencies.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis

In the remaining chapters the following topics are presented.
In Chapter 2 we study properties of constrained minimization problems that originate

from maximum likelihood estimation of structured covariance matrices. Even though our
interest is mainly in structured covariance matrices that are relevant for brain data, results
developed in this chapter can be useful for other cases too. For each of these constrained
minimization problems, we show conditions which guarantee that solutions exist. Moreover,
in some cases, and under particular conditions we derive the set of solutions, and prove that
solutions to these problems are in fact not unique.

The EEG/MEG signal is often modeled as normally distributed with the covariance ma-
trix being a Kronecker product of two components, one of which corresponds to space and
the other to time. This has inspired us to study certain properties of maximum likelihood
estimation under such a model in Chapter 3. More precisely, we assume that independent ob-
servations X1, . . . , Xn, each of size pq, originate from the N (µ,Ψ⊗ Γ) distribution, where
µ is the pq mean vector and Ψ ∈ Mq,q (R), Γ ∈ Mp,p (R) are positive definite. The mean
vector can be estimated by its sample mean, which is the maximum likelihood estimator of
µ. The maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ does not have an analytical expression. In-
stead, likelihood equations for Ψ and Γ can be derived. Apart from the general model, in
which it is assumed that Γ and Ψ are positive definite, we consider the cases that one or two
components are diagonal. For the different models we derive conditions involving n, p, q that
indicate whether the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix Ψ ⊗ Γ exists
and whether it is unique.

In Chapter 4 we analyze co-registered EEG-fMRI data of the so-called resting state. Our
goal is to investigate which regions are activated during this state. In order to achieve it, we
use a multiple linear regression model per each 3x3x3 mm brain cube with the correspond-
ing fMRI signal as response and a new regressor that is obtained from EEG which describes
the variances of the EEG signal during 3 second time intervals. It requires estimating co-
variances of the EEG under a separability assumption which is equivalent to the covariance
matrix of the EEG data having a Kronecker product structure of three instead of two com-
ponents, in which the third component corresponds to different fMRI epochs. With this type
of covariance model and using the same estimation procedure, we also analyze task-induced
MEG data.

It has turned out that some aspects of the overall model that was used for integrated EEG-
fMRI analysis, a linear regression model in which fMRI data serve as response variables and
functions of the EEG data as explanatory variables, were not completely satisfying. For that
reason, we propose a new integrated model which improves EEG-fMRI data analysis results
in Chapter 5. The assumption is that both data types result from a process that has two com-
ponents: one corresponding to each data modality. This process is expressed as a hierarchical
Gaussian graphical model with two layers, one layer for both types of observed random vari-
ables and one hidden layer for unobserved random variables that represent the neuronal and
haemodynamic processes that underlie the observed phenomena. A corresponding numerical
iterative estimation procedure is also presented, its performance investigated on simulated
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data, and its use is illustrated on experimental EEG-fMRI data.





Chapter 2

Relevant constrained minimization problems

In this chapter two types of constrained minimization problems are studied. They involve
maximizing a vector or matrix-variate function that incorporates the determinant of a non-
negative definite matrix. Our interest in these problems originates from maximum likelihood
estimation of structured covariance matrices. Some of the results developed in this chapter
are used in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis in the context of existence and uniqueness of certain
maximum likelihood estimators.

Before we explain the problems which are solved, we need to introduce some notation.
We will work with matrices and by Mp,q (R) we denote the space of p × q matrices with
real coefficients. For a square matrix A, its determinant is denoted by |A|, and its trace by
tr(A). A q × q diagonal matrix with αj on the jth position on the diagonal is denoted by
diag(α1, . . . , αq), and a matrix with column vectors a1, . . . , aq is denoted by [a1, . . . , aq].

We note that whenever we consider a family of non-negative or positive definite matri-
ces, we implicitly assume (without pointing it out) that we deal with square and symmetric
matrices.

2.1 Minimizing a determinant under constraints
In this section a specific class of constrained minimization problems that involves non-negative
definite matrices is introduced and its properties under five different sets of additional con-
ditions are investigated. For a fixed integer p ≥ 2, we consider a function from Rp

+ into

R that maps (λ1, . . . , λp) with λi > 0, i = 1, . . . , p into
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣, where for

i = 1, . . . , p, and k = 1, . . . , n, S(k)
i ∈ Mq,q (R) is non-negative definite. We refer to

such function as our objective function. Because λiS
(k)
i is a non-negative definite matrix,∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i is non-negative definite, hence its determinant

∣∣∣∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ at-
tains only non-negative values. We are interested in minimizing this objective function
over λ1, . . . , λp. However, this problem would be trivial if no constraint was imposed on
λ1, . . . , λp. In such case one could take λi = ε, for i = 1, . . . , p, and show that the func-
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tion converges to 0 if ε tends to 0 and if
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0, the objective function

would not attain its minimum. To avoid this case, we add the constraint:
∏p

i=1 λi = 1,
which is motivated by the application of the results from this chapter in the next one. We
will also exclude another trivial situation, which happens if rank

(∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

)
< q.

The reason is that in such case the objective function attains the minimum that is equal to 0

at (λ1, . . . , λp) = (1, . . . , 1). Therefore the general version of the constrained minimization
problem that we consider is to find

argmin
λ1,...,λp>0

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣

subject to
p∏

i=1

λi = 1,

(2.1)

with S
(k)
i ∈ Mq,q (R) non-negative definite and rank

(∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

)
= q.

If the objective function is strictly convex, then one would only need to show the exis-
tence of its minimum under the constraint, and it would be an immediate consequence of
the convexity that a solution of (2.1) would be unique. However, in our case, the objective
function is not convex, and solving our constrained minimization problem is not trivial.

We first give some well-known results that are related to the above type of constrained
minimization problem. They will, indeed, play a role in the proofs of the properties of our
constrained minimization problems. We start with an inequality, that is a special case of the
Brunn-Minkowski inequality. This is followed by a corollary, which we directly use in our
proofs. The last of the well-known results is the extreme value theorem, which concerns
extreme values of a continuous function of which the domain is a compact set.

Theorem 2.1. Let A,B ∈ Mq,q (R) be non-negative definite matrices. Then the inequality
|A+B|

1
q ≥ |A|

1
q + |B|

1
q is satisfied.

The proof of this inequality can be found, for instance, in [83].

Corollary 2.2. If A,B ∈ Mq,q (R) are non-negative definite matrices, it holds that |A+B| ≥
|A|+ |B|.

Proof. Theorem 2.1 states that |A+B|
1
q ≥ |A|

1
q + |B|

1
q . By taking both sides of this

inequality to the power q, we have that |A+B| ≥
(
|A|

1
q + |B|

1
q

)q

. From the binomial

theorem, it holds that
(
|A|

1
q + |B|

1
q

)q

= |A|+ |B|+
∑q−1

k=1

(
q
k

)
|A|

q−k
q |B|

k
q . Because each

term
(
q
k

)
|A|

q−k
q |B|

k
q is non-negative, it is clear that the inequality |A+B| ≥ |A|+ |B| must

be satisfied.

Theorem 2.3. Let f : X → R be a continuous function from a nonempty compact space X .
Then f attains its supremum and infimum.

In the following subsections conditions are derived that guarantee existence or non-uniqueness
of the solution of (2.1) under different additional conditions on the S

(k)
i . These conditions
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concern the sample size n with respect to the dimension q of matrices S(k)
i , and the number

of terms p with respect to which the objective function is supposed to be minimized under
different additional assumptions about the S

(k)
i . In our proofs we study the behavior of the

objective function if the smallest element from {λ1, . . . , λp} converges to 0. If in such case
the objective function converges to +∞, we can bound all λ1, . . . , λp away from 0, as well
as from +∞ and apply Theorem 2.3 to show that the minimum must be attained for some
λ1, . . . , λp in the bounded set. In all proofs of this section we assume without loss of gener-
ality

0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λp. (2.2)

The reason is that from an arbitrary configuration of {λ1, . . . , λp}, one can permute index i

of λiS
(k)
i such that λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λp.

2.1.1 Diagonal matrices S(k)
i

We start with the simplest version of our minimization problem. In this case, matrices S(k)
i ∈

Mq,q (R) are diagonal and positive definite. It turns out that such constrained minimization
problem always has a solution, which is proven below.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , p and k = 1, . . . , n, S(k)
i is a q × q diagonal

matrix with diagonal entries strictly positive. If n ≥ 1, the constrained minimization problem
(2.1) has a solution. Moreover, the objective function evaluated at this solution is positive.

Proof. The proof consists of two steps. In the first step we show that the objective function
|
∑p

i=1 λiSi| in (2.1) converges to ∞ if min{λ1, . . . , λp} converges to 0. This result is needed
for the second step, in which we show that the objective function attains its global minimum
on a certain compact set.

First note that for any re-ordering of the λi, the λiSi terms can be renumbered accord-
ingly. Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λp. To
accomplish the first step of the proof, we need to investigate the limits of the objective func-
tion for λ1 → 0 and λp → ∞. However, it suffices to study the limit of the objective function
for λ1 → 0. To see this, we remark that because

∏p
i=1 λi = 1, we have 0 < λ1 ≤ 1 and

λp = 1∏p−1
i=1 λi

. For a fixed value of λ1, λp takes its smallest value when λ2 = λ3 = . . . = λp.

This value is equal to
(

1
λ1

) 1
p−1

, so that

λp ≥
(

1

λ1

) 1
p−1

. (2.3)

By analogous reasoning we have λ1 ≤
(

1
λp

) 1
p−1

, which shows that λ1 → 0 and λp → ∞
are equivalent.

Next, we observe that the Brunn-Minkowski inequality [83] implies that |
∑p

i=1 λiSi| ≥
|λpSp|. We also have that |λpSp| > 0, because Sp is positive definite. Since |λpSp| =
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λq
p |Sp|, we get

∣∣∣∣∣
p∑

i=1

λiSi

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ λq
p |Sp| > 0. (2.4)

Inserting (2.3) into (2.4), we obtain
∣∣∣∣∣

p∑
i=1

λiSi

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
(

1

λ1

) q
p−1

|Sp| > 0. (2.5)

From this inequality it is clear that when λ1 → 0, the objective function |
∑p

i=1 λiSi| con-
verges to ∞.

We will now show that with probability 1 the global minimum of the objective function
is attained on a compact set. This compact set can be constructed by excluding some values
of (λ1, . . . , λp) for which the objective function exceeds some bound M . First note that for
λ1 = . . . = λp = 1 the objective function takes the value |

∑p
i=1 Si|. Fix M ≥ |

∑p
i=1 Si|.

From the fact that the objective function converges to ∞ when λ1 → 0 (equivalently λp →
∞), there exists 0 < ε < 1 such that the value of the objective function is larger than M

if any of the λi is smaller than ε, or any of the λi is larger than 1/ε. Since the ordering of
the λi is irrelevant in this respect, this means that outside the set {(λ1, . . . , λp) ∈ [ε, 1/ε]

p
:∏p

i=1 λi = 1} the objective function only attains values larger than M . The mentioned set is a
compact set in Rp

+, and the objective function is continuous. Therefore, by the extreme value
theorem the objective function has a minimum on this set. Since (λ1, . . . , λp) = (1, . . . , 1) is
in the set, this minimum is smaller than or equal to |

∑p
i=1 Si| ≤ M . It is a global minimum,

because the objective function only attains values larger than M outside the set. From (2.4),
it follows that the minimum is positive.

2.1.2 Rank 1 matrices S(k)
i

In this subsection a similar minimization problem is considered. The main difference is that
the diagonality assumption about the S

(k)
i is replaced by the assumption that S(k)

i are non-
negative definite with rank 1. Furthermore, some assumptions about the relationship between
the matrices S(k)

i must be made to assure existence of a solution of the minimization problem
(2.1). This result is given below.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , p and k = 1, . . . , n, S(k)
i is a non-negative defi-

nite q× q matrix that has rank 1. If np ≥ q and for any subset D ⊂ {1, . . . , p}× {1, . . . , n}
of size q it holds that

∣∣∣∑(i,k)∈D S
(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0, then the constrained minimization problem (2.1)
has a solution. Furthermore, the value of the objective function at this solution is positive.

The condition
∣∣∣∑(i,k)∈D S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0 of this theorem guarantees that any sum of q matrices

S
(k)
i has maximum possible rank.

For proving Theorem 2.5 we need smaller results. Those will be formulated as three
lemmas. Each lemma, in which stronger assumptions on n, p, q are imposed, is a particular
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case of Theorem 2.5. Nonetheless, any configuration of n, p, q that is considered in Theorem
2.5 falls into one of the lemmas.

Lemma 2.6. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied. It holds that if
np = q, then

∣∣∣∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ = (
∏p

i=1 λi)
n
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣, thus in particular any

(λ1, . . . , λp) with
∏p

i=1 λi = 1 is a solution of (2.1). Moreover, for any such (λ1, . . . , λp)

with
∏p

i=1 λi = 1 the objective function from (2.1) attains the same positive value.

Proof. Because S(k)
i is a non-negative definite matrix that has rank 1, there exists a non-zero

column vector x(k)
i of length q that satisfies S

(k)
i = x

(k)
i x

(k)T
i . Let us define the q × np

matrix A by

A =
[√

λ1x
(1)
1 , . . . ,

√
λ1x

(n)
1 , . . . ,

√
λpx

(1)
p , . . . ,

√
λpx

(n)
p

]
.

From np = q, it follows that A is actually a square matrix. A was defined such that∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i = AAT . From the properties of the determinant, we have that

∣∣AAT
∣∣ =

|A|2. Because each column of A is a product of a scalar
√
λi and a vector x(k)

i for some

i, k, we have that |A| =
(∏p

i=1

√
λi

)n ∣∣∣
[
x
(1)
1 , . . . , x

(n)
1 , . . . , x

(1)
p , . . . , x

(n)
p

]∣∣∣, which fol-

lows from the definition of the determinant. Therefore
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ = |A|2 =

(
∏p

i=1 λi)
n
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣. Because in (2.1), the constraint is that
∏p

i=1 λi = 1, it must

be that
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣. It shows that the objective function

takes the same value for any (λ1, . . . , λp) that satisfies
∏p

i=1 λi = 1. From the assumptions
of Theorem 2.5 it follows that this value is positive.

We will use Lemma 2.6 to prove that the solution of the constrained minimization problem
(2.1) exists, which is done in two lemmas, each of which, together with Lemma 2.6, covers
a different sub-case of np ≥ q. All sub-cases combined are used to prove Theorem 2.5.
The idea of a proof of each of the two following lemmas is as follows. From Corollary 2.2
we see that the value of the objective function

∣∣∣∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ is at least equal to the

determinant of a matrix obtained from
∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i by skipping some λiS

(k)
i terms.

If q terms remain in the sum, then it follows from Lemma 2.6 that the elements λi, for the
terms λiS

(k)
i that are kept in the summation, can be taken outside of the determinant. This

gives an inequality, which can be used to show that if some of the λ1, . . . , λp are close to 0

or +∞, the objective function takes large values. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3 we argue that
the minimum is attained on a compact set, so in particular it exists.

Lemma 2.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 it holds that if p ≤ q, and np > q,
then the constrained minimization problem (2.1) has a solution. Moreover, the value of the
objective function that corresponds to the solution of (2.1) is positive.

Proof. Because q ≥ p, and np > q, one can express q as q = (n− s) p+ c for some s, c ∈ N
such that c < p. From c < p and p ≤ q, it follows that q − c ≥ 1. Therefore, from the
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condition (n− s) p + c = q, we have that (n− s) p ≥ 1, which implies that n − s ≥ 1. If
s = 0 and c = 0, then both results follow from Lemma 2.6.

If s = 0 and c > 0, then np+ c = q. However, this cannot happen, because in Theorem
2.5, it is assumed that np ≥ q. Therefore we only need to consider the case that s > 0. In the
proof we will use the following inequality, which is obtained by removing some terms from
the sum

∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i and applying Corollary 2.2:

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−s−1∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i +

p∑
i=2

λiS
(n−s)
i +

p∑
i=p−c

λiS
(n−s+1)
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
,

where the first term on the right-hand side is only present for n− s > 1. Because the number
of λiS

(k)
i terms in the right-hand side of this inequality equals (n− s) p+ c, which is equal

to q, from Lemma 2.6 we know that each of the λi can be taken outside the determinant. Thus
the inequality becomes

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
(

p∏
i=1

λi

)n−s−1 ( p∏
i=2

λi

)


p∏
i=p−c

λi


 ·

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−s−1∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

S
(k)
i +

p∑
i=2

S
(n−s)
i +

p∑
i=p−c

S
(n−s+1)
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≥

1

λ1




p∏
i=p−c

λi




∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−s−1∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

S
(k)
i +

p∑
i=2

S
(n−s)
i +

p∑
i=p−c

S
(n−s+1)
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
,

where the last inequality holds because
∏n

i=1 λi = 1. Now the fact that λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λp, and∏p
i=1 λi = 1 implies that the tail product

∏p
i=p−c λi takes the smallest possible value if all

lambdas starting from the second one attain the same value (λ2 = . . . = λp). Hence, using the

equality
∏p

i=2 λi =
1
λ1

, we obtain that
∏p

i=p−c λi ≥
(

1
λ1

) c+1
p−1

. Therefore 1
λ1

∏p
i=p−c λi ≥

(
1
λ1

) p+c
p−1

, and the objective function satisfies the inequality

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
(

1

λ1

) p+c
p−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−s−1∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

S
(k)
i +

p∑
i=2

S
(n−s)
i +

p∑
i=p−c

S
(n−s+1)
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2.6)

Finally, it follows from (2.6), that the objective function converges to +∞ if λ1 → 0. Reason-
ing similarly to the end of the proof of Theorem 2.4, we find that the objective function must
attain its global minimum on Rp

+. This minimum is positive, because from the assumptions
of Theorem 2.5, it follows that for s > 0,

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−s−1∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

S
(k)
i +

p∑
i=2

S
(n−s)
i +

p∑
i=p−c

S
(n−s+1)
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
> 0,

so that the objective function only takes positive values.
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Lemma 2.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 it holds that if p > q, n ≥ 1, then the
constrained minimization problem (2.1) has a solution. Moreover, the value of the objective
function that corresponds to the solution of (2.1) is positive.

Proof. We will show that if λ1 is small, then the objective function
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣
must attain large values. Let r = p− q. By applying Corollary 2.2 twice, we have that

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
n∑

k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
p∑

i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
n∑

k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
p∑

i=r+1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣. (2.7)

Moreover,
∣∣∣∑p

i=r+1 S
(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0 from the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, therefore the objec-

tive function can only attain positive values. Lemma 2.6 implies that
∣∣∣∑p

i=r+1 λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣ =
(∏p

i=r+1 λi

) ∣∣∣∑p
i=r+1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣. This, together with (2.7), implies that

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
(

p∏
i=r+1

λi

)
n∑

k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
p∑

i=r+1

S
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣. (2.8)

Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.7,
∏p

i=r+1 λi ≥
(

1
λ1

) p−r
p−1

. Plugging
this into (2.8), we obtain

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
(

1

λ1

) p−r
p−1

n∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
p∑

i=r+1

S
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣. (2.9)

Inequality (2.9) shows that if λ1 → 0, the objective function converges to +∞. Since we also
have that λ1 ≤ 1, by reasoning analogous to the end of the proof of Theorem 2.4 we obtain
that the objective function must attain its minimum. The minimum is positive, because the
objective function only attains positive values.

We can now prove Theorem 2.5.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Suppose that np ≥ q. If np = q, the result follows directly from
Lemma 2.6. Now suppose np > q. If p > q, then the result holds, as a consequence of
Lemma 2.8. If, however, p ≤ q, one can take c = q mod p. Because 0 ≤ c < p, there exists
m ∈ N+ which satisfies mp + c = q. From the assumption np > q, we have that m < n.
Therefore, we can define s = n−m > 0. It means that (n− s) p+ c = q, hence this case is
covered by Lemma 2.7.

2.1.3 Matrices S(k)
i depending on U

In this subsection properties of another constrained minimization problem are investigated.
The difference between the new problem and (2.1) is that we add more parameters over which
the objective function is minimized. Namely, S(k)

i is replaced by another matrix, which is not
fixed anymore.
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Let U ∈ Mp,p (R) be an orthonormal matrix with its ith column denoted by ui. We
define matrices S̃(k)

i (U) ∈ Mq,q (R), for i = 1, . . . , p, and k = 1, . . . , n, by the formula

S̃
(k)
i (U) = XT

k uiu
T
i Xk, (2.10)

where Xk ∈ Mp,q (R) has full rank. We consider the following constrained minimization
problem: find

argmin
λ1,...,λp>0, U∈Mp,p(R)

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS̃
(k)
i (U)

∣∣∣∣∣

subject to
p∏

i=1

λi = 1 and U - orthonormal,

(2.11)

wherein S̃
(k)
i (U) depends on U as indicated above. The result about this constrained mini-

mization problem is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.9. Consider the constrained minimization problem (2.11). For i = 1, . . . , p,
k = 1, . . . , n, let S(k)

i = S̃
(k)
i (Ip), where Ip denotes the p× p identity matrix. If np = q and∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0, then the constrained minimization problem (2.11) has a solution
which corresponds to a positive value of the objective function. Moreover, the objective
function does not depend on (λ1, . . . , λp) and U , hence any (λ1, . . . , λp) and U that satisfy
the assumptions of (2.11) minimize the objective function.

Proof. We will first show that the objective function satisfies conditions of Lemma 2.6 for
fixed U . Note that

∑p
i=1 S̃

(k)
i (U) =

∑p
i=1 X

T
k uiu

T
i Xk = XT

k

(∑p
i=1 uiu

T
i

)
Xk. Vectors

u1, . . . , up are orthogonal to one another, which implies that
∑p

i=1 uiu
T
i = UUT . Be-

cause U is an orthonormal matrix, it holds that UUT = Ip. From this fact, we obtain that∑p
i=1 S̃

(k)
i (U) =

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i , therefore also

n∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

S̃
(k)
i (U) =

n∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

S
(k)
i . (2.12)

From the assumption of the theorem we have that
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0, hence it is also

true that
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S̃

(k)
i (U)

∣∣∣ > 0 for any orthonormal p×p matrix U . Lemma 2.6 implies
that

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS̃
(k)
i (U)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣

n∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

S̃
(k)
i (U)

∣∣∣∣∣ ,

therefore the objective function does not depend on λ1, . . . , λp. Now we need to show that
it also does not depend on U , which is immediately clear from equation (2.12). It means
that the objective function is constant and attains the value

∣∣∣∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0 for any
λ1, . . . , λp and U that satisfy the constraints from (2.11).
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2.1.4 Rank deficient
∑n

k=1 S
(k)
i

In this subsection results from Lemma 2.6, Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.9 are generalized
by allowing the case in which the number of degrees of freedom of matrix

∑n
k=1 S

(k)
i is

reduced. The new results are used in Chapter 3 for showing properties of maximum likelihood
estimator of the covariance matrix that has a structure of a Kronecker product.

Lemma 2.10. If for i = 1, . . . , p, k = 1, . . . , n S
(k)
i is a non-negative definite q × q matrix

with rank 1 and for i = 1, . . . , p,
∑n

k=1 S
(k)
i has rank equal to n − r, for some integer

r, such that (n− r) p = q, and
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0, then
∣∣∣∑n

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ =

(
∏p

i=1 λi)
n−r

∣∣∣∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣.

Proof. Let Si be the q × q matrix defined by Si =
∑n

k=1 S
(k)
i . We need to show that

|
∑p

i=1 λiSi| = (
∏p

i=1 λi)
n−r |

∑p
i=1 Si|. Si is a non-negative definite matrix that has rank

equal to n− r, therefore Si = YiY
T
i , where Yi is a q× (n− r) matrix, that has full rank. Let

us define a q× (n− r) p matrix A by A =
[√

λ1Y1,
√
λ2Y2, . . . ,

√
λpYp

]
, which is a square

matrix, because (n− r) p = q. By similar arguments as those used in the proof of Lemma
2.6, one can show that |A| =

(∏p
i=1

√
λi

)n−r |[Y1, . . . , Yp]|, which implies the result of this
lemma.

Theorem 2.11. Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , p, k = 1, . . . , n, S(k)
i is a non-negative definite

q × q matrix that has rank 1. If (n− r) p ≥ q, for some integer r, and for any subset

D ⊂ {1, . . . , p} × {1, . . . , n − r} of size q it holds that
∣∣∣∑(i,k)∈D S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0, then the
constrained minimization problem (2.1) has a solution. Moreover, the value of the objective
function that corresponds to the solution is positive.

Proof. If (n− r) p = q, then the result follows immediately from Lemma 2.10. Thus we can
assume that (n− r) p > q. From Corollary 2.2, we have

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
∣∣∣∣∣
n−r∑
k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.13)

Moreover, the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied for
∣∣∣∑n−r

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ , i.e. with n

replaced by n− r, so that the right-hand side of (2.13) is positive. Hence, the objective func-
tion is positive. Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 2.5 uses Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, and in the
proofs of these Lemmas it is shown that the objective function must converge to +∞ if λ1 →
0. Therefore, the same holds for

∣∣∣∑n−r
k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣. Namely,
∣∣∣∑n−r

k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ →
+∞ if λ1 → 0. Thus, from (2.13), it follows that

∣∣∣∑n
k=1

∑p
i=1 λiS

(k)
i

∣∣∣ → +∞ for λ1 → 0,
hence the objective function must attain its minimum (see the last part of the proof of Theo-
rem 2.4). Again, the minimum is positive, because the objective function attains only positive
values.

Theorem 2.12. Consider the constrained minimization problem (2.11), and let S(k)
i = S̃

(k)
i (Ip).

Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , p
∑n

k=1 S
(k)
i has rank equal to n − r, (n− r) p = q and
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∣∣∣∑n−r
k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0. Then the constrained minimization problem (2.11) has a solution,
which corresponds to a positive value of the objective function. Moreover, the objective func-
tion does not depend on (λ1, . . . , λp) and U , hence any (λ1, . . . , λp) and U that satisfy the
assumptions of (2.11) minimize the objective function.

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.10 in the same way as Theorem 2.5 follows from
Lemma 2.6.

It appears that Theorem 2.12 does not cover all non-trivial cases of the constrained
minimization problem (2.11), under the assumption that

∣∣∣∑(i,k)∈D S
(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0 for D ⊂
{1, . . . , p} × {1, . . . , n − r} of size q, for some integer r. More precisely, it is not known
whether this constrained minimization problem has a solution if (n− r) p > q. Nonethe-
less we hypothesize that existence results could be generalized to (n− r) p ≥ q, which is
expressed in the following conjecture.

Conjecture 2.13. Consider the constrained minimization problem (2.11). Let S(k)
i = S̃

(k)
i (Ip).

Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , p,
∑n

k=1 S
(k)
i has rank equal to n− r, p ≤ q, (n− r) p ≥ q, and

for any subset D ⊂ {1, . . . , p} × {1, . . . , n− r} of size q it holds that
∣∣∣∑(i,k)∈D S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0.
Then the constrained minimization problem (2.11) has a solution, which corresponds to a
positive value of the objective function.

We note that the special case with the assumption (n− r) p = q is proved in Theorem 2.12
and this conjecture would complete the existence result shown in Theorem 2.12.

2.2 Structured positive definite matrices
In this section we consider another type of constrained minimization problems. Here a differ-
ent objective function is minimized, and the minimization is over positive definite matrices
that have a certain structure. For one objective function two families of structured positive
definite matrices are considered. These are the family of positive definite persymmetric ma-
trices and the family of positive definite Toeplitz matrices. We prove existence of a solution
of each of the two constrained minimization problems under certain conditions. The results
were known before, but we give novel proofs. Theorems 2.18 and 2.19 are used in Chapter 4
of this thesis. Let us first give the definitions of persymmetric and Toeplitz matrices.

Definition 2.14. A q × q matrix A is a persymmetric matrix if it satisfies

JAJ = AT ,

where J ∈ Mq,q (R) is the identity matrix Iq rotated by 90 degrees, i.e. J (j1, j2) =

δj1,q+1−j2 , where δj1,j2 is the Kronecker delta.

Definition 2.15. A q × q matrix A is a Toeplitz matrix if it satisfies

A (j1, j2) = aj1−j2

for some a0, . . . , aq−1 ∈ R, which means that it is constant over its sub-diagonals.
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The two families that will be used in the constrained minimization problems are defined by

Pq = {A ∈ Mq,q (R) : A is a positive definite persymmetric matrix}, (2.14)

and

Tq = {A ∈ Mq,q (R) : A is a positive definite Toeplitz matrix}. (2.15)

We call Pq the persymmetric family and Tq the Toeplitz family. Note that, because each
Toeplitz matrix must also be a persymmetric matrix, we have that

Tq ⊂ Pq. (2.16)

Moreover, since J2 = Iq , it is easy to see that if P ∈ Pq , then also P−1 ∈ Pq . We consider
Pq and Tq as subsets of the vector space Mq,q (R) with some norm ‖.‖. Note that the choice
of ‖.‖ is irrelevant here, because Mq,q (R) is a finite-dimensional space, hence all norms
that can be defined on this space are equivalent. From now on Mq,q (R) and Mp,p (R) are
considered as normed vector spaces without mentioning the norm.

Now we can formulate the two constrained minimization problems. Let S ∈ Mq,q (R)
be a given non-negative definite matrix. The two constrained minimization problems are to
find

argmin
P∈Pq

[
log |P |+ tr

(
P−1S

)]
, (2.17)

and

argmin
T∈Tq

[
log |T |+ tr

(
T−1S

)]
. (2.18)

These problems can appear in different situations. Particularly, they are equivalent to max-
imum likelihood estimation of a persymmetric or a Toeplitz covariance matrix. Toeplitz
covariance matrices appear in the context of stationary processes, which are widely used in
modeling different phenomena.

We formulate a theorem that was proved in [15], and which will be used to show proper-
ties of (2.17) and (2.18).

Theorem 2.16. Suppose that S ∈ Mq,q (R) is positive definite and R ⊂ Mq,q (R) is a
closed family of non-negative definite matrices. If R contains at least one positive definite
matrix, the following constrained minimization problem. Find

argmin
R∈R

[
log |R|+ tr

(
R−1S

)]
(2.19)

has a solution. Moreover, any solution of (2.19) is positive definite. Additionally, if S−1 ∈ R,
then the solution to (2.19) is unique and it is equal to S.

In the next part we investigate the properties of (2.17) and show that under particular condi-
tions on the matrix S and the dimension q, (2.17) can be solved analytically and its solution
is unique. This result is then used to prove that (2.18) must also have a solution under the
same conditions.
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2.2.1 Constrained minimization over the persymmetric family

Lemma 2.17. Suppose that S ∈ Mq,q (R) is a non-negative definite matrix of rank r such
that q

2 ≤ r ≤ q. Let u1, . . . , ur, ur+1, . . . , uq be the eigenvectors of S with {ur+1, . . . , uq}
being the basis of the eigenspace corresponding to the 0-eigenvalue of S, and J ∈ Mq,q (R)
be defined as in Definition 2.14. If {ur+1, . . . , uq} and {Jur+1, . . . , Juq} are bases of linear
subspaces of Rq that only intersect at the vector�0, then the matrix S+JSJ is positive definite.

Proof. For r = q the result is obvious. For q
2 ≤ r < q, let πj be the eigenvalue of S

corresponding to its eigenvector uj , j = 1, . . . , q. Note that π1, . . . , πr > 0 and πr+1 =

. . . = πq = 0. Since J2 = Iq , we have JSJJuj = JSuj = Jπjuj = πjJuj , and hence the
eigenvalues of JSJ are equal to those of S. Moreover Juj is the eigenvector of JSJ that
corresponds to πj eigenvalue.

It is clear that S + JSJ is non-negative definite, hence what needs to be shown is that
it is non-singular. Assume that for some v ∈ Rq , it holds that vT (S + JSJ) v = 0. Then
vTSv = 0 and vTJSJv = 0, because matrices S and JSJ are non-negative definite. This
means that vectors v and Sv are orthogonal, hence v must belong to the 0- eigenspace of
S. Therefore v =

∑q
j=r+1 αjuj , for some αr+1, . . . , αq ∈ R. The same reasoning applied

to matrix JSJ and vector v implies that v =
∑q

j=r+1 βjJuj for some β1, . . . , βq ∈ R, so
that vector v belongs to both linear spaces span{ur+1, . . . , uq} and span{Jur+1, . . . , Juq}.
But from the assumption, the only vector that lies in the intersection of these spaces is a zero
vector, hence v = �0. Therefore S + JSJ is positive definite.

The result of the next theorem has been proved in [76]. Nonetheless, we show it differently,
using Theorem 2.16.

Theorem 2.18. Consider the constrained minimization problem (2.17) with S ∈ Mq,q (R)
a non-negative definite matrix of rank r, and J ∈ Mq,q (R) defined as in Definition 2.14. If
the assumptions of Lemma 2.17 are satisfied, then (2.17) has a unique solution that is given
by 1

2 (S + JSJ).

Proof. Take P ∈ Pq . Note that, because P is symmetric and persymmetric, JPJ = P

and JP−1J = P−1. Therefore tr
(
P−1S

)
= tr

(
JP−1JS

)
, and because tr

(
JP−1JS

)
=

tr
(
P−1JSJ

)
, we find tr

(
P−1S

)
= tr

(
P−1

[
1
2 (S + JSJ)

])
. By plugging this into (2.17),

we obtain that the original constrained minimization problem becomes: find

argmin
P∈Pq

[
log |P |+ tr

(
P−1

[
1

2
(S + JSJ)

])]
.

Now let us extend the space Pq and define P̄q to be the family of non-negative definite
persymmetric q × q matrices. It is easy to see that P̄q is the closure of Pq in Mq,q (R), so
in particular it is a closed set. Consider the constrained minimization problem (2.17) over P̄q

instead of Pq: find

argmin
P∈P̄q

[
log |P |+ tr

(
P−1

[
1

2
(S + JSJ)

])]
. (2.20)
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From the assumptions of Lemma 2.17, we know that 1
2 (S + JSJ) is positive definite. It

is also clear that
(
1
2 (S + JSJ)

)−1 ∈ P̄q . Therefore, Theorem 2.16 implies that P =
1
2 (S + JSJ) is the unique solution of (2.20). Because this P−1 also belongs to Pq , it is
the unique solution of (2.17).

2.2.2 Constrained minimization over the Toeplitz family

We will use Theorem 2.18 to show the existence result for the constrained minimization
problem (2.18). While this result has been shown in [33], in our proof, it is an immediate
consequence of Theorems 2.16 and 2.18.

Theorem 2.19. Consider the constrained minimization problem (2.18) with S ∈ Mq,q (R)
a non-negative definite matrix of rank r, and J ∈ Mq,q (R) defined as in Definition 2.14. If
the assumptions of Lemma 2.17 are satisfied, then a solution of (2.18) exists.

Proof. Because a Toeplitz matrix must also be persymmetric, by the same reasoning as in
the proof of Theorem 2.18, we have that the constrained minimization problem of (2.18) is
equivalent to finding

argmin
T∈Tq

[
log |T |+ tr

(
T−1

[
1

2
(S + JSJ)

])]
.

Lemma 2.17 implies that matrix 1
2 (S + JSJ) is positive definite. Let T̄q be the set of q ×

q Toeplitz non-negative definite matrices. Because T̄q is a closed set in Mq,q (R), from
Theorem 2.16, we have that the constrained minimization problem: find

argmin
T∈T̄q

[
log |T |+ tr

(
T−1

[
1

2
(S + JSJ)

])]
(2.21)

has a solution, and any solution must be positive definite. Therefore the constrained mini-
mization problems (2.21) and (2.18) are equivalent, hence (2.18) must have a solution.





Chapter 3

Existence and uniqueness of the maximum
likelihood estimator for models with a Kronecker

product covariance structure

This chapter deals with multivariate Gaussian models for which the covariance matrix is
a Kronecker product of two matrices. We consider maximum likelihood estimation of the
model parameters, in particular of the covariance matrix. There is no explicit expression for
the maximum likelihood estimator of a Kronecker product covariance matrix. We investigate
whether the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix exists and whether it
is unique. We consider models with general, with double diagonal, and with one diagonal
Kronecker product covariance matrices, and find different results. 1

3.1 Introduction
Often data are measured in multiple domains like space, time, frequency, or different versions
or scales of one of these. In this chapter we consider the case where data are measured in
two domains, so that we have matrix-valued observations. We assume that the observations
are independent and identically distributed with a matrix normal distribution or, equivalently,
that the vectorized observations are independent and identically multivariate normally dis-
tributed with a covariance matrix which is the Kronecker product of two positive definite
matrices. The focus of this chapter is maximum likelihood estimation of the model parame-
ters and, in particular, the existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator of
the covariance matrix.

Multivariate normal models with a Kronecker product covariance structure have been
proposed for many different purposes and applications. For instance, for spatio-temporal
estimation of the covariance structure of EEG/MEG data [11, 20, 44, 90] or environmental
data [27, 70], for missing data imputation for microarray or Netflix movie rating data [34],

1A modified version of this chapter will appear in the Journal of Multivariate Analysis [81].
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and for multi-task learning for detecting land mines in multiple fields or recognizing faces
between different subjects [100]. Several tests have been developed for checking whether
or not the covariance matrix is separable, that is, is a Kronecker product of two matrices
[65, 88]. Two general references for properties of Kronecker products are [69, 92].

In practice maximum likelihood estimates for the Kronecker product covariance matrix
are typically obtained by numerical approximation, because no explicit expression for the
solution of the likelihood equations exists. However, one should be aware of the fact that
even though the numerical approximation algorithm that is used for obtaining the estimate
may converge to some value, this value may only be one of many values that maximize
the likelihood. In principle, it could also happen that, although all updates of the algorithm
produce full-rank Kronecker product matrices, their limiting value is a Kronecker product
matrix that does not have full rank and thus is not the estimate one is looking for. This is
why it is important to know under which conditions the maximum likelihood estimator exists
and, if it exists, whether or not it is unique. Moreover, because in practice Kronecker product
covariance models are more and more used in situations where the number of observations is
much smaller than the dimension of the covariance matrix, it is essential to not only consider
large sample sizes, but to investigate what happens for small sample sizes as well.

We remark that in this chapter we do not consider (properties of) algorithms for finding
numerical approximations of maximum likelihood estimates of a Kronecker product covari-
ance matrix. This is, for instance, done in [26, 64, 88, 97] where the widely used flip-flop
algorithm is discussed, in [47] for the case in which one of the two components of the Kro-
necker product is a persymmetric matrix, and in [98] for the case where the covariance matrix
is a Kronecker product of two Toeplitz matrices. Instead, we study theoretical properties,
namely existence and uniqueness, of the maximum likelihood estimator itself. We do this for
three different cases: for the maximum likelihood estimator of a general Kronecker product
covariance matrix, of a Kronecker product covariance matrix with both composing matrices
diagonal, and of a Kronecker product covariance matrix with one of the two composing ma-
trices diagonal. The results presented in this chapter show that existence and uniqueness of
the maximum likelihood estimator cannot be taken for granted.

Analysis of existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator of a Kro-
necker product covariance matrix is non-trivial, because the parameter space is not convex
and the set of multivariate normal distributions with a Kronecker product covariance matrix
is a curved exponential family. The topic was also studied in the papers [26] and [88], which
have stimulated a lot of research in the area. In [26] a condition is given that is claimed
to be necessary and sufficient for existence. However, the proof of the sufficiency part is
incomplete. We cannot verify sufficiency of this condition, but instead prove existence un-
der a stronger condition. In [26] and [88] different results about conditions for uniqueness
are given. Unfortunately, as we demonstrate below, both results are incorrect. Additionally
we give novel proofs for the existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator
for the cases where only one and where both composing matrices of the Kronecker product
covariance matrix is/are constrained to be diagonal.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In the next section the model and
the estimation problem are introduced. In Section 3.3 existence and uniqueness of the maxi-
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mum likelihood estimator for general Kronecker product covariance matrices are discussed.
In Section 3.4 our results for the model with both components diagonal are presented. These
results are extended to the case with only one component diagonal in Section 3.5. We con-
clude with a discussion of our results. Some lemmas and proofs are given in Sections 3.7 and
3.8.

3.2 Model and estimation problem

Suppose we have n matrix-valued observations X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q , that represent mea-
surements in two domains, say space and time, such that Xk(i, j) is the measurement at
the i-th point in space and at the j-th point in time for the k-th observation, i = 1, . . . , p,
j = 1, . . . , q, k = 1, . . . , n. Here Mp,q denotes the space of real p × q matrices. For exam-
ple, in a study in which a subject is repeatedly exposed to a stimulus and the subject’s brain
activity is measured by multi-channel EEG for a fixed period of time after each stimulus, p
could be the number of EEG channels, q the number of time points per recording, and Xk

the signal recorded after the k-th stimulus, k = 1, . . . , n, with n being the total number of
stimuli the subject is exposed to [20].

We assume that the observations X1, . . . , Xn are independent and

vec (Xk) ∼ N (µ,Ψ⊗ Γ) , k = 1, . . . , n, (3.1)

where µ is a vector of length pq, Γ ∈ Mp,p and Ψ ∈ Mq,q are positive definite ma-
trices, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Here the vec operator vectorizes a matrix
by stacking its columns into one vector. We note that for Γ,Ψ positive definite, the Kro-
necker product Ψ ⊗ Γ is also a positive definite matrix [42], which implies that model (3.1)
is well defined. The Kronecker product assumption for the covariance matrix means that
Cov(Xk(i1, j1), Xk(i2, j2)) = Γ(i1, i2)Ψ(j1, j2) for all i1, i2, j1, j2 and k. The mean vector
µ and the covariance matrix Ψ ⊗ Γ in model (3.1) are generally unknown and need to be
estimated from the observations.

We consider maximum likelihood estimation for µ and Ψ ⊗ Γ. Let M ∈ Mp,q be such
that vec(M) = µ. The likelihood function for M , Γ and Ψ is
L(M,Γ,Ψ | X1, . . . Xn) =

(2π)
− 1

2pqn |Γ|−
1
2 qn |Ψ|−

1
2pn etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1

n∑
k=1

(Xk −M)
T
Γ−1 (Xk −M)

)
, (3.2)

where etr (A) = exp (trace (A)), and |A| denotes the determinant of A. If M̂ is defined by

M̂ =
1

n

n∑
k=1

Xk,

then the maximum likelihood estimator for the mean vector µ is µ̂ = vec
(
M̂

)
[5]. Under

model (3.1) the likelihood equations for Γ and Ψ take the following form:
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Γ =
1

nq

n∑
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)
Ψ−1

(
Xk − M̂

)T

, (3.3a)

Ψ =
1

np

n∑
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)T

Γ−1
(
Xk − M̂

)
. (3.3b)

See, for instance, [10, 20, 26] or [70] for a derivation of these equations. Since there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of these likelihood equations and the set
of all critical points of the likelihood function, these likelihood equations can be used to
investigate properties of the maximum likelihood estimator Ψ̂⊗ Γ of the covariance matrix
Ψ ⊗ Γ. Solving (3.3a) is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood with respect to Γ for a
fixed Ψ, and vice versa for (3.3b) [70]. Therefore, solutions of the set (3.3a) and (3.3b)
correspond to local maxima of the likelihood function. Furthermore, for any solution (Γ,Ψ),
the Kronecker product Ψ⊗Γ is positive definite. All together this means that all critical points
of the likelihood function in (3.2) are local maxima, and consist of only positive definite
Kronecker products Ψ⊗Γ. If, on the other hand, no positive definite Γ and Ψ exist that satisfy
(3.3a) and (3.3b), the likelihood function does not have any local or global maxima on the
set of positive definite Kronecker products. In such case the maximum likelihood estimator
of the covariance matrix does not exist. Because of these links between the solutions of
the likelihood equations and the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ, one can study
properties of the likelihood equations to derive results on existence and uniqueness of the
maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix.

At this point we would like to remark that sometimes the set of likelihood equations
(3.3a) and (3.3b) is referred to as the flip-flop algorithm. Although the equations are the
basic ingredients of the flip-flop algorithm, we do not consider them in this role. Since, as
mentioned above, we only investigate the theoretical properties of existence and uniqueness
of the maximum likelihood estimator, and not the properties of the algorithm, we consider
(3.3a) and (3.3b) solely in their role as likelihood equations. To avoid any confusion we refer
to (3.3a) and (3.3b) as the likelihood equations.

Due to the structure of the likelihood equations there are no explicit formulas for their
solutions (Γ,Ψ). We note that if (3.3a) is satisfied for a pair (Γ̂,Ψ), then the likelihood in
(M̂, Γ̂,Ψ) attains the value

(2π)
− 1

2pqn

∣∣∣∣∣
1

nq

n∑
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)
Ψ−1

(
Xk − M̂

)T
∣∣∣∣∣
− 1

2 qn

|Ψ|−
1
2pn e−

1
2npq. (3.4a)

If (3.3b) is satisfied for
(
Γ, Ψ̂

)
, the likelihood in

(
M̂,Γ, Ψ̂

)
equals

(2π)
− 1

2pqn

∣∣∣∣∣
1

np

n∑
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)T

Γ−1
(
Xk − M̂

)∣∣∣∣∣
− 1

2pn

|Γ|−
1
2 qn e−

1
2npq. (3.4b)
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In the next three sections we investigate existence and uniqueness of the maximum likeli-
hood estimator of Ψ⊗Γ for three different cases. Because cΨ⊗ 1

cΓ = Ψ⊗Γ for any c > 0, the
components Γ and Ψ of a Kronecker product are not identifiable from the Kronecker product.
This issue of trivial non-uniqueness can be addressed by making an additional identifiability
constraint. Because Γ and Ψ are positive definite, the constraint can be that we fix a particular
diagonal element of Γ or Ψ to be equal to 1. Another possibility is to assume that the determi-
nant of one of the two components is equal to 1. Using one of these identifiability constraints
does not restrict the model in any way. The (non-trivial) uniqueness of the Kronecker product
estimator Ψ̂⊗ Γ is therefore equivalent to the (non-trivial) uniqueness of the corresponding
pair

(
Γ̂, Ψ̂

)
with an additional constraint of the above mentioned type. The reason is that

there is a one-to-one correspondence between Ψ⊗ Γ and (Γ,Ψ) with such constraint. In this
chapter the term ’uniqueness’ is solely used for uniqueness of Ψ̂⊗ Γ, or equivalently, for
uniqueness of

(
Γ̂, Ψ̂

)
with an identifiability constraint, and not for uniqueness of Ψ̂ and Γ̂

separately.

3.3 The general case

In this section we consider existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator
for general Kronecker product covariance matrices under model (3.1).

3.3.1 Existence

It can happen that the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ does not exist. A necessary
condition for the existence of the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix
under model (3.1) has been derived in [26] and is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1). If the maximum likelihood
estimator of Ψ⊗ Γ exists, it must be that n ≥ max{p

q ,
q
p}+ 1.

In [26] it is also claimed that this condition is sufficient for existence as well as for unique-
ness of the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ⊗Γ. However, both parts of this claim are not
justified. First, uniqueness does not follow from the condition, as is shown in the next subsec-
tion. Next, it is not true that if all updates of the flip-flop algorithm have full rank, as is shown
in [26], this guarantees that the target matrix of the algorithm has full rank. After all, it could
still happen that the sequence of updates converges (after infinitely many steps) to a Kro-
necker product that does not have full rank with the likelihood converging to its supremum.
The reason is that {Ψ ⊗ Γ : Γ ∈ Mp,p,Ψ ∈ Mq,q; Γ,Ψ positive definite} is an open set.
Therefore, it still seems to be unknown whether the necessary condition n ≥ max{p

q ,
q
p}+1

is also sufficient for existence. Below we shall prove existence under a stronger condition on
the sample size n, which is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1). If n > pq, then the maximum
likelihood estimator of Ψ⊗ Γ exists with probability 1.
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Proof. The proof uses a result from [15], which concerns existence of the maximum likeli-
hood estimator of the covariance matrix when the observations are realizations of the multi-
variate normal distribution N (µ,R), where the covariance matrix R belongs to some family
R of positive definite matrices that contains at least one element. It is proved in [15] that the
maximum likelihood estimator of R exists if the sample covariance matrix is positive definite
and the family R satisfies R̄ \ R = {R ∈ R̄ : |R| = 0}, where R̄ is the closure of R in the
set of non-negative definite matrices.

In our case R is the family of positive definite pq × pq matrices R that have a Kronecker
product structure R = A ⊗ B, with A ∈ Mq,q, B ∈ Mp,p positive definite. Since the
assumption n > pq guarantees positive definiteness of the sample covariance matrix with
probability 1, it only needs to be shown that the limit of a sequence of positive definite
Kronecker products can only be a positive definite Kronecker product, or a non-negative
definite matrix that is singular.

Let Ak ∈ Mq,q , Bk ∈ Mp,p be positive definite matrices such that Ak ⊗ Bk → C as
k → ∞ for some C ∈ Mpq,pq . Without loss of generality we may assume that Ak(1, 1) = 1.
The class of non-negative definite matrices is closed, therefore C is a non-negative definite
matrix. It can either be a non-negative definite matrix that is singular, or a positive definite
matrix. If the former holds, the proof is finished; if C is positive definite, we need to show
that C = A⊗B for some A ∈ Mq,q , B ∈ Mp,p positive definite.

Let B be the p × p upper-left block of C. Because Ak(1, 1) = 1 and Ak ⊗ Bk → C as
k → ∞, it follows from the definition of the Kronecker product that Ak(1, 1) ⊗ Bk, which
is the upper-left p × p block of Ak ⊗ Bk, converges to B. The fact that Ak ⊗ Bk → C

and Ak(1, 1) ⊗ Bk = Bk → B implies that for all i, j = 1, . . . , q, Ak (i, j) ⊗ Bk → aijB

for some aij . Hence C has a Kronecker product structure. Finally, because C = A ⊗ B is
positive definite, A and B are either both positive definite or both negative definite. Since
A (1, 1) = 1, both A and B are positive definite.

In conclusion, if n < max{p
q ,

q
p}+1, the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance

matrix does not exist. However, if n > pq, it exists with probability 1. Although we show
(non-unique) existence for n = max{p

q ,
q
p}+ 1 in Section 3.3.2, as yet there do not seem to

be existence results for n ∈ (max{p
q ,

q
p}+ 1, pq].

3.3.2 Uniqueness

In [26] and [88] uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ is studied by
investigating whether the likelihood equations have a unique solution. Unfortunately, the
sufficient conditions derived in both papers do not hold in general, which we explain below.

In [26] and [57] it is claimed that if n ≥ max{p
q ,

q
p} + 1, then there is a unique Ψ̂⊗ Γ

such that the corresponding pair
(
Γ̂, Ψ̂

)
satisfies the likelihood equations (3.3). The argu-

ment given is based on the results in Section 18.24 of [52]. However, these results are not
applicable, because they only apply to random vectors having a distribution within an ex-
ponential family, whereas the N (µ,Ψ⊗ Γ) distributions form a curved exponential family
rather than an exponential family. The definition and properties of an exponential and a
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curved exponential family can, for instance, be found in [51]. In Section 3.3.2 we present
a counterexample to the statement that for n ≥ max{p

q ,
q
p} + 1 the maximum likelihood

estimator of Ψ⊗ Γ is unique.
In [88] uniqueness is claimed for n > max{p, q}. However, we found a counterexample,

which is described in Section 3.3.2. The part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [88] in which,
using that paper’s notation, it is argued that from PΣ1

− PΣ2
= 0 it follows that Σ1 = Σ2, is

not correct. In our counterexample we have that for all solutions of the likelihood equations
the PΣ are the same, but the Σ are different.

We remark that in [64] results of a computational experiment were reported which showed
that for n = 2 or n = 3, the flip-flop algorithm converged to many different estimates,
depending on the starting value, while the likelihood function at each of these estimates was
identical. Our results give a mathematical explanation of these empirical findings and confirm
that the likelihood may have multiple points at which its global maximum is attained. Each
of these points corresponds to a different solution of the likelihood equations.

Non-uniqueness for n = max{p
q ,

q
p}+ 1

In this section a counterexample to the statement that n ≥ max{p
q ,

q
p}+1 would be sufficient

for uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ⊗Γ is given for n = max{p
q ,

q
p}+1.

We will show that with probability 1 there exist multiple solutions of the likelihood equations
and each of them corresponds to a different maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ⊗Γ. This will
be shown for the case that p ≥ q, n = p

q +1, while the other case can be proved analogously.
By inserting Ψ that satisfies (3.3b) into the likelihood function, the maximum likelihood

estimation is equivalent to finding Γ that maximizes the profile likelihood (3.4b). We choose
the identifiability constraint |Γ| = 1, and consider the eigen decomposition of Γ−1 = UΛUT ,
with Λ = diag (λ1, . . . , λp), and U = (u1, . . . , up) a p×p orthonormal matrix. Maximization
of (3.4b) with respect to Γ, conditionally on |Γ| = 1 is equivalent to the following constrained
minimization problem. Find

argmin
λ1,...,λp>0, U∈Mp,p(R)

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS̃
(k)
i (U)

∣∣∣∣∣

subject to
p∏

i=1

λi = 1 and U - orthonormal.

(3.5)

Here S̃
(k)
i (U) =

(
Xk − M̂

)T

uiu
T
i

(
Xk − M̂

)
.

Solving (3.5) is equivalent to finding (Γ,Ψ) such that Ψ ⊗ Γ maximizes the likelihood
function. Indeed, if (λ1, . . . , λp), and U solve (3.5), with Λ = diag (λ1, . . . , λp), the corre-
sponding Γ equals

Γ =
(
UΛUT

)−1
, (3.6)

and Ψ can be obtained from this Γ using (3.3b).

Let S(k)
i = S̃i

(k)
(Ip). Because vec(X1) , . . . , vec (Xn) are independent realizations of

the N (µ,Ψ⊗ Γ) distribution, with Ψ ⊗ Γ positive definite, we have that with probability 1
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rank
(∑n

k=1 S
(k)
i

)
= n − 1, and

∣∣∣∑n−1
k=1

∑p
i=1 S

(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0. Therefore Theorem 2.12 implies

that any (λ1, . . . , λp) such that
∏p

i=1 λi = 1, λi > 0 for i = 1, . . . , p, and U ∈ Mp,p

orthonormal are solutions of (3.5). Moreover the objective function attains a positive value
at each of the solutions. It shows that the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ is not
uniquely defined if n = max{ q

p ,
p
q }+ 1.

We have actually shown that in this case the maximum likelihood estimator has analytical
expressions which are given by

{Ψ⊗ Γ : Γ positive definite, |Γ| = 1,Ψ =
1

np

n∑
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)T

Γ−1
(
Xk − M̂

)
}.

Non-uniqueness for n = 3, p = q = 2

In Theorem 3.1 in [88] it is stated that if n > max{p, q}, then the likelihood equations have
a unique solution. In this section it is shown that for n = 3 and p = q = 2, uniqueness is not
always the case. Uniqueness strongly depends on the data, and non-uniqueness of

(
Γ̂, Ψ̂

)

that satisfies the likelihood equations together with an identifiability constraint implies non-
uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator Ψ̂⊗ Γ of Ψ⊗ Γ. Derivations of the results
in this section can be found in Section 3.7. Moreover, it is shown in Section 3.7 that for a
given data set it can be determined whether there is unique maximum likelihood estimator
for Ψ⊗ Γ by computing the discriminant of a quadratic polynomial with coefficients that are
functions of the data.

The main reasoning is as follows. If for some matrix Ψ, (3.3b) is satisfied, then Ψ =

Ψ(Γ) and the likelihood function can be written as a function of Γ only. The resulting profile
likelihood needs to be maximized with respect to Γ. For p = q = 2, Γ may be parameterized
as

Γ =

(
a b

b 1

)
,

with
a > b2, (3.7)

and where the second diagonal element is taken to be 1 in order to avoid identifiability prob-
lems. With this parametrization the likelihood function can be considered as a function
L (a, b|X1, . . . , Xn) of a and b. To simplify the notation we shall omit the dependence of
L on X1, . . . , Xn and write L(a, b). If L attains a global maximum for some pair of values
(a, b), then a and b need to satisfy

∂

∂a
L (a, b) = 0, (3.8a)

∂

∂b
L (a, b) = 0. (3.8b)

It turns out that each solution of (3.8a) that also satisfies assumption (3.7) can be expressed
as (a, b) = (g (b) , b) = (g (b,X1, . . . , Xn) , b) with g (b) > b2. Furthermore, under (3.7)
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solutions of (3.8b) have two possible forms: (a, b) = (h1 (b) , b) = (h1 (b,X1, . . . , Xn) , b)

or (a, b) = (h2 (b) , b) = (h2 (b,X1, . . . , Xn) , b).
Explicit expressions for g, h1, h2 are derived in Section 3.7. These formulas can be easily

verified by analytical software such as Mathematica. Hence, if n = 3, p = q = 2, the
likelihood equations have analytical solutions. Furthermore, it is argued in Section 3.7 that
with positive probability g = h1 on some open interval I . For any b ∈ I we have that
g (b) > b2, so all (g (b) , b) for b ∈ I are solutions of the set of equations (3.8a) and (3.8b).
The function L is constant on this set and it takes the same global maximum in each (g (b) , b).
This shows that uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator does not hold for n =

3, p = q = 2. Finally, we note that for n = 3 and for any choice of positive definite 2 by
2 matrices Γ and Ψ in model (3.1) the probability of observing non-uniqueness is strictly
positive.

To see how the above example of non-uniqueness relates to the proof of [88], we note

that in the example each b ∈ I defines a unique Γ by the mapping b �→ Γ(b) =

(
g (b) b

b 1

)
,

and that there is a one-to-one correspondence between our Γ and the Σ from [88]. Hence,
different Γs correspond to different Σs. If, for a given b, we let Σ(b) be the matrix Σ that is
obtained from Γ(b), we can take the superposition of the above mapping with the projection
operator PΣ from [88] to obtain b �→ Σ (b) �→ PΣ(b). What happens in our example is, that
PΣ(.) is constant on I . This means that in our example for all solutions of the likelihood
equations the PΣ are the same, but the Σ are different. This contradicts the statement in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 in [88] that from PΣ1 − PΣ2 = 0 it follows that Σ1 = Σ2.

To illustrate the above, two data sets were simulated from model (3.1) with n = 3, µ = 0

and

Γ =

(
0.15 0.24

0.24 1

)

and

Ψ =

(
1.69 0.26

0.26 0.15

)
.

For the two data sets the functions g, h1, and h2 are plotted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. For
the first data set uniqueness does not hold, whereas for the second one it does hold. This
illustrates that uniqueness/non-uniqueness is data dependent. A simulation study showed
that for the above Γ and Ψ the probability of obtaining data for which non-uniqueness holds
is approximately 0.8.

3.4 The diagonal model

In this section we consider existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator
for Ψ ⊗ Γ under the diagonal model, this is model (3.1) with the additional assumption that
both matrices Ψ and Γ are diagonal. Let Γ = diag (γ1, . . . , γp), and Ψ = diag (ψ1, . . . , ψq)

and γi, ψj > 0, then Ψ⊗Γ is a diagonal matrix with elements γiψj on the diagonal. Because
Ψ⊗Γ is a diagonal covariance matrix of a normally distributed random vector vec(Xk), this
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Figure 3.1: Functions g, h1, h2 for a data set for which uniqueness does not hold in the case
n = 3, p = q = 2. Each point of the line segment corresponds to a different maximum
likelihood estimator. The white area corresponds to a > b2.
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Figure 3.2: Functions g, h1, h2 for a data set for which uniqueness does hold in the case
n = 3, p = q = 2. The point where g and h2 intersect corresponds to a unique maximum
likelihood estimator. The white area corresponds to a > b2.
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model assumes that each Xk consists of independent elements. We will show that under the
diagonal model for n ≥ 2 the maximum likelihood estimator Ψ̂⊗ Γ exists and is unique with
probability 1.

It will be convenient to introduce some additional notation. For i = 1, . . . , p, j =

1, . . . , q, let Y 2
i,j be defined by

Y 2
i,j =

n∑
k=1

(
Xk(i, j)− M̂(i, j)

)2

.

Note that for n ≥ 2, P (Y 2
i,j > 0) = 1, because the Xk(i, j) are continuous random variables.

The likelihood function for the parameters in terms of the Y 2
i,j is

L (γ1, . . . , γp, ψ1, . . . , ψq| X1, . . . , Xn) = (3.9)

= (2π)
− pqn

2

∏
i,j

(
(γiψj)

−n
2 exp

(
−1

2

Y 2
i,j

γiψj

))
,

and the likelihood equations are

γi =
1

nq

q∑
j=1

1

ψj
Y 2
i,j , i = 1, . . . , p, (3.10a)

ψj =
1

np

p∑
i=1

1

γi
Y 2
i,j , j = 1, . . . , q. (3.10b)

In the remainder of the section it is assumed that n ≥ 2.

3.4.1 Existence

In this section it will be proved that the maximum likelihood estimator Ψ̂⊗ Γ of the covari-
ance matrix Ψ⊗Γ with diagonal Γ and Ψ exists with probability 1. For this purpose, we first
formulate a constrained minimization problem, for which there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between its solutions and the solutions of the maximum likelihood equations (3.10)
with identifiability constraint.

Because for a given Γ, the likelihood function is maximized for Ψ defined by (3.10b), this
value of Ψ can be inserted in L, which, as a result, only depends on Γ. The profile likelihood
function then becomes

L (Γ|X1, . . . , Xn) = (2π)
− pqn

2




q∏
j=1

(
1

np

p∑
i=1

1

γi
Y 2
i,j

)


− 1
2pn

exp

(
−1

2
pq

)
.

For each diagonal and positive definite Γ̂ that maximizes the profile likelihood function
L (Γ|X1, . . . , Xn), one can obtain Ψ̂ from (3.10b) such that Ψ̂⊗ Γ = Ψ̂ ⊗ Γ̂ maximizes
the likelihood function (3.9). A convenient choice of the identifiability constraint is now
|Γ| = 1, or equivalently

∏p
i=1 γi = 1.
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Obviously, maximizing L (Γ|X1, . . . , Xn) with respect to Γ is equivalent to minimiz-
ing

∏q
j=1

(
1
np

∑p
i=1

1
γi
Y 2
i,j

)
with respect to (γ1, . . . , γp). This product can be expressed

as
∣∣∣∑p

i=1
1
γi
Si

∣∣∣, where Si is a q × q diagonal matrix with the jth diagonal term equal to
1
npY

2
i,j , j = 1, . . . , q. Writing λi = 1

γi
, i = 1, . . . , p, we obtain the following constrained

minimization problem. Find

argmin
λ1,...,λp>0

∣∣∣∣∣
p∑

i=1

λiSi

∣∣∣∣∣

subject to
p∏

i=1

λi = 1,

(3.11)

where the condition on the λi stems from the identifiability constraint
∏p

i=1 γi = 1. Showing
that this constrained minimization problem has a solution for which the value of the objective
function is strictly positive, is equivalent to showing the existence of the maximum likelihood
estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ under the diagonal model. This equivalence enables us to prove the
following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1) and the additional assumption
that Γ and Ψ are diagonal matrices. If n ≥ 2, then the maximum likelihood estimator of
Ψ⊗ Γ exists with probability 1.

Proof. To prove the result, we only need to show that (3.11) has a solution, and that for any
of the solutions, the value of the objective function is positive. These properties hold under
Theorem 2.4. Therefore it suffices to show that for (3.11) the assumptions of this theorem are
satisfied with probability 1. The assumption that needs to be checked is positive definiteness
of Si, for i = 1, . . . , p. This assumption is satisfied with probability 1, because for n ≥ 2, the
diagonal elements of Si, that are equal to 1

npY
2
i,j are positive with probability 1. Therefore,

by application of Theorem 2.4, we prove that the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ

exists with probability 1.

3.4.2 Uniqueness

We will show that under the diagonal model with probability 1 there is at most one solution
of the likelihood equations. For proving uniqueness we need the following result.

Theorem 3.4. Let B ∈ Mp,q be parameterized as follows: B(i, j) = γiψj −λiφj , for some
γi, ψj , λi, φj > 0, i = 1, . . . , p, j = 1, . . . , q. If B has the property that in each column
and in each row either all elements are zero or there is at least one positive and one negative
element, then all elements of B are zero.

Proof. See Section 3.8.

The following theorem states the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.5. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1) and the additional assumption
that Γ and Ψ are diagonal matrices. If n ≥ 2, then with probability 1 there exists a unique
maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix Ψ⊗ Γ.
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Proof. Existence of the maximum likelihood estimator was shown in Theorem 3.3. We will
first show that any two solutions of the likelihood equations are equivalent. Let (Γ,Ψ) =

(diag(γ1, . . . , γp), diag(ψ1, . . . , ψq)) with γi > 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, and ψj > 0, j ∈
{1, . . . , q}, be a solution of the likelihood equations (3.10) for the diagonal model. As-
sume that (Λ,Φ) with Λ = diag (λ1, . . . , λp) and Φ = diag (φ1, . . . , φq), where λi > 0,
i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, and φj > 0, j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, is another solution of (3.9). We will show that
Ψ ⊗ Γ = Φ ⊗ Λ. Consider the matrix B with B(i, j) = γ̃iψ̃j − λ̃iφ̃j . where γ̃i = 1

γi
,

ψ̃j =
1
ψj

, λ̃i =
1
λi

, φ̃j =
1
φj

.
From (3.10) it follows that

p∑
i=1

(
γ̃iψ̃j − λ̃iφ̃j

)
Y 2
i,j = 0, j = 1, . . . , q,

q∑
j=1

(
γ̃iψ̃j − λ̃iφ̃j

)
Y 2
i,j = 0, i = 1, . . . , p.

Because Y 2
i,j > 0 with probability 1 for all i, j, we assume that this is the case. We have

that either γ̃iψ̃j − λ̃iφ̃j = 0, for all i and j, or for each i and for each j there is at least
one positive and one negative γ̃iψ̃j − λ̃iφ̃j . But this means that the matrix B satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 3.4. Hence, it holds that 1

γiψj
= 1

λiφj
, for all i and j. This means

that Ψ⊗ Γ = Φ⊗ Λ.
Now we consider the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix Ψ⊗Γ. From

Theorem 3.3, we know that the likelihood function attains its global maximum. Because this
global maximum is also a local maximum, the likelihood equations must be satisfied at this
point. The fact that any two solutions of the likelihood equations correspond to the same
Kronecker product implies that the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ⊗ Γ is unique.

In some situations, the mean vector µ of the model is known and does not need to be
estimated. We then have the following result.

Corollary 3.6. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1) with known mean vector µ =

vec (M) and the additional assumption that Γ and Ψ are diagonal matrices. If n ≥ 1,
then with probability 1 there exists a unique maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance
matrix Ψ⊗ Γ.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for the case where µ is unknown, but now with

Y 2
i,j =

∑n
k=1 Xk(i, j)

2 instead of Y 2
i,j =

∑n
k=1

(
Xk(i, j)− M̂(i, j)

)2

. Here n ≥ 1 is
sufficient, because we do not lose a degree of freedom for estimating the mean vector.

3.5 The model with one diagonal component
We now consider the case where only one out of two covariance components is diagonal,
while the other does not have additional restrictions other than positive definiteness. Without
loss of generality, it is assumed that the model satisfies (3.1) with the additional assumption
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that Γ = diag (γ1, . . . , γp) with γ1, . . . , γp > 0. Under these assumptions, the likelihood
equations for the covariance components are

Γ =
1

nq

n∑
k=1

diag
((

Xk − M̂
)
Ψ−1

(
Xk − M̂

)T
)
, (3.12a)

Ψ =
1

np

n∑
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)T

Γ−1
(
Xk − M̂

)
. (3.12b)

3.5.1 Existence

By choosing S
(k)
i ∈ Mq,q to be the matrix with j1, j2 element equal to(

Xk (i, j1)− M̂ (i, j1)
)(

Xk (i, j2)− M̂ (i, j2)
)

, and reasoning as in Section 4.1, we see

that maximizing the profile likelihood in (3.4b) under the identifiability constraint
∏p

i=1 γi =

1, is equivalent to solving a constrained minimization problem, in this case the problem is to
find

argmin
λ1,...,λp>0

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=1

p∑
i=1

λiS
(k)
i

∣∣∣∣∣

subject to
p∏

i=1

λi = 1,

(3.13)

where λi = 1/γi, i = 1, . . . , p. We have rank
(
S
(k)
i

)
= 1, and if we define Si =

∑n
k=1 S

(k)
i , the constrained minimization problem (3.13) has the same form as (3.11). The

only difference is that now the Si are non-negative definite, and do not need to be diagonal.
Existence of the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ, under the assumption that Γ is
diagonal, is given in Theorem 3.7.

Theorem 3.7. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1) and the additional assumption
that Γ is a diagonal matrix. If n ≥ max{ q

p , 1} + 1, then the maximum likelihood estimator
of Ψ⊗ Γ exists with probability 1.

Proof. We need to show that the constrained minimization problem (3.13) has a solution that
corresponds to a positive value of the likelihood function. This is done in Theorem 2.11,
hence we only need to show that (3.13) satisfies assumptions of this theorem.

Since vec(X1) , . . . , vec (Xk) are independent realizations of N (µ,Ψ⊗ Γ), and the co-
variance matrix Ψ⊗Γ is non-singular, we have with probability 1 that for any D ⊆ {1, . . . , p}×
{1, . . . , n− 1} of size q,

∣∣∣∑(i,k)∈D S
(k)
i

∣∣∣ > 0. Using this, the fact that n ≥ max{ q
p , 1}+ 1,

and Theorem 2.11, we prove that the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ ⊗ Γ exists with
probability 1.

Theorem 3.7 immediately implies that if the dimension p of Γ is larger than the dimension
q of Ψ, the estimator exists for all n ≥ 2. Because in the above the choice of Γ being the
diagonal matrix was arbitrary, this means that we have the following useful observation.
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Corollary 3.8. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1) and the additional assumption
that Γ or Ψ is a diagonal matrix. If n ≥ 2 and the dimension of the diagonal matrix is larger
than or equal to the dimension of the other matrix, then the maximum likelihood estimator of
Ψ⊗ Γ exists with probability 1.

3.5.2 Uniqueness

It will be proved that if the diagonal component is a 2 by 2 matrix (p = 2) and n > q, the
maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix is unique. Under the assumptions
n > q and p = 2, we can make use of the fact that simultaneous diagonalization of two
positive definite matrices of the same size is always possible. However, if n = q

p + 1, then
this maximum likelihood estimator is not uniquely defined, which will also be shown here.
These statements are expressed in the following theorems.

Theorem 3.9. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q satisfy model (3.1) and the additional assumption
that Γ is a diagonal matrix. If n > q and p = 2, then the maximum likelihood estimator of
Ψ⊗ Γ is unique with probability 1.

Proof. Here again we consider, instead of the maximum likelihood estimation problem to-
gether with the identifiability constraint, the constrained minimization problem (3.13). If we
take Si =

∑n
k=1 S

(k)
i for i = 1, 2, then (3.13) becomes

argmin
λ1,λ2>0

|λ1S1 + λ2S2|

subject to λ1λ2 = 1.
(3.14)

Because n > q, the matrices S1 and S2 are positive definite with probability 1. Therefore,
with probability 1 there exists a simultaneous diagonalization, i.e. there exists a matrix A

such that ATS1A = S̃1 and ATS2A = S̃2 are diagonal. This means that with probability 1

argmin
λ1,λ2>0

|λ1S1 + λ2S2| = argmin
λ1,λ2>0

∣∣∣λ1S̃1 + λ2S̃2

∣∣∣ .

Because S̃1 and S̃2 are diagonal, this minimization problem is equivalent to the case of both
components being diagonal. From the properties of the maximum likelihood estimator of
the covariance matrix under the diagonal model, we have that the constrained minimization
problem (3.14) has a solution that is unique with probability 1. This solution corresponds to
the unique maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ⊗ Γ.

Theorem 3.10. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Mp,q (R) satisfy model (3.1) with the additional assump-
tion that Γ is a diagonal matrix. If n = q

p + 1, then there exist multiple maximizers of the
likelihood function, so the maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ⊗ Γ is non-uniquely defined.

Proof. Because maximizing the likelihood function with respect to Ψ ⊗ Γ is equivalent to
solving the constrained minimization problem (3.13), non-uniqueness of the maximum like-
lihood estimator of Ψ⊗ Γ follows from Lemma 2.10.
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3.6 Conclusion

For three multivariate normal models with a Kronecker product covariance matrix—the gen-
eral Kronecker product model, the diagonal Kronecker product model and the model with
one component diagonal and one general— we studied maximum likelihood estimation for
the mean vector µ as well as for the covariance matrix Ψ ⊗ Γ. In particular, we obtained
several new results for the existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator of
Ψ⊗ Γ. The results are in terms of the sample size n in relation to the dimensions p of Γ and
q of Ψ.

The diagonal model has good properties with respect to existence and uniqueness of the
maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix. It holds that for n ≥ 2 with proba-
bility 1 there is a unique product Ψ̂⊗ Γ that maximizes the likelihood function.

Contrary to the diagonal model the general model has not been completely successfully
examined yet with respect to existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator
of the covariance matrix. Although [26] declares n ≥ max{p

q ,
q
p} + 1 to be necessary and

sufficient for the existence of the maximum likelihood estimator, in fact it is not known
whether this condition guarantees existence. We proved that the stronger condition n > pq is
sufficient, and showed that neither of the commonly suggested conditions n ≥ max{p

q ,
q
p}+1

and n > max{p, q} guarantees uniqueness.
Our results are in line with numerical studies described in [64]. Our counterexamples

illustrate that when estimating Ψ ⊗ Γ for the model vec(X) ∼ N (µ,Ψ⊗ Γ) by maximum
likelihood, one should be aware of possible problems with uniqueness or existence of the
covariance matrix estimator. In practice this means that when the flip-flop algorithm or any
other numerical procedure is used to obtain an approximation of the maximum likelihood
estimate, the resulting value of the computational procedure is in the case of non-uniqueness
an approximation to only one of the possible maximum likelihood estimates, whereas in the
case of non-existence the resulting value cannot even be (an approximation of) a maximum
likelihood estimate.

Finally, the model with only one diagonal component inherits some of the properties
from the diagonal model. Taking Γ to be the diagonal one, we showed that the condition n ≥
max{ q

p , 1}+ 1 guarantees existence of the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance
matrix. This means in particular that if the dimension p of Γ is larger than the dimension q of
Ψ, the estimator exists for all n ≥ 2. Moreover, we have shown that the estimator is unique
if the diagonal component is a 2 by 2 matrix, while uniqueness does not hold if n = q

p + 1.
When Ψ is the diagonal component, p and q swap.

3.7 Maximizing L (a, b)

Recall that Γ =

(
a b

b 1

)
and that we have condition (3.7) which says that a > b2. Because

we have assumed that (3.3b) is satisfied, and n = 3, p = q = 2, it follows from (3.2) that the
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likelihood function satisfies

L (a, b) =
e−6

(2π)
6

∣∣∣∣
(
a b

b 1

)∣∣∣∣
3 ∣∣∣∣Ψ

((
a b

b 1

))∣∣∣∣
3 ,

where Ψ(Γ) = 1
6

∑3
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)T

Γ−1
(
Xk − M̂

)
. Obviously, maximization of L with

respect to a and b is equivalent to maximization of

L̃ (a, b) =

∣∣∣∣
(
a b

b 1

)∣∣∣∣
−1 ∣∣∣∣Ψ

((
a b

b 1

))∣∣∣∣
−1

with respect to a and b. Because
(
a b

b 1

)−1

= 1
a−b2

(
1 −b

−b a

)

and from the properties of the determinant, straightforward calculation yields

L̃ (a, b) =
a− b2∣∣∣∣ 16

∑3
k=1

(
Xk − M̂

)T
(

1 −b

−b a

)(
Xk − M̂

)∣∣∣∣
.

which can be written as

L̃ (a, b) =
a− b2

C +B1b+A1a+ABab+B2b2 +A2a2

for some constants A1, B1, AB,A2, B2 and C that only depend on the data. Solving the
likelihood equations (3.8a) and (3.8b) for a and b under the assumption (3.7) thus amounts to
solving

∂

∂a
L̃ (a, b) = 0 (3.15)

and
∂

∂b
L̃ (a, b) = 0 (3.16)

for a and b under (3.7). Solving (3.15) for a with (3.7), we obtain one solution a = g (b).
Solving (3.16) with respect to a, yields two solutions, a = h1 (b) and a = h2 (b). The
functions g(b), h1(b) and h2(b) are defined by

g (b) = b2 +
∣∣b2 + V1b+ V2

∣∣ ,
h1 (b) = −V1b− V2,

h2 (b) = −V2b/(b+ V3),

(3.17)

where V1 and V2 are functions of the data, that is, of the matrix elements of X1, X2, X3.
They are given by

V1 =
−r2,2r3,1 + r2,1r3,2 + r1,2r4,1 − r1,1r4,2

−r3,2r4,1 + r3,1r4,2
, V2 =

−r1,2r2,1 + r1,1r2,2
−r3,2r4,1 + r3,1r4,2

,

V3 =
−r2,2r3,1 + r2,1r3,2 + r1,2r4,1 − r1,1r4,2

−r3,2r4,1 + r3,1r4,2
,
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where for k = 1, 2, 3,

r1,k = Xk(1, 1)−
1

3

3∑
s=1

Xs(1, 1), r2,k = Xk(1, 2)−
1

3

3∑
s=1

Xs(1, 2),

r3,k = Xk(2, 1)−
1

3

3∑
s=1

Xs(2, 1), r4,k = Xk(2, 2)−
1

3

3∑
s=1

Xs(2, 2).

We note that all points (a, b) such that a = g (b) = h1 (b) or a = g (b) = h2 (b) are solutions
of both equations (3.15) and (3.16). If additionally, (3.7) holds, these solutions result in
maximum likelihood estimators of a and b, hence they correspond to maximum likelihood
estimators of Ψ ⊗ Γ. It turns out that in order to investigate whether or not the maximum
likelihood estimator is unique, one only needs to check the discriminant of the quadratic
polynomial W (b) defined by

W (b) = b2 + V1b+ V2.

To see this, we first remark that W is a second degree polynomial in b with coefficients that
depend only on the data. Next, since from (3.17) we have that g (b) = b2 + |W (b)| and
h1 (b) = b2 −W (b), it follows that

g (b) =

{
h1 (b) , W (b) < 0,

b2 +W (b) , W (b) ≥ 0.

Thus, if the discriminant of W is positive, there exists an interval I on which W is nega-
tive. The functions g and h1 coincide on this interval and for b ∈ I , a = g (b) the condition
(3.7) is satisfied. L is constant on this interval. It means that each (g (b) , b) for b ∈ I corre-
sponds to a local maximum of the likelihood function. Note that Ψ ⊗ Γ is not constant for
b ∈ I, a = g(b). It is not difficult to show that L does not attain any higher values anywhere
else. Therefore there are infinitely many Ψ⊗ Γ that maximize the likelihood function, so the
maximum likelihood estimator for the covariance matrix is not uniquely defined.

If the discriminant of W is negative, the equation g(b) = h1(b) is never satisfied and
solving the equation g(b) = h2(b) for b leads to three solutions. Two of them involve the
square root of the discriminant of W , thus they are not real. The third one is real and it
corresponds to a b such that g (b) > b2. This means that only in this case there is exactly
one solution of the likelihood equations. It is easy to see that this solution satisfies (3.7) and
corresponds to a unique global maximum. So in this case the maximum likelihood estimator
of the covariance matrix Ψ⊗ Γ is uniquely defined.

We note that the discriminant of W is a continuous function of continuous random vari-
ables on R. Since for the two data sets corresponding to Figures 3.1 and 3.2 the discriminant
of W is positive and negative, respectively, the probability that the discriminant is positive
and the probability that it is negative are both positive. If the discriminant of W equals zero,
g(b) = h1(b) = h2(b) = b2 in exactly one point (a = b2, b). However, for this point the as-
sumption (3.7) is not satisfied, and this solution is not allowed. The event of the discriminant
of W being zero has probability 0, though.
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In conclusion, by computing the discriminant of W for a given data set it can be deter-
mined whether there is a unique maximum likelihood estimator for Ψ⊗ Γ or not. Moreover,
it is straightforward to simulate a data set for which the maximum likelihood estimator of
Ψ ⊗ Γ is not unique. Having such a data set and using the function g, one can obtain all
possible values of Ψ⊗ Γ that correspond to the global maxima of the likelihood function.

3.8 Proof of Theorem 3.4

For proving Theorem 3.4 we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.11. Suppose γi1 , γi2 , λi1 , λi2 , ψj1 , ψj2 , φj1 , φj2 > 0. If

γi1ψj1 − λi1φj1 ≤ 0, (3.18) γi1ψj2 − λi1φj2 ≥ 0, (3.19)

γi2ψj1 − λi2φj1 ≥ 0, (3.20) γi2ψj2 − λi2φj2 ≤ 0, (3.21)

then it holds that

γi1ψj1 − λi1φj1 = 0, γi1ψj2 − λi1φj2 = 0,

γi2ψj1 − λi2φj1 = 0, γi2ψj2 − λi2φj2 = 0.

Proof. From (3.18) and (3.20) we obtain that λi2

γi2
φj1 ≤ λi1

γi1
φj1 . Because φj1 > 0, we thus

have λi2

γi2
≤ λi1

γi1
. Similarly, from (3.19) and (3.21) we get λi2

γi2
φj2 ≥ λi1

γi1
φj2 , and because

φj2 > 0, we find λi2

γi2
≥ λi1

γi1
. Therefore it must hold that λi2

γi2
=

λi1

γi1
. Using this result, we can

rewrite inequalities (3.20) and (3.21):

ψj1 ≥ λi1

γi1
φj1 , (3.22)

ψj2 ≤ λi1

γi1
φj2 . (3.23)

Equations (3.18) and (3.22) imply ψj1 =
λi1

γi1
φj1 , while (3.19) and (3.23) imply ψj2 =

λi1

γi1
φj2 . Therefore γi1ψj1 = λi1φj1 and γi1ψj2 = λi1φj2 . Because λi2

γi2
=

λi1

γi1
, it holds that

ψj1 =
λi2

γi2
φj1 and ψj2 =

λi2

γi2
φj2 , so that we also have γi2ψj1 = λi2φj1 and γi2ψj2 = λi2φj2 ,

and the lemma is proved.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.4.
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Proof of Theorem 3.4. We will prove the theorem by induction. First assume p = 2, q ≥ 2.
Suppose γ1, γ2, ψ1, . . . , ψq > 0 and λ1, λ2, φ1, . . . , φq > 0. Consider the matrix

B =

[
(γ1ψ1 − λ1φ1) . . . (γ1ψq − λ1φq)

(γ2ψ1 − λ2φ1) . . . (γ2ψq − λ2φq)

]

and suppose that B satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.4. It will be shown that all ele-
ments of B are zero.

Take an arbitrary k ∈ {1, . . . , q} and suppose that B(1, k) is non-negative. This im-
plies that B(2, k) must be non-positive. Now consider the first row of B. There exists
r ∈ {1, . . . , q} such that r �= k and B(1, r) is non-positive. Therefore B(2, r) is non-
negative. This means that by Lemma 3.11 the elements B(1, k), B(2, k), B(1, r), and B(2, r)

of B are zero. If, instead, B(1, k) is non-positive, analogous reasoning yields the same result.
Hence, we have shown that all elements in the k-th column of B are equal to zero. Since k

was arbitrary, all elements of B are zero.
Next, assume that for 2 ≤ p ≤ k, q ≥ 2 it holds that if B satisfies the assumptions of

Theorem 3.4, then all elements of B are equal to zero. Consider the case p = k + 1, q ≥ 2.
Let bk+1 denote the (k + 1)-th row of B, and B−(k+1) the matrix B with bk+1 omitted. We
can have one of two situations:

1. B−(k+1) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 for (p, q) = (k, q).

2. B−(k+1) has a column that only contains non-zero elements of the same sign.

In the first situation, we obtain from the inductive assumption for (p, q) = (k, q) that all
elements of B−(k+1) equal zero. Thus, because B satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.4,
all elements of bk+1 are zero too.

In the second situation, there exists at least one column of B−(k+1) such that the signs of
all elements of this column are the same, say positive. Therefore the first k elements of the
corresponding column of B are positive and the last one negative. Because B satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 3.4, row bk+1 must contain an element which is non-negative. Let
s be the column of this element. Again due to the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, in the s-th
column of B, in a row different from the (k + 1)-th there is an element which is negative:

B =




. . . + . . . . . . . . .

. . . + . . . . . . . . .
...

...
...

. . . ⊕ . . . � . . .
...

...
...

. . . + . . . . . . . . .

. . . � . . . ⊕ . . .




.

By Lemma 3.11, all circled elements are zero. We can repeat this reasoning to show that all
positive elements of bk+1 are zero. Since B satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, bk+1

cannot contain any strictly negative elements either. It shows that also in this situation all
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elements of this row are zero. But this means that B−(k+1) must also satisfy the assumptions
of Theorem 3.4 and that by the inductive assumption all elements of B−(k+1) are zero too.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.





Chapter 4

A three domain covariance framework for
EEG/MEG data

In this chapter we introduce a covariance framework for the analysis of single subject EEG
and MEG data that takes into account observed temporal stationarity on small time scales and
trial-to-trial variations. We formulate a model for the covariance matrix, which is a Kronecker
product of three components that correspond to space, time and epochs/trials, and consider
maximum likelihood estimation of the unknown parameter values. An iterative algorithm
that finds approximations of the maximum likelihood estimates is proposed. Our covariance
model is applicable in a variety of cases where spontaneous EEG or MEG acts as source of
noise and realistic noise covariance estimates are needed, such as in evoked activity studies,
or where the properties of spontaneous EEG or MEG are themselves the topic of interest,
like in combined EEG-fMRI experiments in which the correlation between EEG and fMRI
signals is investigated. We use a simulation study to assess the performance of the estimator
and investigate the influence of different assumptions about the covariance factors on the
estimated covariance matrix and on its components. We apply our method to real EEG and
MEG data sets. 1

4.1 Introduction

In this work we propose a model for the covariance matrix of EEG/MEG that expresses it as
a Kronecker product of three components and imposes physiologically inspired constraints
on the model components. The analysis of the spatial distributions of EEG or MEG signals
using mathematical models can provide information about the underlying current sources
[25, 67]. These models rely on a priori assumptions on the number of current sources and
the propagation of secondary currents through the conductive tissues. In addition, they con-
tain assumptions about the probability distribution of the background noise. One motivation

1A modified version of this chapter will be published in NeuroImage [80].
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behind our choice for a 3- component covariance model originates from the fact that the sim-
pler model, that describes the covariance matrix as a Kronecker product of two components
(spatial and temporal) has turned out to be useful for source localization. It has been shown,
e.g. in [21, 50], that current source estimation can be improved substantially by accounting
for spatio-temporal noise covariances, which is done via the Kronecker product assumption.
However, if stimulus induced experiments last for several minutes or more then the spatio-
temporal model with two components may become questionable.

First, the assumption that the brain response is the same for each stimulus excludes the
possibility of trial-to-trial variations or habituation effects [18]. This aspect of response mod-
eling has obtained some attention in the literature [60, 84]. A second limitation of the two
domain model for the noise covariance is that it does not reflect the fact that the brain’s state,
such as subject’s arousal, may change during the experiment. Such variations in brain states
may modulate the amplitude variations that are superimposed on the brain activity induced
by the stimulus. Since this aspect has been ignored until now, we extend in the present chap-
ter the existing two domain covariance model by adding a third component which describes
trial-to-trial variations in noise level.

Another aspect that was not taken into account in the two domain spatio-temporal covari-
ance model is that the EEG/MEG signal is stationary on small time scales, which was, for
instance, observed in [11]. We take care of this aspect by restricting the temporal component
to be a Toeplitz matrix, [36]. This restriction also reduces the number of unknown covariance
parameters that need to be estimated.

Apart from being important for evoked potential and evoked field experiments, modeling
of spontaneous EEG and MEG signals plays a role in resting state studies, where the subject
is asked to stay awake while no particular stimulus is presented to the subject whose brain
activity is recorded. Usually, such studies are performed using fMRI [58, 38], but because
fMRI is an indirect measure of brain activity, combined EEG-fMRI experiments have become
more popular, e.g. [35, 54]. Since EEG and fMRI are beneficial on complementary domains,
integration of EEG and fMRI has become an active field of research. Nevertheless, due to
differences in dimensionalities of EEG and fMRI data, one of the largest challenges of a
combined EEG-fMRI analysis is to develop mathematical models where both modalities are
put in the same framework. Current practice is to assume a general linear model (GLM),
in which the fMRI signal of a given voxel is the response variable and powers in different
frequency bands extracted from EEG are used as regressors. In this way, the use of the alpha
activity derived in the occipital region has provided interesting novel insights in the generators
of the alpha band [73, 55] that would not have been possible with EEG alone. However, this
approach suffers from the limitation that the choice of the regressor may only reflect a small
part of the total EEG activity and the inclusion of other frequency bands, as explored in [19],
is only a partial solution.

The proposed three domain covariance model provides a valuable alternative here because
it relates the covariance to all electrodes instead of a small selected subset and no a priori
choices about a certain frequency band need to be made. The physiological idea is that the
EEG at rest is generated by randomly distributed and oscillating current sources of which
the amplitude varies at the time scale at which the fMRI is recorded. The estimation of the
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parameters of the proposed model extracts the most dominant effects from the data. The
estimated amplitude variations can be used for investigating EEG-fMRI correlations. The
estimation procedure was implemented in MATLAB and made publicly available 2.

In Section 4.2 the mathematical details of the proposed model are presented and an esti-
mation procedure is derived. A method for evaluating accuracy of the estimate is also pre-
sented. Section 4.3 contains simulation results, which assess the accuracy of the estimation
procedure under the model and show which assumptions about the covariance components
are related to increased accuracy. Moreover, real data results are presented for SEF MEG data
and for EEG-fMRI data. In Section 4.4 the findings, extensions of the proposed framework
and future applications are discussed.

4.2 The model and estimation procedure

EEG/MEG data of a given subject can be expressed as X =
[
X(1), . . . , X(r)

]
, where X(d)

is the preprocessed dth epoch/trial organized in a p × q matrix, such that p represents the
number of sensors and q the number of time points within one epoch/trial. Let vec be the
operator that stacks columns of a matrix into one column in the order from first to last, so
that vec(X) is a vector of length pqr. We assume that vec(X) has a multivariate normal
distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ (notation: vec(X) ∼ N (µ,Σ)). With-
out loss of generality µ = (0, . . . , 0), which can be achieved by highpass filtering, so the
signals oscillate around zero. Let Γ, Ψ and ∆ be positive definite matrices with dimensions
p × p, q × q and r × r, respectively. Each of the matrices is related to one domain of the
data: Γ is the spatial component, Ψ the temporal and ∆ is the epochs/trials component. The
relationship between the data and the three components is expressed by the assumption: for
i1, i2 = 1, . . . , p, j1, j2 = 1, . . . , q, d1, d2 = 1, . . . , r, Cov

(
X(d1) (i1, j1) , X

(d2) (i2, j2)
)
=

Γ (i1, i2)Ψ (j1, j2)∆ (d1, d2). The notation A (i, j) stands for the i, jth element of the ma-
trix A. This assumption is equivalent to Σ = ∆ ⊗ Ψ ⊗ Γ, where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product [92]. For Γ,Ψ,∆ positive definite, Σ = ∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ is also positive definite.

The next assumption is that the temporal covariances in Ψ only depend on the time lag
between time points, which is the same as assuming stationarity of the signal within one
epoch/trial. Therefore the temporal matrix Ψ is assumed to have a Toeplitz structure [99],
which means that elements that lie on the same subdiagonal are equal. Moreover, we treat
the data from different epochs as independent, which translates into the assumption that ∆ is
a diagonal matrix. In order to assure identifiability of ∆,Ψ,Γ from the Kronecker product,
the constraints Γ (1, 1) = 1 and ∆(1, 1) = 1 are added.

In summary, the final model is

vec (X) ∼ N (0,∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ) , (4.1)

where Γ is a p × p positive definite matrix, Ψ is a q × q positive definite Toeplitz matrix, ∆
is an r × r positive definite diagonal matrix, Γ (1, 1) = 1, and ∆(1, 1) = 1.

2http://www.math.vu.nl/˜degunst/flip_flop_flop.m
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Because the covariance matrix factorizes into a Kronecker product and two of the com-
ponents have additional structure, the number of unknown parameters of ∆ ⊗ Ψ ⊗ Γ equals
p(p+1)

2 + q + r − 2, which is very low compared to the size of the data (pqr). Thus one can
expect to obtain accurate estimates of this structured covariance matrix if the model holds.

The covariance components Γ,Ψ,∆ are estimated by maximum likelihood. Even though
there is no closed form estimator of the structured covariance matrix, likelihood equations for
the matrices have been derived in [85]. In such case each of the likelihood equations gives
an expression of one Kronecker factor in terms of the others and, as a result, the likelihood
equations cannot be solved analytically. Because we impose additional structure on Ψ and
∆, in our case the set of the likelihood equations becomes:

Γ =
1

qr
X

(
∆−1 ⊗Ψ−1

)
XT , (4.2a)

G
(
Ψ−1Y

(
∆−1 ⊗ Γ−1

)
Y TΨ−1 − prΨ−1

)
= (0, . . . , 0) , (4.2b)

∆ = diag
(

1

pq
Z
(
Ψ−1 ⊗ Γ−1

)
ZT

)
, (4.2c)

with Γ (1, 1) = 1 and ∆(1, 1) = 1. Here the matrices Y and Z contain the same elements as
X , but arranged differently: Y (j, p (d− 1) + i) = Z (d, p (j − 1) + i) = X(d) (i, j), where
i = 1, . . . , p, j = 1, . . . , q, d = 1, . . . , r. The dimensions of Y and Z are equal to q× pr and
r × pq, respectively. The function G in (4.2b) maps a q × q symmetric matrix into a 1 × q

vector as follows: G (A) = (G0 (A) , . . . , Gq−1 (A)), where Gj (A) =
∑q−1

i=1 A (i, i+ j)

is the sum of the elements of the matrix A that lie on the jth subdiagonal. This function
originates from the Toeplitz constraint that has been imposed on Ψ. Equation (4.2b) can be
derived from the likelihood equation for a Toeplitz covariance matrix by treating Γ and Ψ as
if they were known, as is detailed in 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. Finally, the diag operator in equation
(4.2c) replaces the non-diagonal elements of a matrix by zeros.

If no Toeplitz restrictions on Ψ were imposed and ∆ was unconstrained, a 3-component
extension ([85]) of the so-called iterative flip-flop algorithm ([26, 70]) could have been used
to obtain numerical approximations of the ML-estimates of the covariance components. Ac-
cording to this algorithm, the update formula for each component is equivalent to maximum
likelihood estimation of a covariance matrix using the data corrected for the remaining two
covariance components. Using this fact, [2] derived the necessary requirement for existence
of the maximum likelihood estimator under the three component covariance model. In the
context of the EEG/MEG data, the sample size equals 1, and the requirement that needs to
be satisfied is max { p

qr ,
q
pr ,

r
pq} ≤ 1. Each fraction on the left hand side of this inequality

originates from the likelihood equation for one component. Therefore this condition guar-
antees that if the data is not rank deficient, each of the three likelihood equations provides a
solution with respect to one covariance component that is positive definite conditional on the
two other components being positive definite. Therefore if one uses the flip-flop algorithm
and initial values of the two components Γ,∆ are positive definite, then all of the updates
will stay positive definite.

In our case the necessary condition on p, q, r is different due to the Toeplitz assumption
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imposed on Ψ and the diagonality of ∆. The sample size required for estimating a Toeplitz
covariance matrix is reduced by a factor two with respect to the sample size required for
estimating an unrestricted covariance matrix. This follows from Theorem 2.19, because if
S is the sample covariance matrix, the constrained minimization problem considered in that
theorem is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation of a Toeplitz covariance matrix.
Therefore the requirement for a sample size that is necessary for the existence of a positive
definite Toeplitz matrix Ψ which satisfies (4.2b) is also reduced by a factor two, which results
in the new requirement: �q/2�

pr ≤ 1, where �.� denotes the ceiling function. The diagonal
matrix ∆ on the left hand side of (4.2c) is guaranteed to be positive definite for any sample
size and any configuration of the p, q, r dimensions if the data have full rank, because diagonal
elements of ∆ are equal to sums of squares of scaled elements from Z. Therefore under model
(4.1) the dimensions p, q, r should satisfy

max { p

qr
,

⌈
q
2

⌉
pr

} ≤ 1. (4.3)

The flip-flop algorithm needs to be adapted to take into account the additional assump-
tions about Ψ and ∆. The diagonality of ∆ is easily taken care of by replacing the non-
diagonal elements of each update of ∆ by zeros, as follows from equation (4.2c). Equation
(4.2b), however, does not have a closed form solution for Ψ. Nevertheless [79] presents an
iterative method for obtaining an approximation of the maximum likelihood estimate for a
covariance matrix that has a Toeplitz structure. It is designed for the model in which there
are independent realizations of N (0, T ), where T is a Toeplitz covariance matrix. The gen-
eral idea presented in [79] to estimate T by maximum likelihood is to embed it into a higher
dimension circulant matrix. This is done by extracting the first q columns and the first q
rows of the circulant matrix, where q is the dimension of T . Contrary to the case of Toeplitz
matrices, for a circulant matrix C a closed form maximum likelihood estimator exists that
allows one to estimate C directly from the data. A practical difficulty is, however, that the
method of [79] requires an embedding dimension that is much higher than q. Therefore, large
amounts of missing data have to be replaced by their expectations conditioned on the current
estimate of T and the original data. As a consequence, extensive simulations are necessary to
determine the accuracy of this approach when a computationally acceptable embedding di-
mension is used. We adapt the procedure from [79] to make it possible to obtain approximate
maximum likelihood estimates of Ψ given the current updates of the estimates of Γ and ∆. A
full description of the step of the algorithm in which Ψ is updated is given in Section 4.5.

In our iterative estimation procedure the estimate of one component is updated based on
the current estimates of the two other components, see Algorithm 1.

Due to the fact that updating the estimate of Ψ is computationally complex, we also
consider estimating Ψ under a more general assumption, called persymmetry, which sim-
plifies the estimation algorithm. A q × q matrix A is a persymmetric matrix if it satisfies
JAJ = AT , where J is the q × q matrix with ones on its anti-diagonal (the diagonal going
from the lower left corner to the upper right corner), and zeros elsewhere. This means that a
persymmetric matrix is symmetric with respect to its anti-diagonal. It is clear that a Toeplitz
matrix is also persymmetric. Because there exists an analytical expression for the maximum
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Algorithm 1
Initialize: Γ̂0 = Ip, ∆̂0 = Ir.
Repeat the following steps:

1: Calculate estimate Ψ̂m of Ψ based on Y and current estimates Γ̂m−1, ∆̂m−1 of Γ and ∆

using embedding of Ψ into a circulant matrix.
2: Calculate estimate ∆̂m of ∆ based on Z, Γ̂m−1 and Ψ̂m using (4.2c).
3: Calculate estimate Γ̂m of Γ based on X , Ψ̂m, and ∆̂m using (4.2a).

likelihood estimator of a persymmetric covariance matrix [76], we also consider this case.
When the persymmetric assumption is made about Ψ, the first step in Algorithm 1 is modi-
fied such that Ψ̂m equals the maximum likelihood estimator for the persymmetric covariance
matrix given Γ̂m−1 and ∆̂m−1. It has the following form: Ψ̂m = 1

2

(
Ŝ + JŜJ

)
, where

Ŝ = 1
prY

(
∆̂−1

m−1 ⊗ Γ̂−1
m−1

)
Y T and J is defined above. Making a persymmetric assump-

tion does not affect the necessary assumption (4.3), as follows from Theorem 2.18 where S

is taken equal to Ŝ.
We perform simulation studies to assess the accuracy of the estimation procedure given

above using data dimensions that are relevant for the present context. In these simulation
studies not only the overall accuracy is measured, but also accuracies of the individual com-
ponents of the covariance matrix.

4.2.1 Simulated data

The simulated data were generated from the N (0,∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ) distribution for ∆,Ψ,Γ pos-
itive definite, Ψ Toeplitz matrix and ∆ diagonal matrix. In the simulations physiologically
relevant parameter values were taken as obtained from data analysis of MEG and EEG-fMRI
recordings. More precisely, parameter values visualized in Figure 4.2 were used for generat-
ing MEG-type data, and those visualized in Figure 4.4 for EEG-type data.

4.2.2 Evaluation method

In simulation studies, the accuracy of our estimation method can be measured by making a
direct comparison of the estimated covariance matrix ∆̂ ⊗ Ψ̂ ⊗ Γ̂ with the true covariance
matrix ∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ. We do this based on the relative mean squared error. In other words, the
value of

MSE =
‖∆̂⊗ Ψ̂⊗ Γ̂−∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ‖2F

‖∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ‖2F
(4.4)

is calculated, where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. To check how well the
individual covariance components are recovered, we use the relative mean squared errors for
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Γ̂, Ψ̂, ∆̂ separately:

MSEΓ̂ =
‖Γ̂− Γ‖2F
‖Γ‖2F

, (4.5a)

MSEΨ̂ =
‖Ψ̂−Ψ‖2F

‖Ψ‖2F
, (4.5b)

MSE∆̂ =
‖∆̂−∆‖2F

‖∆‖2F
. (4.5c)

We also assess the effect of taking into account the assumptions about Ψ and ∆ in the
estimation procedure on the quality of the estimate. To do so, we estimate the components of
the covariance matrix under modified assumptions about Ψ or ∆ and compare the accuracy
of these estimates with the accuracy obtained under the correct assumptions about Ψ and ∆.
Therefore each simulated data set, that is generated under model (4.1), is used as input for
estimation of ∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ under several sets of assumptions.

We explain here which assumptions we use in the estimation and why. The assump-
tion about the spatial component, Γ, is always that this matrix is positive definite, which is
the weakest assumption that can be made. For the temporal component, we consider three
alternative assumptions about Ψ in estimation. The options are: positive definite Toeplitz,
positive definite persymmetric and positive definite. The first possible assumption is the orig-
inal assumption in model (4.1) and the third one is the most general restriction that can be
made about the covariance component. The persymmetric assumption is a compromise be-
tween the two in terms of the number of unknown parameters and computational complexity
of the estimation algorithm. The three alternative assumptions used in the estimation of the
epoch/trials matrix component ∆ are: positive definite diagonal, positive definite and identity
assumption. While the diagonal assumption is the true assumption under (4.1), ∆ is also esti-
mated under only positive definiteness to check how much the knowledge about its diagonal
structure improves the accuracy of the estimator. ∆ = I is considered to quantify the effect
of incorporating trial-to-trial variations on the quality of the covariance estimator.

4.2.3 Experimental data

MEG data

To show the usefulness of our method, the model and estimation procedure were applied to an
MEG data set recorded on a subject exposed to nervus medianus stimulation of the left wrist
with pseudo random interstimulus intervals. The MEG was recorded on a whole head 151
channel CTF system, 3 bad channels were removed such that the data of p = 148 gradiome-
ters during the 30 minutes period at sampling frequency of 2084 Hz were considered in the
analysis. The MEG recording was filtered using the order 1 Butterworth bandpass filter with
frequency bands of 0.5Hz and 40Hz applied with forward and backward pass. No baseline
correction was performed, as this would potentially compromise temporal stationarity [12].
The original sampling frequency was decreased to 521 Hz by downsampling the signal. In
the next step, the data that correspond to measurements recorded just after the occurrence of
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the stimulus were extracted. The window of 384 milliseconds, which corresponds to q = 200

time points, was used. A common response function was assumed for all trials and the aver-
age response was subtracted from the MEG signal [11].

Because p = 148 of the gradiometer signals were taken and the stimulus occurred r =

515 times during the recording, the dimension of the preprocessed data is 148× 200× 515.
Therefore the minimum requirement (4.3) for dimensions in the model with three positive
definite covariance components is satisfied.

EEG data

We used the same EEG-fMRI data as were studied in [19]. Co-registered EEG-fMRI data
were acquired from 16 healthy subjects (7 males, mean age 27, sd 9 years) while they lay
rested in the scanner avoiding to fall asleep. Because the alpha activity is the most distinct
aspect of the EEG signal for subjects that are awake and relaxed, we decided to select one
subject with a large (L) and one with a small (S) amount of alpha oscillations.

Due to the use of average reference, the rank of each observation written as a matrix
with rows corresponding to channels, was decreased by 1. It means that the signal of one
channel was fully determined by the signals of the remaining channels. Therefore a positive
definite spatial component Γ could not be estimated from these data. We therefore removed
the central channel from the data after taking average reference.

fMRI gradient and heartbeat artifacts and epochs with extreme outliers were removed.
The EEG signal was filtered using the order 1 Butterworth bandpass filter with frequency
bands of 0.5Hz and 40Hz applied with forward and backward pass. Because recordings from
different epochs are assumed to be independent, the signal from the first 0.5 second and the
last 0.5 second of each epoch was removed. The signal was downsampled such that 256
time points per epoch were obtained. Dimensions of the preprocessed data (p× q × r) were
62× 256× 569 for subject L and 59× 256× 577 for subject S.

4.2.4 EEG-fMRI integration

The EEG regressor for the linear regression model is built from the estimate of the covariance
matrix obtained from EEG under model (4.1). Because diagonal elements of the estimate of
∆ capture changes in the variance level of EEG during fMRI epochs and can be interpreted as
measures of the amount of brain activity detected by EEG during particular fMRI epochs, we
define the ∆- regressor as the diagonal part of the estimate of ∆. The values corresponding
to isolated epochs that were removed were linearly interpolated from the two values of the
regressor from neighboring epochs. The regression model for fMRI with the ∆- regressor
is formulated in a similar way to [19], wherein the alpha power variations of a selected set
of electrodes were used and the hemodynamic response function was estimated for each
voxel using time shifted copies of the alpha power regressor. Because the fMRI signal is
also modulated by several non-neural phenomenons, like heartbeats and subjects’s motion,
regressors that are related to those aspects are added as confounders to the regression model.
We first consider two regression models that only differ by the regressors of interest, which
are either shifts of the ∆- regressor or shifts of the alpha power regressor. Next, the regression
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model in which the regressors of interest are shifts of the ∆- regressor with shifts of the alpha
power regressor added to the set of confounders is used. For the three models significance of
regressors of interest (shifts of ∆- regressor or shifts of alpha power regressor) is tested by a
partial F-test. To account for multiple testing, we control the false discovery rate (FDR) by
applying the multiple testing correction of Benjamini and Hochberg [7].

4.2.5 Model validation

The measure (4.4) cannot be used for model validation for experimental data sets, because the
true values of the parameters are unknown in such case. To assess how well model (4.1) fits
the data, we estimated the covariance matrix under (4.1) using subselections of epochs/trials
as follows. The set {1, . . . , r} of indices of epochs/trials was divided into 4 disjoint subsets of
approximately equal sizes (ind1 ∪ ind2 ∪ ind3 ∪ ind4 = {1, . . . , r}) and data corresponding
to each subset were used for estimation. The estimates were compared with the estimate
obtained from the whole sample, ∆̂⊗ Ψ̂⊗ Γ̂, by:

‖∆̂(i) ⊗ Ψ̂(i) ⊗ Γ̂(i) − ∆̂indi
⊗ Ψ̂⊗ Γ̂‖2F

‖∆̂indi
⊗ Ψ̂⊗ Γ̂‖2F

, (4.6)

where ∆̂(i) ⊗ Ψ̂(i) ⊗ Γ̂(i) denotes the estimate obtained from subsample indi and ∆̂indi
is

equal to ∆̂ restricted to columns and rows with indices from indi.

The first check is whether different epochs/trials share the same spatio-temporal pattern.
For this purpose, the subsets ind1, ind2, ind3, ind4 are generated randomly. This procedure
is repeated 10 times, such that in total 40 values of (4.6) are be obtained. It is desirable that
all of these values are low.

The second check is whether there are no time-related changes of the spatio-temporal
pattern not accounted for by ∆. Now indices are subdivided such that approximately the
first quarter of the sorted indices is the first subsample, the second quarter is the second
subsample etc. Here, again, the measure (4.6) is used to assess the differences between
estimates obtained from a subsample to the estimate acquired from the whole sample. It is
desirable that all of the obtained values of this measure are also low, because large values
might indicate that the spatio-temporal covariance matrix Ψ ⊗ Γ is time-dependent. Apart
from this, we also obtain an estimate of the accuracy in terms of the relative mean squared
error. This is the average of the relative MSE obtained under assumptions of our model,
which can be extracted from the simulation results for the MEG sample and the EEG sample
of subject S. In fact, because the input to each simulation study is obtained by estimating
parameters of the model, the first row of each simulation study in Table 4.1, is a (parametric)
bootstrap estimate of the relative mean squared error for a given MEG/EEG sample.
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Figure 4.1: Average (over 100 data sets) relative mean squared errors (4.5) of the estimates
of components of the covariance matrix for simulated MEG (left) and EEG (right) data. Each
value on a horizontal axis corresponds to one setting, which is coded by three letters that are
added to plots. Each letter that coincides with an MSE plot for a given component, denotes
an assumption about the component that was used in estimation, where U is unrestricted, D
is diagonal, T is Toeplitz, P is persymmetric and I is the identity matrix. The most left set of
assumptions, (U, T,D) for (Γ,Ψ,∆) is the one of model (4.1).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Assessment of estimation procedure: simulation results

The ”true” values for Γ,Ψ,∆, which satisfy the assumptions of model (4.1), that were used in
the simulations are the estimated values from the MEG and EEG experimental data analyses
presented below (visualized in Figures 4.2 and 4.4). For both studies the necessary require-
ment (4.3) regarding the dimensions of the covariance components was satisfied. A number
of 100 data sets were simulated for EEG and MEG. Each sample, which was simulated un-
der model (4.1), was used for estimation under 7 different sets of assumptions about the
components. For each estimated covariance matrix the relative mean squared error (4.4) and
relative mean squared errors of individual components of the covariance matrix (4.5) were
calculated. Means of MSEs for each set of assumptions are given in Table 4.1 and means
of MSEΓ̂s, MSEΨ̂s, and MSE∆̂s are given in Figure 4.1. The covariance matrix and its
components were most accurately recovered if all assumptions from (4.1) were taken into
account in the estimation. Although all MSEs are small, dropping assumptions or making
the wrong assumptions may increase the MSE by a factor between 100 and 200. The largest
MSE corresponds to the ”UUU” case.
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Table 4.1: Average relative mean squared errors (4.4) of the covariance estimates obtained
from samples that were simulated under (4.1). Each sample was used in covariance estimation
of ∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ under several sets of assumptions about Γ,Ψ,∆. Assumptions that were used
are coded by letters, where U is unrestricted, D is diagonal, T is Toeplitz, P is persymmetric
and I is the identity matrix.

input dimensions assumptions about average MSE
type of each the components used according to (4.4)

data set in the estimation
Γ: Ψ: ∆:

MEG p = 148 U T D 0.00014
q = 200 U P D 0.00020
r = 515 U U D 0.00029

U T I 0.0013
U U I 0.0015
U T U 0.0175
U U U 0.0177

EEG p = 59 U T D 0.00022
q = 256 U P D 0.00045
r = 577 U U D 0.00070

U T I 0.0156
U U I 0.0161
U T U 0.037
U U U 0.038
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Figure 4.2: Components of the covariance matrix estimated from the noise of the SEF data.
Upper-left: covariances on subdiagonals of the temporal component. Upper-middle: vari-
ances of the MEG channels (diagonal elements of the estimate Γ) projected onto the head
model (image obtained using EEGLAB MATLAB package). Values in between channels
were interpolated using biharmonic spline interpolation method. Upper-right: estimates of
trial-to-trial variations (diagonal entries of the estimate of ∆). Lower: estimate of the average
power spectrum.

4.3.2 Experimental data results

Regarding MEG

Model (4.1) was assumed for the preprocessed SEF MEG trials of one subject. The estimates
of the covariance components Γ̂, Ψ̂, ∆̂ were determined using our iterative procedure. The
results are visualized in Figure 4.2. Temporal covariances show decaying oscillations of
approximately 10Hz. This is the effect of alpha activity, which was dominant in the MEG of
this subject, as indicated by the highest peak in the estimate of the average power spectrum.
Higher spatial variances are on the left side of the brain. This can be related to the fact that
the right side of the brain was stimulated. Estimates of trial-to-trial variations, which are also
visualized, show little variability for this subject.

The model validation was done according to Section 4.2.5. For the random subselection
of trials, the average of (4.6) was 0.0042 and the standard deviation 0.0033. If subsets of data
were created from consecutive trials, the values of (4.6) were equal to 0.006, 0.004, 0.007,
0.009. These values are very low, which means that the spatio-temporal covariance Ψ ⊗ Γ

does not vary much over time. The bootstrap estimate of the relative mean squared error
equals 0.00014 for this sample. This value is also very low, therefore we expect that the
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Figure 4.3: Components of the covariance matrix estimated from EEG of subject L, visual-
ized in the same way as in Figure 4.2 for MEG data.

accuracy of the covariance estimate under the model is large for this MEG sample.

Regarding EEG

Preprocessed EEG data of subjects S and L were used as inputs for individual covariance
estimation under (4.1). Results for subject L are visualized in Figure 4.3 and for subject
S in Figure 4.4. These figures show the estimates of spatial, temporal and epoch-related
covariance components. The amount of alpha activity, that is expressed by the shape of the
estimated power spectrum, is reflected by the estimate of the temporal covariance component:
in Figure 4.3 there are clear alpha oscillations, while in Figure 4.4 such oscillations are absent.

The model validation was done for both subjects, again according to Section 4.2.5. For
subject S for the random subselection of epochs the average of (4.6) was 0.0034 and the stan-
dard deviation 0.0014, and for the consecutive subselection of epochs the values of (4.6) were
equal to 0.049, 0.011, 0.012, 0.043. These values are low, which suggests that the spatio-
temporal covariance pattern was captured by the model. The bootstrap estimate of the relative
mean squared error is equal to 0.00022 for subject S, which indicates a high accuracy of the
covariance estimate for this sample. The results for subject L were similar.

Regarding integration of EEG-fMRI

Significance of the two sets of regressors of interest (shifts of the ∆- regressor and shifts of
the alpha power regressor) was tested by the partial F-test conditionally on the same set of
confounders with FDR=0.01. Since the test was done for each voxel, those voxels for which
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Figure 4.4: Components of the covariance matrix estimated from EEG of subject S. For
comparison, the estimated components for a subject with a large amount of alpha activity are
given in Figure 4.3.

regressors of interest were significant, are indicated in the axial brain slices in Figure 4.5.
We use the term significant voxels, which denotes voxels for which regressors of interest
turned out to be significant at FDR=0.01. There are noticeable differences in the number
of significant voxels between subjects and also between the two models. For subject L the
number of significant voxels is higher when the alpha power regressor is used. Nevertheless
the areas occupied by such voxels for the two models are quite similar. For subject S the
situation is different. Namely, the number of significant voxels is similar, but their location
is different for the two models. If the alpha power regressor is used, significant voxels are
mostly located in the occipital lobe while if the ∆- regressor is used, many significant voxels
are in the frontal lobe.

In order to localize the regions for which addition of shifts of the ∆- regressor to the model
with shifts of the alpha power regressor (and confounders) significantly improves the model,
the partial F-test at FDR=0.01 was applied for the shifts of the ∆- regressor, conditionally on
the confounders and shifts of the alpha power regressor, see Figure 4.6. The results show that
there are hardly any significant voxels for subject L. For subject S, however, many voxels are
significant, which are mostly located in the frontal regions.

We made a direct comparison of shapes of the alpha regressor and the ∆- regressor for
both subjects, see Figures 4.7 and 4.8. It appears that there is a more pronounced difference
between the two sets of regressors for subject S, as Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between the two regressors equals 0.208 for this subject and 0.332 for subject L.
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Figure 4.5: Upper two, from red to yellow: voxels for which shifts of the ∆- regressor are
significant at FDR=0.01. Lower two, from red to yellow: voxels for which shifts of the
alpha power regressor are significant at FDR=0.01. Subjects are marked on Y axes, where
L denotes the subject with large, and S with small amount of alpha activity. The original
p values for significant voxels are plotted, hence the lighter colors indicate more significant
voxels than the darker colors within one subject and one group of regressors.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of ∆- regressor and alpha regressor extracted from EEG of subject
L. Left: scatter plot of the two regressors. Right: time series plots of the two regressors;
upper: ∆ regressor, lower: alpha power regressor.
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Figure 4.8: The same comparison of the two regressors as in Figure 4.7 , but here for a subject
S.

4.4 Discussion and conclusions

The introduced model for the covariance of EEG/MEG incorporates local stationarity of the
data and variations in the noise level over epochs/trials. These aspects are visible in the
data, but are not taken into account in the earlier approaches that used as covariance model a
Kronecker product of two components e.g. [21]. Therefore in this study the local stationarity
was explicitly imposed by assuming that the temporal covariance component has a Toeplitz
structure. Moreover, a third component was added into the Kronecker product, describing the
amplitude variations of the brain’s background activity. These model extensions contribute to
a more precise description of the underlying physiology of EEG and MEG signal generation.
For instance in [62] evidence has been found that the amplitude of the background activity
predicts the chance that a stimulus is consciously perceived by the subject. Also other studies
suggest that the brain’s background activity is not simply additive noise [43]. However, in
order to test such hypothesis in a formal statistical setting, accurate mathematical models
are needed and we consider our three domain covariance model as a next step towards such
models.

The parameterization of the covariance matrix via the Kronecker product of three matrices
and the assumptions imposed on these matrices provide a great dimension reduction of the
unknown parameters and make it possible to estimate the covariance matrix per subject. It
needs to be stated that only partial theoretical results are available in the literature about the
properties (existence, uniqueness and accuracy) of the maximum likelihood estimator of the
covariance matrix that is a Kronecker product of two or more components [81]. We performed
simulation studies based on the data that resemble EEG/MEG, to assess the accuracy of the
estimation procedure if model (4.1) holds. Results clearly show that the estimates are very
close to the true covariance matrix that was used for data generation. Therefore one can
expect to obtain reliable estimation results if our model fits the data.

Another aspect that was investigated using simulated data from model (4.1) is the influ-
ence of incorporating variations in the noise level over trials and stationarity of the signal
within each trial in the estimation, given that there is variation in noise level and stationarity
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of the signal. It was assessed how accuracy of the covariance estimator changes if each of
these assumptions is dropped in the estimation. Moreover, the estimate under model (4.1)
was compared to the estimate if estimation was done assuming no trial-to-trial variations.
The results show that correct assumptions about the components of the covariance matrix in
the estimation procedure provide the most accurate estimate. It turns out that the Toeplitz
assumption about Ψ does not have a strong effect on the accuracy of the covariance estimate.
However, a high drop in accuracy is observed when no trial-to-trial variations are assumed,
i.e. when ∆ = I or when diagonality of ∆ is skipped. The gain in accuracy related to esti-
mating the trial-to-trial variations is higher for simulated EEG data than for simulated MEG
data. This can be explained by differences in the inputs for both simulation studies. Namely,
by comparing matrices ∆ for both studies (see Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.2), one should notice
that higher trial-to-trial variations were used for the simulated EEG data than for the simu-
lated MEG data. Therefore, in the EEG case the two components model deviates more from
the true model, hence estimates obtained under this model are less accurate for EEG than for
MEG.

Accuracies of estimates of the individual components of the covariance matrix were de-
termined for all simulated samples and under each set of assumptions. It turns out that the
quality of Γ̂ is comparable under each set of assumptions. However, the accuracy of Ψ̂ can
be affected by the assumption about ∆, which happens when no trial-to-trial variations are
assumed. In such case the accuracy of both Ψ̂ and ∆̂ decreases.

One could argue that the amount of variation per epoch could be estimated by simply
treating signals from all channels and the same epoch as realizations of the univariate normal
distribution with unknown variance parameter and estimating this parameter. Nevertheless,
such an approach is not recommended, because the estimates would also capture variability
of the most varying channels. In our approach ∆ represents the activity in different epochs
corrected for temporal and spatial effects that are intertwined with these measures.

The method of estimating Ψ under the Toeplitz assumption requires a certain size of the
circulant extension to assure convergence to the maximum likelihood estimator. Satisfying
this requirement, however, is not feasible in practice on a single machine and it would lead
to increased memory consumption and computation time on a multicore machine. For these
reasons we take one of the smallest possible sizes of the extension, l = 2q − 1. We infer
from our simulation studies that this size of the circulant extension provides an accurate ap-
proximation of the covariance estimate. Nevertheless, there exists a way of simplifying the
estimation step of Ψ in terms of computational complexity and computational time. This is
achieved by relaxing the Toeplitz assumption about Ψ and imposing a weaker, persymmetric,
assumption. In such case the likelihood equation for Ψ, which would replace (4.2b), can be
solved analytically. However, one needs to be aware that estimating Ψ under the persymmet-
ric assumption is associated with a decreased accuracy of the estimate of Ψ if the true Ψ is a
Toeplitz matrix.

Diagonality of the newly introduced covariance component reflects independence be-
tween different epochs/trials. This is a natural assumption for the stimulus evoked data,
because the post-stimulus trials are extracted from the continuous signal such that the time
points that correspond to different trials are separated by hundreds of milliseconds. On the
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other hand, from EEG-fMRI experiment, the EEG signal is naturally divided into epochs
that are defined by the fMRI scans. Hence, part of the data in between each two consecu-
tive epochs needs to be removed to assure independence between epochs. Fortunately, since
dependence over time is short, the removed part can be small.

Although the proposed model generalizes existing models in [21, 50], it is still based on
the assumption that Ψ does not depend on space and Γ does not depend on time. In [11]
this assumption was dropped by modeling the covariance as a sum of Kronecker products. In
a future study we will combine these two generalizations into a sum of Kronecker products
consisting of three components. Each term in the sum would correspond to a particular type
of activity. In the context of EEG-fMRI experiments, regressors could be obtained that are
related to the amount of activity of each type from corresponding ∆s.

In this chapter we have given one illustration that shows the benefit of our method in
the context of EEG-fMRI data. In a future study we will investigate the improvement of
dipole localization in evoked response recordings when this new covariance framework is
used instead of a covariance model that does not include the epoch/trial component ∆. Yet
another application of our method is the possibility of doing connectivity analysis on sensor
level based on spontaneous EEG/MEG data using the estimated spatial covariance component
Γ̂. Although existing covariance models already yield estimated spatial components, the
Γ̂ that is output by our method is more reliable since it is corrected for the temporal and
epoch/trial covariance patterns.

In sum, we have shown that our new covariance framework is a useful tool for analysis
of EEG/MEG data in different contexts. It allows estimating a positive definite covariance
matrix if the data of only one subject are available. Moreover, from the simulation studies
we can conclude that the covariance estimate obtained with our iterative algorithm based on
model (4.1) is very accurate if model (4.1) is plausible for the data. Our method can be used
to analyze different EEG/MEG data sets. In the context of EEG-fMRI, the regressor extracted
from EEG can be used as input for an integrated EEG-fMRI model, to model EEG variation
independently of the choice of a specific frequency band or electrode site.

4.5 Estimating a Toeplitz covariance matrix

4.5.1 Notation

We explain here how the problem of estimating a Toeplitz covariance matrix in our setting,
where there are two additional components of the covariance matrix, is related to the problem
in which a Toeplitz covariance matrix is estimated under the model without additional compo-
nents. Let Γ−1/2 and ∆−1/2 be positive definite square roots of Γ−1 and ∆−1 respectively. If
Y is defined as in (4.2b), then the columns of

(
∆−1/2 ⊗ Γ−1/2

)
Y are independent and have

a N (0,Ψ) distribution. Because the true covariance components Γ,∆ are not known, we use
their current estimates and define Ỹ =

(
∆̂−1/2 ⊗ Γ̂−1/2

)
Y . Given Γ̂ and ∆̂, the columns of

Ỹ can be treated as independent vectors having a N (0,Ψ) distribution. Therefore they can
be used in the estimation of the Toeplitz covariance matrix Ψ. There are pr columns in total,
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therefore the effective sample size in the estimation of Ψ equals n = pr. Finally, we denote
the columns of Ỹ by x1, . . . , xn.

4.5.2 Maximum likelihood equation

If x1, . . . , xn are independent realizations of N (0,Ψ) and Ψ is a positive definite Toeplitz
matrix defined by its first row [ψ1, . . . , ψq], the likelihood function equals

L (Ψ|x1, . . . , xn) =
1√

(2π)nq
|Ψ|−

1
2n etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1

n∑
k=1

xkx
T
k ,

)

where etr denotes a natural exponent of the trace. The maximum likelihood estimator of Ψ
must satisfy the property

∂L (Ψ|x1, . . . , xn)

∂ψi
= 0,

for i = 1, . . . , q. It holds that

∂L

∂ψi
=

(
vec

(
∂L

∂Ψ

))T (
vec

(
∂Ψ

∂ψi

))
, (4.7)

and for calculating ∂L
∂Ψ and ∂Ψ

∂ψi
, the following equalities will be used, [69]:

∂ |Ψ|
∂Ψ

= |Ψ|
(
ΨT

)−1
;
∂tr

(
Ψ−1A

)
∂Ψ

= −
(
Ψ−1AΨ−1

)T
,

for any q × q matrix A. Using the first equality, the chain rule, and the symmetry of Ψ, it
follows that

∂

∂Ψ
|Ψ|−

1
2n = −1

2
n |Ψ|−

1
2n Ψ−1.

If A =
∑n

k=1 xkx
T
k , then from the second equality and the chain rule, we have that

∂

∂Ψ
etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

)
=

1

2
etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

)
Ψ−1AΨ−1.

Therefore

∂L

∂Ψ
=

= (2π)
−qn
2

(
∂ |Ψ|−

1
2n

∂Ψ
etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

)
+ |Ψ|−

1
2n

∂

∂Ψ
etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

))

= (2π)
− qn

2

(
−1

2
n |Ψ|−

1
2n Ψ−1etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

)
+ |Ψ|−

1
2n

1
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etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

)
Ψ−1AΨ−1

)

=
1

2
(2π)

− qn
2 |Ψ|−

1
2n etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

)(
−nΨ−1 +Ψ−1AΨ−1

)
. (4.8)
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Because Ψ is symmetric and has a Toeplitz structure, it holds that

∂Ψ

∂ψi
= Vi, (4.9)

where Vi has ones on ith subdiagonals and zeros elsewhere. Therefore, from (4.7), (4.8) and
(4.9), we see that the likelihood equations ∂L

∂ψi
= 0, i = 1, . . . , q are

1

2
(2π)

− qn
2 |Ψ|−

1
2n etr

(
−1

2
Ψ−1A

)(
vec

(
−nΨ−1 +Ψ−1AΨ−1

))T
vec (Vi) = 0.

They are satisfied if and only if

vec
(
−nΨ−1 +Ψ−1AΨ−1

)T
vec (Vi) = 0,

which can be expressed as

G
(
−nΨ−1 +Ψ−1AΨ−1

)
= (0, . . . , 0) ,

which is the same as (4.2b), if one takes into account the definition of A, the relationship
between x1, . . . , xn and Y , and the definition of G given below (4.2c).

4.5.3 Estimation procedure

To estimate Ψ by maximum likelihood, one can use the fact that a circulant positive definite
covariance matrix can be estimated directly by maximum likelihood. If C is an l× l positive
definite circulant matrix, it can be parameterized as

C =




c0 cl−1 . . . c2 c1
c1 c0 cl−1 c2
... c1 c0

. . .
...

cl−2
. . . . . . cl−1

cl−1 cl−2 . . . c1 c0



,

with cm = cl−m, for m = 1, . . . , l − 1.
If z1, . . . , zn are independent random vectors having a N (0, C) distribution and Ŝ =

1
n

∑n
k=1 zkz

T
k is the sample covariance matrix, the maximum likelihood estimators of the

entries of the circulant covariance matrix equal

ĉu =
1

l

∑
(i−j)≡umodl

Ŝi,j , (4.10)

for u = 0, . . . , l−1, [77]. This means that ĉu is the average of entries of the sample covariance
matrix that correspond to positions of cu in C. If l ≥ q, then the q × q upper left block of
C is a positive definite Toeplitz matrix. If l ≥ 2q − 1 is sufficiently large, then for any given
Ψ that is Toeplitz and positive definite, there exists an l × l circulant non-negative definite
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covariance matrix in which Ψ can be embedded, [23]. The idea is to estimate C and the upper
left block of this estimate will be the estimate of the Toeplitz covariance matrix Ψ.

The problem is that estimating C requires vectors z1, . . . , zn of length l, while we only
have data consisting of vectors x1, . . . , xn of length q. However, one can use the expectation
maximization algorithm [24], which uses the available data and the current estimate of the
circulant covariance matrix C̃ to replace the missing data by their expectations conditioned on
x1, . . . , xn and C̃. Then these data are used to update the estimate of the circulant component.
This alternating procedure is repeated until convergence. The upper left block of the final
estimate of C is our numerical approximation of the maximum likelihood estimate of the
Toeplitz covariance matrix Ψ.

Estimates of Γ,Ψ,∆ are updated iteratively, using Algorithm 1, in which updating an
estimate of Ψ given current estimates of Γ and ∆ is done in an inner loop. Let m be the
iteration index of the outer loop of Algorithm 1. Let Ψ̃(0) be the initial value for the Toeplitz
covariance matrix with its circulant extension C̃(0). If m = 1, we take C̃(0) equal to the
identity matrix, otherwise we take the initial value from the iteration m − 1 of Algorithm 1:
C̃(0) = Ĉm−1. The ith step of the estimation procedure for Ψ̂m consists of the following
steps:

1. Define Ã(i), P̃ (i), Ũ (i) by

[
C̃(i)

]−1

=

[
Ã(i) P̃ (i)T

P̃ (i)
(
Ũ (i)

)−1

]
,

where P̃ (i) is an (l − q)× q matrix, Ũ (i) is a (l − q)× (l − q) matrix.

2. E-step: compute estimate of data

ẑ
(i)
k =

[
xk

−Ũ (i)P̃ (i)xk

]

for k = 1, . . . , n.

3. Compute

Ŝ(i) =
1

n

n∑
k=1

ẑ
(i)
k ẑ

(i)T
k +

[
0 0

0 P̃ (i)

]

4. M-step: maximize the likelihood with respect to the circulant covariance matrix using
Ŝ(i), by formula (4.10). Denote the maximizer by C̃(i+1).

These steps are repeated until convergence. An approximation of the estimate of the Toeplitz
covariance matrix Ψ is the q × q upper left block Ψ̃ of the final estimate of the circulant
covariance matrix C̃. If Γ̂m−1 and ∆̂m−1 are the current estimates of Γ and ∆, the update of
the Toeplitz component will be Ψ̂m = Ψ̃ with its circulant extension Ĉm = C̃.

[23] and [75] give conditions for l that guarantee convergence to a maximum likelihood
estimator of a Toeplitz covariance matrix, but they are impractical in our context. Instead we
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use l = 2q − 1, which is feasible in practice. Moreover, we conclude from the simulation
studies that our estimation procedure provides accurate estimates of Ψ.

The estimation procedure was implemented in MATLAB and is available at
http://www.math.vu.nl/˜degunst/flip_flop_flop.m.





Chapter 5

An integrated hierarchical Gaussian graphical
model for co-registred EEG-fMRI data

In this work we study the relationship between the low frequency oscillations recorded by
EEG and the activity of different brain regions inferred from fMRI. For this purpose, we pro-
pose an integrated model for simultaneously collected EEG-fMRI data. The model originates
from the assumption that the data are generated by an underlying process that has two com-
ponents, neuronal and hemodynamical, which interact with each other. As a result, our model
treats both EEG and fMRI in a balanced way as opposed to methods that use one modality
to explain the other. The data generating process is expressed as a Gaussian graphical model,
which means that we assume an underlying network. Nodes of this network correspond
to certain parts of the process, and connections represent strong dependencies between the
nodes. This network model represents the so-called effective connectivity of the underlying
process. We propose an estimation algorithm for the parameters of the model, and perform
simulation studies to assess its performance. Moreover, our model and estimation method are
used on co-registered EEG-fMRI data sets.

5.1 Introduction

Recently the focus in neuroscience is on connectivity of the brain that can be inferred from
different types of neuroimaging data. Three types of brain connectivity, anatomical, func-
tional and effective, are distinguished [30, 31, 86]. Anatomical connectivity refers to the
underlying system of white matter pathways between different parts of the brain, and a tech-
nique that is mostly used to study this type of connectivity is diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
[16]. Functional connectivity represents cooperation of brain regions that are involved in
performing specific tasks. Measurements that are typically used for investigating functional
connectivity are those obtained from EEG, MEG and fMRI. A different notion of connec-
tivity is effective connectivity, which, as opposed to functional connectivity, is corrected for
correlations between regions that are only due to common influence of the activity of other
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regions [32]. In particular, two regions are (effectively) connected if the dependency between
the corresponding two signals cannot be explained by the signals of other regions, hence there
is a causal interaction between the two regions. For a more detailed discussion of the differ-
ences between functional and effective connectivity, we refer to [30, 31]. The neuroimaging
data that are commonly used in the studies of effective connectivity are fMRI recordings.
Co-registered EEG-fMRI data may provide even more interesting means to study effective
connectivity. In this chapter we develop a new integrated model for such simultaneously
collected data.

Our model reflects effective connectivity of brain regions in relation to slow changes of
EEG (<1Hz). With this, our approach relates to another topic of recent interest, namely slow
fluctuations observed in EEG recordings, and their relationship with fMRI. For instance, in
[40] the resting state network was found from very low frequency oscillations in EEG for a
specific group of young adults with ADHD. It turned out that this network involves particular
areas of the brain, and is consistent across subjects. In [41] independent component analysis
(ICA) was applied to EEG and fMRI, and correlations between ICA components of the infra-
slow EEG and fMRI signals of regions that are involved in the fMRI resting state network
have been found.

EEG-fMRI analysis methods can be classified according to two properties. The first one
is whether the analysis is model-based or data-driven. Model-based techniques rely on a set
of assumptions that describe how the data are generated. This is for instance the case in [13],
where a neural population model is considered, which characterizes the influence of neural
activity on EEG via a certain head model, and on fMRI via a hemodynamic model. An
example of a data-driven technique that is often used in EEG-fMRI analysis is ICA [28, 82].
This method extracts relevant independent features from the EEG/fMRI data that explain
most of the variability of the signals. Using a few ICA components, one also achieves a
large dimension reduction. A drawback of this method is that the components are difficult to
interpret, because they correspond to linear combinations of the original variables.

The second property according to which EEG-fMRI analyses can be classified, is the
way in which both data modalities (EEG and fMRI) are treated. An unbalanced (also called
asymmetric) analysis is when certain characteristics obtained from one modality are used to
explain the other [45]. A very common example of such an approach is the use of the general
linear model, according to which fMRI is assumed to linearly respond to several regressors,
some of which are derived from EEG [55, 73]. Balanced methods do not assume that the
relationship is in one direction, but extract several features from each modality, or model
them as realizations of one process that contains hemodynamic as well as neural components
[91].

We propose a model-based analysis for EEG-fMRI data, which treats both modalities in
a balanced way. The data generating process is modeled as a Gaussian graphical model with
two types of nodes, each corresponding to one data modality. EEG nodes represent different
EEG channel data and fMRI nodes fMRI signals of different brain regions. We assume that
the EEG-fMRI recording is a sum of two parts. The first part is a realization of the Gaussian
graphical model, and the second is a noise term. The purpose of our method is to detect
strong dependencies between EEG channels and fMRI signals of brain regions. The analysis
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is done from the perspective of low frequency oscillations of EEG and effective connectivity
of the brain reflected by fMRI.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In the next section the model and
the corresponding estimation procedure are given. In Section 5.3 the simulation setup and
experimental data are introduced. In Section 5.4 simulation and experimental results for our
method are presented. We conclude with a discussion of our results. One formula that is an
ingredient of the estimation procedure is derived in Section 5.5.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Hierarchical Gaussian graphical model for fMRI

Effective connectivity can be modeled using the notion of partial correlations. In particular,
effective connectivity can be expressed by the presence of significant partial correlations, in
which correlation between signals of two regions is corrected for the influence of the signals
of the remaining regions. We represent the underlying process by a Gaussian graphical model
[56]. In this model, a vector that follows a multivariate normal distribution with a mean vec-
tor µ and a positive definite covariance matrix Σ (notation: N (µ,Σ)) is considered. This
multivariate normal distribution corresponds to an undirected graph, of which the nodes rep-
resent the variables of the random vector. An edge between two nodes is present only if the
corresponding variables are conditionally dependent given all the remaining variables. From
the properties of the multivariate normal distribution, conditional dependencies between vari-
ables are coded by non-zero entries in the precision matrix, which by definition is the inverse
of the covariance matrix. It is assumed that the precision matrix is sparse, meaning that it
contains many zeros. The main practical interest regarding the Gaussian graphical model in
our case is the recovery of edges, because they represent the effective connectivity.

Different methods for inferring the set of edges have been proposed, including variable
selection with lasso [72], which uses convex optimization for each node. Another method,
called graphical lasso, which directly estimates the sparse precision matrix by maximizing
the log-likelihood function shrunken by an l1 penalty multiplied by a tuning parameter, was
proposed in [6, 29] and implemented in R (glasso, [29]). This method is very popular due
to the fast rate of convergence of the algorithm. The choice of the tuning parameter for the
graphical lasso has been studied in [1, 63, 94].

In our context, the standard Gaussian graphical model is not strictly applicable, and we
need to extend it to a hierarchical graphical model. Part of the extension is the hierarchical
Gaussian graphical model (HGM) that was developed in [66] for fMRI. We point out that an
fMRI recording is a four-dimensional data structure in which the brain signal is represented
by measurements from a collection of small cubes, called voxels of edge length around 3mm.
Each voxel is repeatedly measured at the temporal resolution of approximately 1

3Hz, hence
time is the fourth dimension. The measurement periods are called epochs. The fMRI record-
ing is, therefore, indexed by epochs and voxels. The assumption of the HGM is that there
exists a grouping of voxels into separate brain regions. According to the HGM model, the
signal of a voxel is a sum of two components. The first one is equal to a hidden underlying
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signal of the brain region, which the voxel belongs to. The second component represents the
noise. The signals of brain regions are unobserved, and it is assumed that they are realizations
of a Gaussian graphical model, hence the corresponding precision matrix codes the depen-
dencies between different brain regions. Before we can formally define the HGM model, we
introduce the notation that is used further in this chapter. By MI,J (R) we denote the set of
I × J matrices of real elements. For a matrix M ∈ MI,J (R), we denote the i, jth element
by Mij . Let Y ∈ MT,L (R) represent the fMRI data, wherein Ytl is the signal of lth voxel
at tth epoch, L is the number of voxels, and T is the number of epochs. By G1, . . . , GK we
denote subsets of {1, . . . , L} that correspond to different, non-overlapping functional units
which we shall call regions. Even though in [66] it is not required, we make the assumption
that these groups are given. We represent all the hidden signals by a T × K matrix Z such
that Ztk is the signal of region k at epoch t. It will be convenient to operate on rows and
columns of a matrix M . By Mi. we denote the ith row and by M.j the jth columns of M .
It means that a dot in place of index represents taking the collection of all possible entries
of the given dimension. For example, Zt. represents the signals of all brain regions at time t

and Z.k is the signal of the kth brain region. The noise component is represented by ε (with
elements εtlk for k = 1, . . . ,K, l ∈ Gk, t = 1, . . . , T ). The complete HGM is




Ytl = Ztk + εtlk, if k = 1, . . . ,K, l ∈ Gk, t = 1, . . . , T,

εtlk ∼ N (0, φk) ,

ZT
t. ∼ N

(
0,Ω−1

f

)
,

variables εtlk are independent,

Z and ε independent.

The variances of error levels for different groups are kept in the diagonal matrix Φ (Φ =

diag (φ1, . . . , φK)). The model has the following parameters:

• Ωf the precision matrix of the hidden variable Z containing information about the
conditional dependencies between functional units;

• Φ the diagonal matrix in which the diagonal entries are the variances of errors within
groups.

The main focus of the HGM is on the precision matrix Ωf . The goal of the analysis is to
estimate it from fMRI data under a sparsity constraint, and hence recover brain regions that
are dependent, which can be done from the non-zeros in the estimate of Ωf .

The estimation procedure for HGM, presented in [66], is iterative and each iteration con-
sists of three steps. Each step corresponds to updating one type of parameters conditionally
on the current values of the estimates of the other two types of parameters. The steps in
which Z or Φ is updated is done by maximum likelihood. The precision matrix Ωf can be
updated under a sparsity constraint, for example using one of the penalized likelihood meth-
ods [29, 93]. If an l1 penalty is used, then the objective is to find the Ωf that maximizes the
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penalized log-likelihood:

log det (Ωf )−
1

T
tr
(
ZΩfZ

T
)
− λ |Ωf |(1) , (5.1)

where λ > 0 is called a tuning parameter or penalty level, and is fixed. Here |Ωf |(1) denotes
the sum of absolute values of Ωf . The sum can be taken over all elements, or, if one wants to
penalize only non-diagonal elements, over non-diagonal elements.

Let Ȳ ∈ MT,K (R) be defined by
[
Ȳ
]
tk

= 1
|Gk|

∑
l∈Gk

Ytl, and DG ∈ MK,K (T) by
DG = diag (|G1| , . . . , |GK |) with |Gk| the number of voxels belonging to Gk. The estima-
tion procedure for the parameters of the HGM model is given in Algorithm 2. It is based on
the algorithm developed in [66], but here G1, . . . , GK is assumed known, and therefore not
estimated. However, we cannot use this algorithm in this form. In the following subsections,
we extend the HGM model and present a corresponding algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Estimation algorithm for the HGM model for fMRI data.

Initialize: Φ(0) and Ω
(0)
f . Set s = 0.

Given Φ(s),Ω
(s)
f , Z(s), repeat the following steps until a stopping criterion is satisfied.

1: update Z(s+1) = Ȳ DG

(
DG +Ω

(s)
f Φ(s)

)−1

2: update Φ(s+1) = diag
(
φ
(s+1)
1 , . . . , φ

(s+1)
K

)
, such that φ

(s+1)
k =

1
T |Gk|

∑
l∈Gk

∑T
t=1

(
Ytl − Z

(s+1)
tk

)2

, for k = 1, . . . ,K

3: update Ω
(s+1)
f based on Z(s+1) under a sparsity constraint

4: set s = s+ 1

Then
(
Z(m),Φ(m),Ω

(m)
f

)
is the estimate of the triple (Z,Φ,Ωf ) if m is the index of the last

iteration.

5.2.2 Integrated Hierarchical Gaussian Graphical Model

The deconvolved fMRI component

Before we introduce the model for co-registered EEG-fMRI data, we introduce an adaptation
of the relationship between the fMRI data Y and the hidden variables Z. This step is added, in
order to account for the temporal delay between fMRI and EEG. Apart from that, it corrects
for autocorrelations in fMRI, hence it allows to model the deconvolved signal at different
epochs as independent.

The fMRI response to neural activity is spread over several epochs, which relates to the
well-known hemodynamic response function [61]. Inspired by the finite impulse response
model [71], in which coefficients of the hemodynamic response function are estimated using
a regressor of interest (e.g. a block function that codes the presence/absence of a stimulus
or a regressor that represents the amount of neural activity, like the alpha power regressor),
we assume that the fMRI signal of a given voxel is a convolution of the neural activity with
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unknown coefficients. In our case, however, instead of a known regressor that represents
certain aspects of neural activity, we assume that there is an underlying neural signal, of
which only the convolution is observed. The goal is to estimate the coefficients and recover
the underlying neural signal. The relationship between the fMRI data Y and the underlying
neural process N has the following form

Ytl = Nt,l +A
(k)
1 Nt−1,l + . . .+A

(k)
h Nt−h,l, l ∈ Gk, t = h+ 1, . . . , T, (5.2)

where N1,l, . . . , NT,l
iid∼ N

(
0, σ2

k

)
. We shall refer to N as the deconvolved fMRI data. This

is a moving average time series model [39]. Moreover, if l ∈ Gk, the relationship between
the Ntl, and the underlying hidden signal Ztk that corresponds to region k is modeled as

Ntl = Ztk + εtlk, (5.3)

where εtlk ∼ N (0, φk), variables εtlk in ε are independent, and Z and ε are independent.
Here Ntl represents the neural activity at time t of voxel l, which belongs to group Gk, and
Ztk is the overall neural activity of brain region k.

In our case the coefficients A(k)
1 , . . . , A

(k)
h are the same for all voxels that belong to the

region k. Therefore they can be estimated from the averages over voxels from that region.
More precisely, if N̄ ∈ MT,K (R) such that N̄tk = 1

|Gk|
∑

l∈Gk
Nt,l equation (5.2) implies

that

Ȳtk = N̄t,k +A
(k)
1 N̄t−1,k + . . .+A

(k)
h N̄t−h,k, (5.4)

which is, again, a moving average model. The coefficients A(k)
1 , . . . , A

(k)
h are estimated by

maximum likelihood using model (5.4). The estimated coefficients, and equation (5.2) are
then used to recover the underlying signals Nh+1,l, . . . , NT,l for l = 1, . . . , L corresponding
to individual voxels.

In our case Nt,l can be interpreted as deviations of the amount of neural activity from
the baseline. In particular, high values of Nt,l indicate increased activity, and low values de-
creased activity. Because negative values are also achieved by Nt,l, coefficients A(k)

1 , . . . , A
(k)
h

cannot be directly interpreted as the estimate of the hemodynamic response function.
After the parameters A

(k)
1 , . . . , A

(k)
h are estimated, one recovers the Nl,h+1, . . . , Nl,T ,

hence the recovered signal is shorter than the original fMRI data. Therefore it is recom-
mended not to use too large h. In our case the deconvolution (5.2) is applied to each record-
ing separately. Therefore we take h = 5, which corresponds to 3.6% of the length of one
recording.

The EEG component

In this subsection we decompose EEG data into hidden signals which are of interest, and noise
terms. This separation enables the formulation of our integrated model in the next subsection.
The EEG recording is naturally indexed by channels and time points. However, in the context
of an EEG-fMRI experiment, it makes sense to additionally group the time points by fMRI
epochs that they belong to. This results in expressing the EEG as three-dimensional data.
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Accordingly, let X(t)
ij be the EEG data from tth epoch, ith channel and jth time point within

epoch t. This way X(t) ∈ Mp,q (R) and the whole EEG part of the EEG-fMRI data can
be expressed as X =

[
X(1), . . . , X(T )

]
∈ Mp,qT (R) if T is the number of epochs. The

following formulas express the decomposition of the EEG signal into hidden signals H and
noise terms ε̃.




X
(t)
ij = Hti + ε̃tij ,

vec ([ε̃1.., ε̃2.., . . . , ε̃T..]) ∼ N (0,∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ) ,

H and ε̃ independent,

(5.5)

where H ∈ MT,p (R), Ht,i represents the hidden signal of channel i and epoch t, [ε̃t..] ∈
Mp,q (R), and Γ ∈ Mp,p (R), Ψ ∈ Mq,q (R), ∆ ∈ MT,T (R). Moreover, matrices Γ,Ψ,∆

are positive definite, and additionally, Ψ is a Toeplitz, and ∆ a diagonal matrix. This covari-
ance model for the overall noise of the EEG captures the spatio-temporal pattern of these data
and incorporates variations in the variance amplitude from one scan to another, see [80].

We also assume that the matrix H is independent of the matrix ε̃. The hidden variable
H is a function of the fMRI epoch, and the EEG channel, but is the same for all time points
within one epoch. Therefore it represents variations in EEG at the temporal resolution of
fMRI.

Estimating the positive definite covariance matrix ∆ ⊗ Ψ ⊗ Γ by maximum likelihood,
conditionally on H , and under the additional assumptions about Ψ and ∆ is part of the param-
eter estimation procedure for the integrated model. Indeed, if H is fixed, it is as if the error
terms ε̃tij were observed, because from (5.5) ε̃tij = X

(t)
ij − Hti. Therefore our estimation

problem is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation of ∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ from one realization
of the N (0,∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ) distribution which was studied in Chapter 4. From that chapter, it
turns out that no exact formula for the estimator is available, but a numerical approximation
of the maximum likelihood estimate can be obtained by an iterative procedure, in which each
of the matrices Γ,Ψ, and ∆ is updated, given the current values of the other matrices.

The integrated model for EEG-fMRI

We now introduce the integrated HGM model (called the IHGM model from now on) that
takes into account both EEG and fMRI data. The model is expressed as three sets of assump-
tions. They correspond to assumptions about EEG, about fMRI and about their relationship.
The sets of assumptions that involve EEG and fMRI separately are as before, and summarized
in (5.6) and (5.7), respectively:




X
(t)
ij = Hti + ε̃tij ,

vec [ε̃1.., . . . , ε̃T..] ∼ N (0,∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ) ,

H and ε̃ independent,

(5.6)
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Ytl = Nt,l +A
(k)
1 Nt−1,l + . . .+A

(k)
h Nt−h,l,

Ntl = Ztk + εtlk if l ∈ Gk,

εtlk ∼ N (0, φk) ,

all error terms independent,

Z and ε independent.

(5.7)

Variables H and N are jointly distributed according to multivariate normal distribution with
a covariance matrix that will be specified later. Integration of EEG and fMRI is done by
introducing a multivariate hidden variable that contains hidden variables of EEG and fMRI.
This is the variable W ∈ MT,p+K (R) with first p columns corresponding to EEG hidden
variables, and last K columns to fMRI hidden variables. We assume that Wt. follows a
Gaussian graphical model. Its precision matrix Ω ∈ Mp+K,p+K (R) contains information
about conditional (in)dependencies between variables of Wt. and is the same for all t. The
key assumption is that the dependence between X and N is only via Z and H . Because we
estimate the moving average coefficients A

(k)
1 , . . . , A

(k)
h from the fMRI data, and use them

to recover the neural signals N1,l, . . . , NT,l for l ∈ Gk, and each brain region k, we operate
on the deconvolved data N , instead of the original fMRI data Y . The set of assumptions
regarding the integrated variable and its relationship with the data is




Wt. = (Ht., Zt.) ,

WT
t. ∼ N

(
0,Ω−1

)
,

X|W and N |W independent,

W and ε independent,

W and ε̃ independent.

(5.8)

Because P (X,N |W ) = P (X|W )P (N |W ) = P (X|H)P (N |Z), and P (X,N,W ) =

P (X,N |W )P (W ), it follows that the joint log-likelihood of (X,N,W ) satisfies

L = log (P (X|H)) + log (P (N |Z)) + log (P (W )) . (5.9)

The estimation algorithm for the parameters of the IHGM model is similar to Algorithm
2, because, again, in each step of the iterations parameters other than Ω are estimated by
maximum likelihood conditionally on the other parameters. Therefore, for obtaining the
update formulas, it is useful to determine which terms of (5.9) involve which parameters and
variables. From the assumptions of the IHGM, it follows that

• logP (X|H) is a function of X,H , and parameter ∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ,

• logP (N |Z) is a function of N,Z, and parameter Φ,

• logP (W ) is a function of H,Z, and parameter Ω.

From there, it is clear that ∆ ⊗ Ψ ⊗ Γ is updated using only EEG data and the current
value of H , as explained in the previous subsection. Because Φ is only present in the term
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logP (N |Z), Φ will be estimated from the deconvolved fMRI data N and the hidden variable
Z. The formula for updating Φ is exactly the same as that under the HGM model, with Ytl

replaced by Ntl from the right-hand side of (5.2). The problem of estimating W is more
involved, because all three terms of (5.9) depend on elements of W . The formula for the
integrated hidden variable W is

Wt. =

([
q
(
XΨ−1

)T
]

t.

[
N̄DG

]
t.

){(
cIp 0

0 DG

)
+Ω

(
∆ttΓ 0

0 Φ

)}−1

, (5.10)

and its derivation is given in Appendix 5.5. Having obtained this formula, we can state the
overall estimation procedure, which is done in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Estimation algorithm for the parameters of the IHGM model.

Initialize: Φ(0), (∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ)
(0) and Ω(0). Set s = 0.

Repeat the following steps until a stopping criterion is satisfied.

1: update W (s+1) based on current values of other parameters using (5.10) (H(s+1) and
Z(s+1) are building blocks of W (s+1))

2: update (∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ)
(s+1) based on H(s+1) and X using the algorithm from Chapter 4

3: update Φ(s+1) = diag
(
φ
(s+1)
1 , . . . , φ

(s+1)
K

)
by maximum likelihood: φ

(s+1)
k =

1
TK

∑
l∈Gk

(
Ntlk − Z

(s+1)
tk

)2

4: update Ω(s+1) based on W (s+1), by maximizing (5.11) using the method explained in
Subsection 5.2.2

5: Set s = s+ 1.

The estimate
(
Ŵ , ̂∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ, Φ̂, Ω̂

)
of (W,∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ,Φ,Ω) is(

W (m), (∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ)
(m)

,Φ(m),Ω(m)
)

, where m is the index of the last iteration.

Estimation of the precision matrix

For updating the sparse precision matrix Ω we use the graphical lasso algorithm (imple-
mented in the R package huge) modified so that only non-diagonal elements of the precision
matrix are penalized, because connections are recovered from those elements only. This al-
gorithm finds the Ω that maximizes the penalized log-likelihood

log det (Ω)− 1

T
tr
(
WΩWT

)
− λ |Ω|(1) , (5.11)

where |Ω|(1) is the sum of absolute values of the non-diagonal elements. For the choice of
the penalty level λ, we consider two approaches: the rotation information criterion (RIC)
[68], and the stability approach to regularization selection (StARS) [63]. RIC uses simulated
samples that have the same likelihood as the input data, to find the optimal value of the
penalty level. StARS seeks for the value of the tuning parameter that provides a sparse and
highly stable network. It investigates sparsity and stability for different penalty levels on
sub-sampled data.
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5.2.3 Simulation set-up

We assess the recovery of the precision matrix Ω in terms of the network structure and its
accuracy, as well as the accuracy of the other parameters of our model using simulation
studies. Here we explain how the parameters that are used as input for the simulation studies
are chosen.

All dimensions, such as numbers of EEG electrodes, number of brain regions, cluster
sizes, and number of epochs are taken from one experimental data set, which is described
in Section 5.2.4. It means that the EEG dimensions are p × q × T = 34 × 200 × 419, and
L = 41351 fMRI voxels are assigned to K = 41 brain regions. Sizes of the brain regions
vary from 102 to 5302 voxels, with an average of 1009 voxels.

We perform two simulation studies. They have different goals and different set-ups. The
purpose of the first simulation study is to measure the accuracy of the estimation algorithm
for different noise levels of the two types of input data (EEG, fMRI). For this simulation
study the true precision matrix as well as the error parameters are generated artificially, with-
out the use of the experimental data, except for the dimensions of the sample. The second
simulation study is performed to assess the results obtained using the real EEG-fMRI data,
and to measure the sensitivity for different sparsity levels.

EEG and fMRI noise levels: performance of the algorithm

Because the first simulation study is performed to assess the accuracy of the estimation pro-
cedure with respect to different noise levels of EEG and fMRI, the sparse precision matrix is
fixed, and the noise levels of simulated EEG and fMRI recordings are varied. The precision
matrix Ω is created from the 75 × 75 identity matrix, of which 48 upper triangular elements
are randomly selected, each entry with the same probability. Of these selected elements, 27
randomly chosen elements are set to 0.25, and the remaining ones are assigned the value
−0.2. The matrix Ω is symmetrized by inserting appropriate numbers in its lower triangular
part. The Ω used in the simulation studies is visualized in Figure 5.1. In the same figure, the
division of Ω into four blocks is shown. The upper-left block is related to EEG, the lower-
right to fMRI, and the remaining two blocks, that are each others transpose, to the relationship
between EEG and fMRI. The non-zero values are uniformly distributed across the blocks of
Ω. The noise levels for EEG and fMRI are taken from the set {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}.
More precisely, for each combination of s1, s2 ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}, the matrix
of fMRI variances Φ is taken as Φ = s1IK , and the covariance matrix of the EEG errors
∆ ⊗ Ψ ⊗ Γ = s2IpqT . We do not consider more complex values of ∆ ⊗ Ψ ⊗ Γ, because
the purpose of this simulation study is to investigate performance of the algorithm, and our
choice of ∆ ⊗ Ψ ⊗ Γ simplifies the analysis and makes the interpretation more straightfor-
ward. For each of these Φ and ∆⊗Ψ⊗ Γ, 4 data sets are generated according to (5.6)-(5.8),
and the parameters of the IHGM model are estimated using Algorithm 3.

To assess the quality of Ω recovery we measure sensitivity, specificity, and the relative
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sparsity pattern in the true Omega
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Figure 5.1: Sparsity pattern of the precision matrix Ω used in the first simulation study. El-
ements not equal to zero are marked in black. Horizontal and vertical lines separate the
precision matrix into four blocks. The upper-left block corresponds to partial correlations
between EEG nodes, and the lower-right block– to partial correlations between fMRI nodes.
The upper-right block, and the lower-left, which is its transpose, correspond to partial corre-
lations between EEG and fMRI nodes.

mean squared error of which the formulas are given below.

sensitivity =
number of correctly recovered connections

number of underlying connections
,

specificity =
number of correctly recovered zeros

number of underlying zeros
,

relative MSE =
‖Ω̂− Ω‖2

‖Ω‖2
.

Here Ω̂ is the estimate of Ω, and ‖.‖ denotes the Frobenius norm. This is done for the
whole Ω matrix, as well as for its three essentially different blocks. For the one representing
the relationship between EEG and fMRI, we take the upper-right block. Apart from this,
the relative mean squared errors for the other parameters are determined, which is done to
investigate which parameters are estimated with large uncertainty.

Different sparsity levels: data-based simulations

In order to allow for the comparison between the noise levels of experimental EEG and
fMRI recordings with those used in the second simulation study, we define noise levels
for experimental EEG and fMRI data by calibration of Ω̂. The idea is to obtain scaled es-
timates of the parameters which corresponds to scaling of EEG and fMRI in a way that
does not affect the amount of signal relative to the amount of noise of each data modal-
ity, and scales the precision matrix Ω̂ so that it has ones on its diagonal. To achieve this,
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let C(1) = diag
(
Ω̂

1/2
1,1 , . . . , Ω̂

1/2
p,p

)
, C(2) = diag

(
Ω̂

1/2
p+1,p+1, . . . , Ω̂

1/2
p+K,p+K

)
, and C =

diag
(
Ω̂

1/2
1,1 , . . . , Ω̂

1/2
p+K,p+K

)
, and consider the scaling X̃

(t)
ij = C(1)iiXij of the EEG data,

and Ỹtl = C(2)kkYtl, if l ∈ Gk, of the fMRI data. It is clear that this scaling does not affect
the amount of signal relative to the amount of noise of EEG and fMRI. Moreover, the estimate
of the precision matrix of the scaled hidden variable W̃t. = CWt. equals C−1Ω̂C−1, which
contains only ones on the diagonal. The scaled estimates of the error covariance matrix for
EEG and fMRI are ∆̂⊗ Ψ̂⊗

(
C1Γ̂C1

)
, and C2Φ̂C2, respectively.

The noise levels of each data modality, ŝ1 for EEG and ŝ2 for fMRI, are now defined in
the following way:

ŝ1 = mean
(

diag
(
∆̂⊗ Ψ̂⊗

(
C1Γ̂C1

)))
(5.12)

ŝ2 = mean
(

diag
(
C2Ψ̂C2

))
. (5.13)

To determine the sensitivity level for our experimental data, and study how the sensitivity
of the precision matrix and its blocks depends on the underlying sparsity level, in the second
simulation study the sparsity level is varied. We assume that estimation under the IHGM
was done on a given experimental EEG-fMRI recording, and that the scaled Ω̂, as well as the
estimates of the noise levels ŝ1 for EEG and ŝ2 for fMRI, obtained from the scaled covariance
matrices, are available. Below, we explain how the parameter values for this simulation study
are created.

The covariance matrix for EEG is taken as ŝ1IpqT , and for fMRI as ŝ2IK . The sparsity
level is measured as the ratio of the number of non-zeros in the upper-triangular part of Ω
with respect to the total number of upper-triangular elements in Ω. A sequence of precision
matrices with different sparsity levels is generated from Ω̂ as follows. The third matrix in
the sequence, Ω3, is equal to Ω̂. The remaining precision matrices are initialized by the
identity matrix. We only explain how the upper-triangular elements are created, because the
lower-triangular elements are mirrored from them. Matrix Ω2 is generated from Ω3 by setting
100 randomly chosen non-zero upper-triangular elements to zero, that corresponds to 3.6%

of upper-triangular elements of Ω, and matrix Ω1 is created from Ω2 the same way as Ω2

from Ω3. Matrices Ω1, and Ω2 represent lower sparsity levels than Ω̂. Matrices 4 − 7, that
represent higher sparsity levels, are generated by the following iterative procedure. For i =
4, . . . , 7, Ωi is generated from Ωi−1 by replacing its 100 randomly chosen upper-triangular
zero elements with a sample (taken with replacement) from the upper-triangular non-zero
elements of Ω̂ multiplied by 0.06. The multiplication by 0.06 is done for computational
reasons (to guarantee that Ωi, for i = 4, . . . , 7, remains positive definite). For each Ωi, 4
samples are simulated using (5.6)-(5.8), with Ω = Ωi, and ∆⊗Ψ⊗Γ = ŝ1IpqT , Φ = ŝ2IK .
Each time sensitivity and specificity are measured for the whole estimated precision matrix
and for its three blocks.
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5.2.4 Experimental data

We used the simultaneously collected recordings of EEG-fMRI data that were used in [96]
and that are publicly available on https://openfmri.org/dataset/ds000116.
The data on one subject consist of 6 recordings in total, where three of them correspond
to a visual stimulus and the other three to an auditory stimulus. Within each recording the
stimulus that required a buttoned response using the right index finger was presented repeat-
edly 125 times, each time for 200ms, such that it covered approximately 20% of the time of
each recording. During the rest of the time a standard stimulus, which did not require any
response, was presented as reference. The temporal resolution of fMRI was 2 seconds and
voxel dimensions were 3 × 3 × 4mm. The EEG was recorded on 43 bipolar pairs that were
re-referenced to 34 electrode space using the average of the mastoids as reference. The sam-
pling rate was 1000 Hz. In our case the preprocessing of the EEG and fMRI data needs to be
done with caution so that the aspects of interest are not removed or distorted. In particular,
the slow fluctuations of the EEG recordings should not be removed.

For assigning voxels to brain regions an AAL brain atlas with K = 41 brain regions
was used 1, that was obtained from the Talairach system [89] on the gyrus level by removing
brain regions that consisted of fewer than 100 voxels, or did not correspond to the brain tissue.
Below we give the preprocessing steps of EEG and fMRI.

Preprocessing

Preprocessing was done separately for each recording. The only exception from this rule was
the motion correction for fMRI, which was done for the concatenated 6 recordings to enforce
the same spatial alignment of voxels across the recordings. Below are the steps of cleaning
the EEG and fMRI data in the order in which they were applied.

EEG

1. Removing bad channels (8, 24, 31).

2. Re-referencing to 34 electrodes space using the average of mastoids as reference.

3. Removing gradient artifacts (calculating the average over all epochs and subtracting it
from each epoch).

4. Filtering out frequencies > 40Hz (two-sided low pass Butterworth filter).

5. Downsampling to 125Hz.

1Names of included brain regions: Posterior Cingulate, Anterior Cingulate, Subcallosal Gyrus, Sub-Gyral, Un-
cus, Rectal Gyrus, Fusiform Gyrus, Inferior Occipital Gyrus, Inferior Temporal Gyrus, Insula, Parahippocampal
Gyrus, Lingual Gyrus, Middle Occipital Gyrus, Orbital Gyrus, Middle Temporal Gyrus, Superior Temporal Gyrus,
Superior Occipital Gyrus, Precentral Gyrus, Inferior Frontal Gyrus, Cuneus, Supramarginal Gyrus, Cingulate Gyrus,
Inferior Parietal Lobule, Precuneus, Superior Parietal Lobule, Middle Frontal Gyrus, Paracentral Lobule, Postcen-
tral Gyrus, Superior Frontal Gyrus, Medial Frontal Gyrus, Cerebellar Tonsil, Inferior Semi-Lunar Lobule, Uvula,
Pyramis, Tuber, Declive, Culmen, Extra-Nuclear, Lentiform Nucleus, Thalamus, Caudate.
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6. Removing polynomial trend of order 2 by fitting the second degree polynomial for each
channel by least squares and subtracting this polynomial from the time series of that
channel.

7. Removing points in between each two consecutive epochs such that each epoch is
represented by 200 time points.

8. Removing epochs during which the target stimulus occurred.

9. Standardizing signal of each channel to zero mean and unit standard deviation.

fMRI

1. Slice timing correction (using SPM8).

2. Motion correction (in SPM8).

3. Removing polynomial trend of order 2 (as for EEG).

4. Estimating coefficients of the moving average model of order h = 5 per brain region;
deconvolving signals per voxel and discarding the first h = 5 epochs (EEG data corre-
sponding to the first h = 5 epochs were removed after 7th step of EEG preprocessing).

5. Removing epochs during which the target stimulus occurred.

6. Standardizing signal of each voxel to mean zero and unit standard deviation.

After the preprocessing, we obtained recordings with the number of EEG channels p = 34

and the number of time points within one epoch q = 200. For each recording the fMRI
voxels were clustered into the above-mentioned K = 41 groups. Because we are interested
in spontaneous brain activity, we extracted the epochs during which no target stimuli were
present (see step 8 of EEG preprocessing, and step 5 of fMRI preprocessing). To increase
the sample size (the number of epochs), we concatenated the recordings of one subject that
contained the same type of data. The total number of epochs for concatenated sample in
which the stimulus was auditory was T = 419 for auditory data, and T = 421 for visual
data.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Simulation results

In this section we present the results of our simulation studies. As mentioned above, we
considered two variates of the estimation procedure that differ by the method according to
which the tuning parameter in graphical lasso is selected, RIC or StARS. The results for both
methods are similar, but with RIC slightly higher sensitivity was achieved. We only present
the results obtained with this method.
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Simulation study 1

From the sensitivity analysis, which is summarized in Figure 5.2, one can conclude that the
overall sensitivity is affected by the noise levels of EEG and fMRI, and lower noise levels
of EEG and fMRI cause higher sensitivity. This effect is similar for each type of data if the
noise variances are in the range of [0.01, 10], but there are some differences if the variance of
the noise of one of the two lies in [100, 1000]. It turns out that in such case the large noise
level of EEG lowers the sensitivity more than the same noise level of fMRI. Sensitivity of the
block of Ω that corresponds to connections between EEG and fMRI nodes shows the same
pattern as the overall sensitivity. The situation is different for the other two blocks of Ω.
Namely, for the block that corresponds to connections between EEG nodes, the noise level
of EEG determines the sensitivity of the connections within this block, and the noise level of
fMRI does not influence it. This pattern is reversed for the block that represents connections
between fMRI nodes.

To gain some insight into the accuracy of the estimate of Ω, we obtained relative mean
squared errors of its estimate and of its three blocks. The results are visualized in Figure 5.3,
and shed more light on the sensitivity results. They show that for each configuration of the
noise levels, low accuracy of the estimate of (a block of) Ω corresponds to its low sensitivity.

For all simulated samples, the specificity was higher than 0.998, which means that zeros
in the precision matrix are detected accurately.

Apart from the properties of the estimator of Ω, in the first simulation study we also
investigated the relative mean squared errors for the parameters that describe the covariance
matrices of the error terms of EEG and fMRI. From the relative mean squared errors given in
Figure 5.4, it is clear that the parameters were recovered quite accurately. Higher accuracy is
achieved for parameters Φ and Γ, than for ∆ and Ψ.

Simulation study 2

Parameters of the IHGM model were estimated from the auditory sample. They were scaled
such that diagonal elements of Ω̂ were set to 1, as described in Subsection 5.2.3. For this
sample, the mean noise level equals ŝ1 = 91.05 for EEG, and ŝ2 = 311.38 for fMRI.

The results of the second simulation study are given in Figure 5.5. The upper bound
on the overall sensitivity was determined by estimating the precision matrix from W , hence
under assumption that this variable was observed. First, the simulation results are used for
investigating how well the connections were recovered from the auditory sample. The spar-
sity level for Ω estimated from the auditory sample is 0.13. The observed sparsity is given
by the formula sparsity × sensitivity + (1− sparsity)× (1− specificity). We calculated this
value for all of our sparsity levels, and the value that is closest to 0.13 corresponds to the
sparsity level of 0.2. The overall sensitivity for sparsity = 0.2 equals 0.48, and specificity
equals 0.96. The auditory sample contains 362 connections. Therefore, if the IHGM model is
plausible for this sample, of 362 recovered connections 96 are false positives, the remaining
266 are true connections, and there are 282 connections that have not been identified.

Moreover, the results of this simulation study show how the sensitivity changes with
the underlying sparsity level. The overall sensitivity is low for low sparsity levels, peaks
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Figure 5.2: Average sensitivity of the whole Ω and of its three blocks separately, measured for
different noise levels of EEG and fMRI. RIC was used for the choice of the tuning parameter.
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Figure 5.3: Relative mean squared error of the estimated Ω and of its three blocks separately,
measured for different noise levels of EEG and fMRI. RIC was used for the choice of the
tuning parameter.
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Figure 5.4: Relative mean squared error of the estimated Γ,Ψ,∆,Φ, measured for different
noise levels of EEG and fMRI. RIC was used for the choice of the tuning parameter.
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at sparsity of 0.13, after which it slowly decreases and stabilizes for sparsity of 0.24 at the
level of 0.46. The gap between the overall sensitivity and sensitivity achieved if no errors
were present systematically decreases, and reaches approximately 0.014 for sparsity of 0.27.
Sensitivity of the EEG block shows the same shape as the overall sensitivity, but the values
are higher by 0.19. Elements from the EEG block are much easier detected, which can be
explained by the fact that in the experimental data the EEG noise levels were estimated to be
lower than these of fMRI and, hence, the same holds for the simulated data. Sensitivity of the
fMRI block and of the mixed block have similar shapes. They first show an increase until the
sparsity of 0.13, then a small drop, and then start increasing so that they achieve the highest
values at sparsity of 0.27. Notably, at each sparsity level sensitivity of the mixed block is, by
far, the lowest.

5.3.2 Real data results

In this subsection we show the results obtained from the real data. We apply the model using
concatenated recordings that correspond to auditory stimulation, and to visual stimulation
separately. The sparsity patterns, hence the recovered connections are visualized in Figure
5.6. We are mostly interested in the mixed connections (between EEG and fMRI nodes).
They are given in Table 5.1. The overlap of the mixed connections found from the auditory
and the visual sample is the following three connections Uvula-T7, Uvula-T8, Uvula-P7. It
is also apparent that several regions and EEG channels that are involved in these connections
are the same for both samples. The common regions are Inferior Temporal Gyrus, Superior
Frontal Gyrus, Uvula, and Caudate. The channels that are involved in the mixed connections
are visualized in Figure 5.7.

We also study the variance levels of the hidden variables corresponding to the EEG chan-
nels by projecting them onto the head model and interpolating the intermediate values, see
Figure 5.8. Channels with more variability are located in the frontal and some central and
parietal areas for the visual sample, and only in the frontal areas for the auditory sample.

We are also interested in the estimated components of the covariance matrix for the error
terms in EEG. These can be seen in Figure 5.9. It is clear that larger variances are on the left-
hand side of the brain, which is the side of the brain that was activated by the finger tapping.
Spikes in the diagonal of ∆ indicate the presence of the trial-to-trial variations in the EEG
noise.

In figure 5.10 the estimated fMRI noise levels φ̂k are plotted against estimated variances
of the corresponding hidden variables represented by appropriate diagonal elements of Ω̂−1.
The linear shape is caused by the standardization of the fMRI data. The noise levels are very
high in comparison with the variances of the hidden variables.

The obtained parameters of the model were scaled using the method described in Subsec-
tion 5.3.1. For the auditory sample, the mean noise level equals ŝ1 = 91.05 for the EEG, and
ŝ2 = 311.38 for the fMRI. These values are ŝ1 = 45.45, and ŝ2 = 299.92 for the visual data.
From the second simulation study, and Figure 5.5, we know that the recovery of the EEG
block of Ω is more reliable than the recovery of the remaining two blocks of the precision
matrix. In particular, we find only strongest mixed connections. But those that we detect, we
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mixed connections found mixed connections found
from auditory sample from visual sample

Inferior Temporal Gyrus-T7 Anterior Cingulate-T7
Inferior Temporal Gyrus-C4 Anterior Cingulate-T8
Inferior Temporal Gyrus-T8 Inferior Temporal Gyrus-FC6
Inferior Temporal Gyrus-P7 Superior Occipital Gyrus-C3
Inferior Temporal Gyrus-Pz Cuneus-C3
Parahippocampal Gyrus-P7 Middle Frontal Gyrus-PO4
Superior Frontal Gyrus-P7 Superior Frontal Gyrus-T7

Uvula-T7 Superior Frontal Gyrus-T8
Uvula-T8 Superior Frontal Gyrus-PO4
Uvula-P7 Uvula-T7

Caudate-AF4 Uvula-T8
Uvula-P7

Pyramis-PO3
Caudate-F3

Table 5.1: Mixed connections recovered from an auditory sample, and a visual sample.
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Figure 5.6: Sparsity patterns in the estimate of the precision matrix obtained under the IHGM
model. Non-zero elements are in black. Left: model applied to the auditory data. Right:
model applied to the visual data.
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EEG channels involved in connections with fMRI
auditory data

EEG channels involved in connections with fMRI
visual data

Figure 5.7: EEG channels that are involved in mixed connections are marked by large black
circles. Left: obtained from auditory sample. Right: obtained from the visual sample.
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Figure 5.8: Variances of hidden variables of EEG, estimated under the IHGM model. Left:
model applied on the auditory data. Right: model applied on visual data.
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Figure 5.9: Covariance components of high-frequency error terms in EEG, estimated under
the IHGM model. Upper: model applied on the auditory data. Lower: model applied on
visual data.
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Figure 5.10: Error levels for different brain regions (φ1, . . . , φ41), estimated under the IHGM
model, plotted against estimated variance levels of the corresponding hidden variables. Left:
model applied on the auditory data. Right: model applied on visual data.
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are confident with.

5.4 Discussion

We have presented a new model and a corresponding estimation procedure for the integrated
analysis of simultaneously collected EEG-fMRI data. In the proposed model both EEG and
fMRI signals are modeled as signal plus noise. The signal of interest in fMRI is given by
activity of different brain regions, whereas the signal of interest in EEG is slow wave activity,
in the same frequency range as fMRI variations. The goal of the new model is to detect
connections between the signals of interest from the two modalities. The model accounts
for spatio-temporal correlations as well as trial-to-trial variations of high frequency errors in
EEG. In order to temporally align the EEG and fMRI data fMRI signals are deconvolved
using a model for the temporal autocorrelations in fMRI. In our modeling framework the
two modalities are treated in a balanced way, both being realizations of a stochastic model.
We have assessed the quality of the estimation procedure in simulation studies. Connections
between EEG channels and brain regions were identified from experimental EEG-fMRI on a
subject level.

The simulation studies show that the sensitivity of the recovered connections strongly
depends on the noise level in the EEG and fMRI signals. From the first simulation study, it
turns out that the estimation algorithm favors fMRI data, because it can handle larger noise
level of this type of data and still produce good results. However, since in experimental
data sets the noise level of EEG is usually much lower than for fMRI, the EEG connections
are recovered with the highest sensitivity, the fMRI connections with lower, and the mixed
connections with the lowest. This suggests that it would be beneficial to investigate methods
for choosing different penalty levels separately for each of the blocks of the precision matrix
instead of having one fixed λ for the entire precision matrix. Moreover, the new technique
would benefit from optimizing preprocessing procedures that would improve the signal to
noise level in both data modalities.

In [95] and [96] the same visual and auditory data sets were studied. In both these studies
the data of epochs in which the target stimulus occurred were studied in a group analysis,
whereas the current study concentrates on epochs in which the standard stimulus occurred.
Nevertheless, several brain regions found in [95] and [96] with connections to a general
extract of the EEG signals on group level, appear in our results to have connections to several
EEG-channels on a single subject level (e.g. superior frontal gyrus, uvula). Therefore it
would be interesting to apply our method on more subjects and find the connections on group
level.

We see a number of extensions and alterations of our method. First of all, the choice of the
signal of interest in EEG in the proposed model is not limited to slow waves. In principle, the
framework of modeling both fMRI and EEG as hidden signal plus noise allows for any choice
of the hidden signal in both data modalities. One could, for example, consider the Fourier
transformed EEG signal, and model the power in a specific frequency band as hidden signal
plus variation, where the Kronecker product covariance model has to be adapted in a similar
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way as in [9]. Such analysis can be used to investigate connections between EEG channels
and brain regions (clusters of voxel) in specific frequency bands. Second, the deconvolution
of fMRI could be estimated inside the estimation algorithm such that EEG data would also
contribute in a way that would enhance the chance of finding mixed connections. Finally, our
method detects only the presence of a relationship, but not its direction. Therefore, instead of
the Gaussian graphical model, one could, for instance, consider a causal graphical model in
which directions of causal relationships are also inferred.

In sum, we have presented an integrated model for co-registered EEG-fMRI data that
treats these two data modalities in a balanced way, together with its iterative estimation pro-
cedure. This new framework can be applied generally, to a variety of signals of interest, both
in EEG and in fMRI.

5.5 Derivation of formula (5.10)

We aim to obtain the formula for the maximum likelihood estimator of the hidden variable W
given all the other parameters. It is easier to do this separately for its components, the hidden
variable H and Z, because in (5.9) there is one term that does not involve H and one that does
not involve Z. Moreover, one can express the function log (P (W )) in terms of variables H

and Z. Indeed, if Ω =

(
Ω(1) Ω(12)

Ω(12)T Ω(2)

)
for Ω(1) ∈ Mp,p (R), Ω(12) ∈ Mp,K (R), and

Ω(2) ∈ MK,K (R); we have that

(
H Z

)( Ω(1) Ω(12)

Ω(12)T Ω(2)

)(
HT

ZT

)
= HΩ(1)HT + ZΩ(12)THT +HΩ(12)ZT + ZΩ(2)ZT .

Thus, because log (P (W )) = − 1
2 tr

(
WΩWT

)
, we have that

log (P (W )) = −1

2
tr
(
HΩ(1)HT

)
− 1

2
tr
(
ZΩ(2)ZT

)
− tr

(
HΩ(12)ZT

)
. (5.14)

We start with the derivation of the maximization formula for H . The log-likelihood func-
tion for H is LH ∼ L(1)

H +L(2)
H . The sign ∼ represents the fact that the difference between the

left-hand side and the right-hand side does not involve H . In our case L(1)
H ∼ log (P (X|H)),

and L(2)
H ∼ log (P (W )), hence we need to differentiate two functions with respect to Hti.

We have

P (X|H) = (2π)
−Tpq

2 |∆|−
pq
2 |Ψ|−

pT
2 |Γ|−

qT
2 (5.15)
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(
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,

therefore log (P (X|H)) is (after removing terms that do not depend on Hti) equal to

L(1)
H = (5.16)

= −1

2
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(
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.
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Here (1, . . . , 1) is a 1 × q matrix of ones. We calculate this value using the definition of
matrix multiplication and trace of a matrix and obtain the following formula

L(1)
H = (5.17)
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1
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Now we compute the derivative of L(1)
H with respect to Hti. We get
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(5.18)

The bottom line of this expression equals
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which simplifies to 1
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The second part of the maximization formula for H is derived from the component L(2)
H =

− 1
2 tr

(
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)
− tr
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)
. The derivative of L(2)
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From (5.19), and (5.20) we have that the derivation of the full maximization formula for H is
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The equation ∂
∂Hti

LH = 0 is satisfied if

1
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One can create a T × p matrix, of which the t, ith element is equal to ∂
∂Hti

LH such that
the equation can be expressed in the following matrix equation:

∆−1q
(
XΨ−1

)T

Γ−1 − c∆−1HΓ−1 −HΩ(1) − ZΩ(12)T = 0, (5.23)
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]
and X(t)Ψ−1

is a column vector containing the row-means of X(t)Ψ−1. We mention here, that from
the fact that matrix Ψ−1 is positive definite it follows that c > 0. This is because c =

(1, . . . , 1)Ψ−1 (1, . . . , 1)
T
> 0.

Now, we derive the equation for Ztk. For this purpose, we consider the log-likelihood
function LZ ∼ L(1)

Z +L(2)
Z , where L(1)

Z ∼ log (P (N |Z)), and L(2)
Z ∼ log (P (W )). Because
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the derivatives of L(1)
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(5.24)

Using these expressions, we derive the maximization equation for Z in matrix form

−ZDGΦ
−1 + N̄DGΦ

−1 − ZΩ(2) −HΩ(12) = 0. (5.25)

The aim is to solve (5.23) and (5.25) simultaneously. We can integrate these two equations
into one and obtain

− [H,Z] Ω +
[
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)
(5.26)
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= 0.

Let us consider the equation that corresponds to the tth row of this matrix equation. Because
∆−1 is a diagonal matrix, the tth row of ∆−1H equals ∆−1

tt Ht., therefore equation (5.26)
restricted to row t equals
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This is an affine equation for vector [Ht., Zt.] with the solution
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By inserting the product
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between the two terms, one can obtain

a more tidy expression of the solution, equal to
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which is the same as (5.10).



Chapter 6

Conclusions and future research

The research presented in this thesis involves theoretical aspects of constrained minimization
problems, existence and uniqueness of maximum likelihood estimators of structured positive
definite covariance matrices under a multivariate normal assumption, and development of
stochastic models and corresponding estimation procedures for the analysis of co-registered
EEG-fMRI data.

Chapters 2 and 3 contain new results for existence and uniqueness of the maximum like-
lihood estimator for the covariance matrix under a Kronecker product covariance structure.
For the diagonal Kronecker product model, we have covered all the cases regarding the di-
mensions of the covariance components and the sample size, and proved that existence and
uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix holds with proba-
bility 1 for n ≥ 1. For the general Kronecker product model we have revised and corrected
some results from the literature, and proved that uniqueness does not always hold. For the
general model, and a model in which only one component is assumed diagonal, existence
and uniqueness is still an open problem for some configurations of the sample size and the
dimensions of covariance components.

In Chapter 4 a new model for the EEG/MEG data has been developed that involves a
three-domain factorization of the covariance matrix with variations in noise level over epochs,
independence between epochs and local stationarity. The estimation procedure for the struc-
tured covariance matrix based on maximum likelihood has been developed, implemented
and made publicly available. We have assessed the accuracy of the estimation method in
simulation studies, and showed which covariance components can be recovered with higher
precision and in which circumstances. The model can be applied not only for the analysis
of the co-registered EEG-fMRI data in a multiple linear regression model with fMRI as re-
sponse variable, but also for the analysis of different types of EEG/MEG data. Under our
model it is assumed that the temporal component is the same for each of the EEG channels in
the spatial component, and vice versa. However, one could extend the model by adding more
components to the Kronecker product, meaning that the covariance matrix would become a
sum of Kronecker products consisting of three components. Under such a model, each term
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in the sum would correspond to a different type of a brain activity.
In Chapter 5 we have developed an integrated model for the analysis of simultaneously

collected EEG-fMRI data that represents each of the data modalities as signal plus noise, and
models the relationship of the two underlying signals by a Gaussian graphical model. It is
assumed that a three-domain covariance model from the previous chapter holds for the noise
of EEG, and that the fMRI data are generated by a convolution of underlying brain activity
with region-specific moving average coefficients. The main focus of the model is on the
relationship between slow wave activity observed in the EEG and hemodynamical activity
of different brain regions registered by fMRI. We have proposed an estimation procedure for
the parameters of our model that iteratively updates each type of parameters conditionally
on the current values of the remaining parameters using (penalized) maximum likelihood.
Penalization is used only for estimating the precision matrix. The non-zero elements of this
precision matrix indicate which pairs of variables (i.e., EEG sensors and/or brain regions) are
conditionally dependent. In our study one penalty level is chosen for all non-diagonal entries
of the precision matrix. However, this matrix consists of three essentially different blocks,
hence it would be beneficial to alter this assumption and consider different penalty levels for
the different blocks. Under the Gaussian graphical model one can recover the presence of
causal relationship between variables, but not its direction. Therefore it would be interesting
to use one of the causal graphical models, instead of the Gaussian graphical model, to be able
to infer directions of the causal relationships.
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Summary

The research described in the thesis concerns stochastic modeling and statistical analysis of
brain dynamics. The main goal of the research was to use mathematical modeling and statis-
tical analysis to identify which regions in the brain become active and cooperate in different
situations and under different conditions, and how they do this, based on co-registered EEG
and fMRI data. These two types of data contain complementary information about the activ-
ity of the brain. The idea was to build an integrated model for EEG and fMRI data, so that a
statistical analysis could take advantage of the high temporal resolution of EEG as well as of
the high spatial resolution of fMRI.

Before actual data analysis was addressed, several mathematical problems had to be tack-
led. First, a general mathematical framework for certain constrained minimization problems
was established. This is described in Chapter 2. Theoretical analyses of these problems with
respect to existence and uniqueness of a solution were carried out. The results of the analyses
were needed for proving properties of the maximum likelihood estimators that are considered
in Chapters 3 and 4.

In Chapter 3 the modeling and estimation of the covariance structure of the EEG data are
investigated. Since the EEG signal is generally modeled as a multivariate normal distribution
for which the covariance matrix is a Kronecker product of two matrices, one corresponding
to the time domain and one corresponding to the space domain, existence and uniqueness of
maximum likelihood estimators of such structured covariance matrices were studied. Several
new results have been found, and it was shown that some existing, frequently used, results
were in fact not correct.

Next, from preliminary data analysis it turned out that the two-domain EEG-covariance
model was not appropriate for an integrated analysis of EEG data together with fMRI data,
and that a third domain that would represent the fMRI data collection procedure, had to be
added. Moreover, the time-domain component needed to be further structured as a Toeplitz
matrix. However, this meant that also the estimation procedure had to be adapted. Especially
the estimation of the Toeplitz component was no longer straightforward. A way to approach
this estimation problem and an accompanying computer algorithm was developed. The three-
domain model not only serves to model the covariance structure of EEG in integrated EEG-
fMRI modeling but also the covariance structure of MEG data under certain experimental
conditions. In Chapter 4 the new model and the estimation procedure are described and
evaluated, and examples of their use for actual data analysis are given.
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Because some aspects of the overall model that was used for integrated EEG-fMRI anal-
ysis, a linear regression model in which fMRI data serve as response variables and functions
of the EEG data as explanatory variables, were not completely satisfying, a new integrated
model which improves EEG-fMRI data analysis results was sought for. For that purpose,
a class of graphical models was investigated. In particular, in Chapter 5 of the thesis it is
proposed to use a hierarchical Gaussian graphical model with two layers, one layer for both
types of observed random variables and one hidden layer for unobserved random variables
that represent the neuronal and hemodynamic processes that underlie the observed phenom-
ena. This model takes into account covariance structure of EEG, autocorrelation of fMRI,
and models the relationship between the hidden variables of these two data modalities. A
corresponding numerical iterative estimation procedure based on maximum likelihood and
the graphical Lasso was derived and its performance investigated on simulated data and its
use is illustrated on experimental co-registered EEG-fMRI data.
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